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Yamaha YPR8 piano, s/h

PSR 410, new ,

Yamaha PSR 210, new

Phonic dual 31 band graphic

Phonic monitors 100w pair

One-off bargains!

SPECIALS
Second-hand

End of line &
Ex -demo

qiwr ,

III

20-22 Rushey Green,
Catford, London SE6

0 8 1 6 9 0

0 8 11 6 9 0
Yamaha

0.11,...-
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Korg SQD1 sequencer

Yamaha RX15 drum machine, s/h

Korg Data Filer s/h

Lexicon LXP1 reverbYAMAHA MASTER CENTRE

NEW 16 part 32 note module
* 456 voices
* 9 drum kits
* 17 programmable effects
* 32 note polyphony
* 16 part multi-timbral
* Host computer connections
* Stunning new Yamaha

acoustic sounds!

Buy now at
pre -increase prices

TG300 module £649
TG500 module £995
TG100 module £399
SY85 workstation
keyboard £1195
SY35 keyboard £595
RY30 drum machine £359
RY10 drum machine £259
GW50 guitar workstation S559
MDF2 MIDI -filer £349
NS10 monitors £299
AM802 mixer £349
MV802 mixer £399
MS10 powered monitor £99

NEW GW10 guitar
multi -effector

20 multi -

effects

including

wah-wah &

pitch shifting £320

FX550 guitar multi -effects £349
QY20 portable
workstation £399
NEW PSR 1700 keyboard £999
PSR 2700 keyboard with
voices" £1300
PF100 piano £BEST PRICE
PF85 piano £895

lrsty e a

The T/rnb'e PI* preamp - all valve
circuitry. Features pre -gain enhance,

treble, middle, bass and image
control. Ideal for recording

purposes ...E499

Fostex
X18 £309
X18H £339 DCM100
X28H £449 mix lab £399

380s £799
280 £699
R8 £1799
GT10 £999

ALesis
Quadraverb Plus
Quadraverb GT ...£399
MIDlverb III
Microverb III

3630 compressor
D4 drum module
RA100 power
amp £299
SR16 drum
machine £239

kRoland
NEW!! The S760 sampler

MT8X: 8 Track Recorder

The new
Yamaha MT8X multi-

track recording system

* 8 tracks - 8 channels
* 3 band EQ
* 2 aux sends
* DBX noise reduction
* FREE: Electrovoice

microphone,
headphones & tape
Plus, hands-on
instruction course to
get you started

Choosing the wrong P.A. system or sound re-inforcement unit could be
your most expensive mistake!! We have large showrooms with everything
set up to be demonstrated. Don't be fooled! Come & try it at Gigsounds
Example
P.A. package Peavey XR600 6 -channel mixer amp + Peavey HiSys 1 speaker cabs
300 watt with compact system ideal for duos, keyboard rigs & bands

Keyboard Amps P.A. Equipment
Peavey KB300
Peavey KB100
Peavey KB60
Peavey KB15
Laney KB120

Ara 4(4 Laneyae KK BB8500

Laney KB30

LANEY Carlsbro £K61050

TASCAM
New Porta 7, 4 tracks, EQ, high speed effects loop £379
424, 8 input, 4 tracks, 3 speed £549
464, 12 input, 4 track, 3 band EQ, 2 speed £799

488, 12 input, 8 track, 2 band EQ, high speed £1499
644, 16 input, 4 track, 2 speed, MIDI controlled £1199
688, 20 input, 8 track, high speed, MIDI route/mute £2699

24 voice, 16kh. to
48khx, 2 meg
expandable to 32
meg,monitor output

£1699 with FREE sample CD
KEYBOARDS
JV1000 - 76 note workstation,
only £1650
JV80 - 61 note multi -
performance synth
JV800 - realtime
programmable, huge sounds
JV35 - 56 voice 16 part 18 bit
converter £1099
JV50 - 56 voice MIDI file player
16 part, incorporates sound
brush, £1325 DRUM SEQUENCERS
JV90 - 76 note keyboard £1499 R8 Mk II - new human rhythm
A30 - 76 note mother keyboard, composer, 200 sounds
amazing value R70 - great sounds and human
AX1 - 45 note remote feel + rhythm expert system
keyboard, excellent
performance model
JD990 - new super JD
synthesizer module
JV880 - 1U expandable
module
SC55 Mk 2 - Sound
Canvas, GWGS
format
SD35 - new sound
module & MIDI file
player in one unit
Keyboards, modules, drum sequencers & accessories.

More stock arriving all the time - Please call!!

JD990 8 part, 24 voice, high
quality wave form synthesis
£price veto

S2 workstation
350 internal sounds

and over 1600 in RAM. 250,000
event sequencer. Complete
master keyboard functions.

Sample playback from RAM.
16 note polyphony

expandable to 32 with
new turbo -kit

Philip Rees
MIDI Accessories

2M merge unit £69.95

5 x 5 MIDI switch £99.00

MCV MIDI to CV convertor £189.95

W5 dual input thru £55.95

V10 MIDI thru £39,95

V3 MIDI thru £14.95

2S selector £14.95

3B selector £29.95
5S selector £29.95

£515 Electro-Voice S12 2 cabs £799
£319 Electro-Voice S15 2, pair £899
£269 Electro-Voice Endyme 257 miss only £99
£109
£395
£265
£220
£170
£375
£265

JBL M330 pair £870
JBL M350 pair £999
Peavey EurySys 2 pair £260
Peavey EuroSys 3 pair £300
Peavey HiSys 1 1012 pair £550
Peavey HiSys 2 1015 pair £580
Peavey XR600 head £495
Peavey XR500 C head £395
Peavey CS800 power amp £599
Klynstrom 1000 power amp £850

KORG
01W/FD WORKSTATION
* 48000 note sequencer
* 48 Mb waveform memory
* 200 programs
* 32 oscillators
* 4 outputs
* PHONE FOR A GREAT PRICE
KORG i3
Interactive music workstations

* full arrangement and backing sequences
* 16 track sequencer, (40,000 note)
* 32 note polyphony
* 340 PCM multi -sounds, 164 drum sounds

KORG i2:
all the features of i3 plus
76 note keyboard + expanded PCM ROM

05/RW MODULE
An 01/W in half rack, form, 32 voice,
16 part, 32 oscillators, 6 meg £589

WAVE STATION SR MODULE
550 sounds, 16 part 32 voice £999

X3 WORKSTATION KEYBOARD
6 meg, PCM samples, 340 multi -sounds

164 drum souinds, GM, 32 note......£1259

G3 MULTI FX PEDAL
Reverb, flanging, distortion

amp simulation, 9 memories +

power supply £RFST PRICE

£99

£475

£225

£249

£149

£99

£135

£189

£345

Lexicon MRC MIDI controller £225

Studiomaster Pro -line 16:2R £845

Yamaha P2040 power amp £199

Korg DRV 3000 reverb £350

Akai XR 10 drum machine £149

Cheetah MD 16R drum machine £199

Korg S3 drum machine s/h £299

Casio MT 600 keyboard s/h £89

HW MX8 disco mixer £99

Tascam M1B line mixer £199

Roland M-160 line mixer £645

Yamaha GSP100 FX £129

Siel analogue module £145

Roland D50 Mega - RAM pack £59

HIRE ITEMS
RATE PER NIGHT

Roland JV80 £35

Yamaha PF85 piano

Peavey HiSys One speakers

Studiomaster 500w mixer + speakers

Alesis SR16 drum machine

Yamaha QY20 sequencer/module

E -MU Proformance piano module

Korg DRV 3000 reverb

Phonic twin 15 band graphic

Siel analogue module

Peavey KB300 keyboard combo

Cheetah MD 16 drum machine

Akai XR 10 drum machine

Korg S3 drum machine

Korg SQD1 sequencer

Laney PL100 bass combo

Charvel bass guitar

Crate G80XL guitar combo

Squier Stratocaster

Hohner acoustic guitar

Double keyboard stand
Twin disco deck (powered)

Peavey 150w P.A. head + speakers

Peavey 12 -channel mixer

Shure SM58 microphone

Microphone boom stand

£60

£35

£50

£25

£15

£10

£20

£15

£20

£35

£20

£20

£25

£15

£30

£20

£25

£20

£10

£5

£40

£45

£20

£5

£5

WEEKLY RATES NEGOTIABLE
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS

Studiomaster Mixing consoles
Star 36 input, 4 aux, 3 band EQ £935
DIAMOND SERIES
16.2 16 channel, 3 band EQ, 2 aux,
Phantom power £435
Diamond Pro 8.3 balanced inputs, 8 channels,
routeable stereo aux inputs £389
Session Mn Gold 12.2R 12 channel, 3 band EQ,
sweeping mid -range, XLR outputs, rackmount £639
MACKIE
1202 122 mixing console, 2 band EQ, 2 aux .. £355
1604 16.4 mixing desk, 4 aux, 3 band EQ,
CD quality £899

DELIVERY
Most deliveries in the
London area will cost
just £5 to your door.

We accept Visa, Access,
cash & cheques

LIMITED -A NEW FORCE IN MUSIC



Everything but the

SE -70 SUPER EFFECTS PROCESSOR

-20 - aB +12

INPUT L --4D- R

PHONES

EXIT WRITE

1- SKIP
41 PARAMETER I. UTILITY CONTROL I

-4 CURSOR SPACE

ni BOSSPRO

ALL THE GREAT FX YOU WOULD EXPECT....PLUS MORE THAN A FEW SURPRISES

Reverb Gated Reverb Guitar Synth Bass Synth
Ambience Delay Vocal Canceller Bass Amp Simulator
Chorus Pitch Shifter Slow Gear Auto Wah
Phaser Flanger Ring Modulator Guitar Amp Simulator
Vibrato Equaliser Vocoder Feedbacker
Tremolo Overdrive De -Esser Noise Suppressor
Distortion Rotary Auto Pan Hum Canceller
Compressor Limiter Repeat Play Ducking Delay
Enhancer Sampler Mixer

Up to 16 simultaneous FX, 100 Programmes, £649
For further information on the Boss SE -70 or the name of your nearest Boss dealer contact:

Roland (UK) Limited, Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea,
West Glamorgan SA7 9FJ. Telephone (0792) 310247. MIL3CISS
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16 The World Of CD-i
Indic label Rhythm King are non packaging their

artists on (7)-i. Simon Trask uncovers the growing
links between music marketing and computer games.

34 The Future Sound Of London
Part 2: what would you do with a Sony Betacam video edit suite

next to your S1000? Simon Trask continues to track FSOL's
audio-visual path...

21 The A -Z of Analogue
Part 8 - GEM to Groove Electronics. Peter Forrest.

8 Scanners
As close to the cutting edge as you can get

without needing stitches...

Masters

Tooth

AUVERTISEMLNI MAN
AD PRODUCTION

CO-ORDINATORS Roche Smith, Belinda Lee

CTOR Colin Fir

72 Dare!
This is the age of the autonomous

artist/producer making hits at home. Are
there am' in MT's mailbag this month?

76 Stamp
Lettuce to the Editor

PAGE/PART

Having recently heard for myself the fruits of Yamaha's

many months (possibly years) of research and

development into an entirely new method of sound

synthesisis - the much -vaunted VL1-I, like many of those

invited to the UK launch, found myself marvelling at the

accuracy of its recreation of various orchestral

instruments. Revealing an expressive control which rivals

that of most acoustic instruments, it was an impressive

debut; one can only anticipate the heights to which it

will be taken... in the right hands.

However, if, like many people, you were hoping that this

was the long -overdue push that would again move

sound synthesis into uncharted territory - once the

playground of the hi -tech music companies =you may

be in for a disappointment. I'm not suggesting the VL1

is purely an imitative synthesiser; one of its most

impressive features is an uncanny ability to produce the

sound of entirely new instruments which ought to exist,

but in fact don't. Nevertheless, it is the very 'familiarity'

of these sounds which ultimately prevented the VL1 from

exciting me in the same way that, say, the Moog and Arp

machines did in the '70s and the Prophet and CS80 did

in the '80s.

Of course, it's all too easy to blame synth manufacturers

for no longer designing instruments that capture the

imagination when what we may be confronting is the

much more fundamental problem of a limit to the range

of sounds the human brain is capable of assimilating.

This, by implication, puts a theoretical limit on the range

and complexity of sound it is possible to generate. As

with so many other sciences, after massive leaps in the

early years of development, the changes and

improvements become increasingly less distinct and

more subtle - to the point where we become enmeshed

in qualitative judgments on a highly subjective level. Is a

sine wave generated by analogue

 41 Quality Control
The most authoritative reviews around.

This month:

 Yamaha TG300 sound module

 Sound Pool Audio Master DTD system

 Bars & Pipes Professional software

 MIDI Gesture MIDI controller

 GRI-Soft CP-Gen MIDI software

Eon
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t place
circuitry fundamentally 'warmer' than a digital waveform

of the same shape? If this is the sort of question that

occupies our thinking, we risk descending into the

adjectival quagmire readers of the hi-fi press will be

familar with.

But the reaching of this 'critical mass' extends beyond

sound synthesis. Though it gives me no pleasure to say it,

development in the entire field of music technology has

slowed down alarmingly in recent years. Whether they

care to admit it or not, manufacturers have been

involved in a massive repackaging exercise which,

though not without its advantages in terms of falling

prices, has failed to keep pace with people's expectations

of what technology should deliver. R&D budgets haven't

even been directed at improving the user -interfacing of

existing technology; digital synths, samplers and

sequencers remain fiendishly difficult to operate and do

nothing to encourage newcomers.

Little wonder that so many people have been looking

over the fence to the parallel technologies of computing

and multimedia and finding themselves increasingly

excited by an industry where new developments are a

part of everyday life and the future is a constantly -

changing horizon.

Needless to say, this is the language of the junkie; the

obsession with the next fix, the progression to more and

more potent drugs. But what the hell... having embraced

music technology to a level which almost certainly leaves

the rest of your family baffled, you're uniquely qualified

to exploit the new technologies. No one who has

mastered the complexities of computer sequencing and

synth programming is likely to encounter the slightest

difficulty putting together a multimedia production. And

fewv are likely to be as creatively successful doing it.

Nigel Lord

 Sound FX Classic 3000 sound card

 Pulsar Zero 4001 & Litefoot
lighting controller

 PC Drummer software

 Short Cuts:

Kevfax 4: Synths, Samplers & Contro
Windows Stuff Microsoft Forgot
George Clinton sample CD

38 Cyberseed
Cyber culture comes to Britain for a multimedia club night.
William Gibson couldn't make it, but you can always rely on

Simon Trask for an honest report.

24 Shared Interests
Mountains of useful programs can be yours for nothing.

Well, it's a public service, innit? declares Ian Waugh.

77 MTease
If you'd just like to fill this in, the Doctor will see you in a

moment. Thankyou, Dream Frequency's Ian Bland.

*85 The Warehouse
Ware it's at...

82 End Product
What do you think of that disc, Marina -
isn't it terrific? New works from Aphex
Twin, Underworld, Enigma, Richard Kirk
and Shriekback reviewed.

78 Grief
A 2 -page Paracetomol for

your technical headaches.
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Our new sequencer will revolutio-
nize the way you compose using
MIDI. Already more than 20,000
musicians worldwide have taken
the next step into the future since
it was first released in 1993.

LOGICTM
The object oriented recording
and notation system for the
90's...
Why did they choose LOGIC?
Because of its 3 -dimensional song

structure, the highest resolution
and most accurate timing avai-
lable (960 ppq / 0.0005 -

9999.9999 bpm), our powerful
and versatile Environment win-
dow along with outstanding real-
time notation and interactive
editing features, just for starters.
Read what the experts have to
say about LOGIC:

"The program is simply packed with

features that we 'ye been wishing
for for quite a while..."
"...we couldn 't pitch a musical
challenge at it that it couldn 't swat
out of the park. (JIM AIKIN, KEYBOARD)

"Its timing stability and Rhythmic
resolution are the best of any
sequencer I 'ye used" "I was amazed!"

(PETER FREEMAN, ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN)

"This program lives right up there

sor on Mt. Olympus, with few otherIllhiMP D'0

heavies." (LORENZ RYCHNER, HSR)

If you ' re working with a MAC,
IBM or ATARI computer, don't
wait.
Get in touch with your EMAGIC
dealer today!

 I_Struc lure Edit Functions Options
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Gate Time
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Edit Uiew Functions

EMAGIC SUPPORTS: ALESIS ADATTM/BRCTM, APPLE SYSTEM 6-7.1TM, ATARI TOSTM, DIGIDESIGN DAETM/
TDMTM/PRO TOOLSMSESSION Km/AUDIO MEDIA IITM, FOSTEX RD- 81N/TMC, LEXICON NuVerbTm, MICROSOFT
WINDOWSTM, MIDI FILES, MIDI MACHINE CONTROL (MMC), MIDI TIME CODE (MTC), MOTU INTERFACES)
FMSTM (in progress), OPCODE INTERFACESfOMSTM, SMPTE, STEINBERG MROSTM/ACITM/CUBASE & DNATM
GROOVE TEMPLATES, JL COOPER /CS1Tm/MCSTNAIDATAMASTERTml DATA SYNCTM, VITC and much more...

LOGIC AUDIO is a trademark of EMAGIC GmbH. All other trademarks are property of their respective manufacturers.

to'

Sound Technology plc
Letchworth Point, Letchworth,Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND England
Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800
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Well, it's already here,
titles in association with
Basically, it looks like a nor
as the digital audio. On the
motion video with stereo audio
at the moment this equipm
Digital Video cartridge fitt
and PCs and Macs containi

y. OmniMedia Ltd have launched the first
ps, Amiga, Disctronics, PMI and BM G.
D but it contains VHS -quality video as well

equipment, over an hour's worth of full -
n be played back from one disc. Although
s confined to Philips CD-i players (with
miga CD32s (with FMV cartridge fitted)
an MPEG video board, 1994 should see

several leading manufacturers tun ciling their own domestic Video CD
players - at which point a compatible TV and hi-fi speaker system will be all
you need.

OK, fine. How is this going to effect music and multimedia production?
Well, since MPEG is the worldwide standard for digitally encoding and
decoding audio and video, and since upgrades will inevitably break the time
barrier into movie -length discs, as a medium Video CD should take the
world by storm. And since it's a CD, it offers all the ease of control and
access we're used to: skip, random play, instant track selection, looping and
sequencing et al. Furthermore, like any digital medium it offers potentially
radical editing facilities - in fact, a company called Almathera have already
launched a basic Video CD editor (Video Creator) which runs on the
Amiga CD32. In other words, production values for this potentially mass
medium will have to take account of its interactive potential. As with Peter
Gabriel's CD -FROM Xplora 1, linear programming - the idea of your product
having a single beginning, middle and end - is open to question. Certainly,
the music business is set to become key to the development of Video CD.

Watch out for a special MT report on this new medium soon.
Omnimedia (who also develop consumer titles for CD-ROM, CD-i, CD32

and 3D0) can be contacted on 081 974 6766.

New Gold ROMs
AMG have announced the introduction of the Sound Foundation range
of synthesiser ROMs and disks by Hit Music Productions. Previously
responsible for programming Valhala's International Gold Series, Hit
Music have now "refined and repackaged" their sounds for AMG's
Producer Series Gold for the following instruments: Korg Ml, M3R and
Wavestation; Roland D series; Ensoniq VFX; Yamaha SY series; and
Kawai K1 and K4.

In addition, there are new sounds available for the first time for the
Korg Wavestation AD/EX/SR, 01/W, and X3; and Roland JD800 and
MKS70, with more planned.

Prices of disks start at £39, ROM cards at £50, both inc VAT.
Advanced Media Group, PO BOX 67, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8YR.
Tel: 0252 717333
Fax: 0252 737044

8
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Room at the TOP

Arbiters recently announced
the arrival of the Fatar
Computer Music Station
CMS61 - the first MIDI
keyboard to be designed and
built specifically with the needs
of the hi -tech computer musi-
cian in mind.

Ergonomically designed with
recesses in its casing to snugly
hold your computer keyboard,
mouse and mat, the CMS61
features a 5 -octave 61 -note

keyboard with touch sensitivity
and a "positive and responsive
action". The keyboard also
offers a key transpose facility
and has sustain pedal input
socket plus two MIDI outs, an
assignable control wheel and an
assignable control pedal.

Arbiters Group PLC,
Wilberforce Road, London
NW9 6AX.

Tel: 081 202 1199
Fax: 081 202 7076

New, fast SyQuests
SyQuest Technology in America has introduced the SQ3270S, a SCSI II
version of its new 3.5 -inch, 270Mb removable hard disk drive which reads
and writes to the SyQuest 3.5 -inch 105Mb cartridge. With its SCSI inter-
face, the drive has a 13.5msec seek time and SyQuest claim it is three times
faster than 128Mb magneto-opticals in the read mode and eight times faster
when writing.

The drives should be available in March from OEM suppliers. US price
will be around $650 including a cartridge, with extra cartridges costing
about $80 each. UK prices will probably vary according to the supplier.
Contact your favourite removable hard disk supplier for more details.

Synth a
If you've been poring over MT's
A -Z of Analogue, the 's a new
Classic Synth Plus s ing CD
from AMP Records should
have you droolin aturing
over 30 different s s including
the Roland JD990, 30 Vocoder,

Jupiter 4, TB Bassline,
MiniMoog, M oog, ARP
Explorer, 0 yssey, Korg
Wavestation SR, MI Micro Preset,
E -mu Morpheus, Prophet 600,
Yamaha TX802 and CS80,
Oberheim OB1, Elka Synthex,
OSCar, Wasp, Kawai Kl, and
Roland TR808, 909 and Yamaha
RX21L drum machines - the CD
includes wave sequences, instru-
mental riffs and lengthy special
effects. There's also a demonstra-

tion piece showcasing many of the
sounds used in techno, dance,
progressive, and what AMP
bemusingly call "corporate and
abstract" styles.

So how much does this little lot
set you back? A mere £24.95.
Watch out for a thorough MT
review in the very near future...

Future Age Music Express,
Box 387, 1A Buckingham Road,
London N22 6SF.

Tel/Fax: 081 889 0616



Hard disk
PC recording
-the professional option

Anyone enticed by the idea of PC -based
hard disk recording but unconvinced by the
less -than -professional spec of most PC
sound cards would do well to check out the
new CardD Plus system from Digital Audio
Labs of Plymouth USA, distributed exclu-
sively in the UK by Digital Music.

Whilst retaining all the attributes of its
predecessor, the CardD, the CardD Plus
features simultaneous record/playback facil-
ities allowing the user to playback and
monitor existing tracks whilst simultane-
ously recording new ones.

Further benefits may be reaped if used in
conjunction with The EdDitor Plus and 1/0
CardD also available from Digital Music.
The Windows 3.1 compatible waveform
display editor provides fast, non-destructive
waveform editing, SMPTE and MIDI
support - whilst the sound card additionally
provides digital input/output in the s/pDIF
(IEC) format, along with standard analogue
Ins and Outs.

CardD Plus costs £645, but current
CardD owners can upgrade for a modest
£99. EdDitor Plus retails at £275 whilst The
EdDitor Plus costs £245. All prices plus VAT
A combination system of all three products -
marketed by Digital Music as the DREAM
package - Digital Recording Editing And
Mastering, no less - is available for £1165.

Digital Music, 27 Leven Close, Chandlers
Ford, Hants SO5 3SH.

Tel: 0703 252131
Fax: 0703 270405

Coming to a diem*
seer your armchair

Subwoofer

Left
Stereo

Full Dolby Pro -Logic Set Up

Centre
Channel

Speakers

Surround
Speaker

Right
Stereo

Surround
Speaker

Hitachi have unveiled a range of Cinemasound TVs - some of the first machines developed to fully
utilise the Dolby Surround Pro -Logic system, and giving TV audio a much -needed kick in the pants.

In an ideal Surround Pro -Logic set up, centre channel speakers complement the usual left and right
stereo speakers to create a sharper sound which 'fixes' dialogue (or, presumably, music) on the screen
- essential for that true CinemaSound effect. The complete package consists of an Hitachi TV with built-
in Dolby surround Pro -logic amplifier, four additional compact speakers, a TV stand and colour -coded
remote control providing access to the Easitune system and to the teletext pages. At the present time,
the usherette and the ice-cream lady are not included...

For a full demonstration of the Hitachi system, call David Hobbs on 081 857 0802/2022

TAKE A DIP
Lucky Dip Music is a new production company
looking for demos from ambient and
"electro/early synth" artists (they love Gary
Numan, by the way). What's important is that
the material is entirely original, and is finished -
ie. don't make any excuses for equipment you
haven't got round to buying yet. In return,
they're offering possible inclusion on compila-
tion tapes, work on 'live in' weekend sessions,
the opportunity for solo artists to get together
with others to form bands, and live work for the
Numanoid band with the right blend of black
leather, dry ice and talent.

`Ambient' is taken to include ' dental music
elevated to listening music in s own right,
creative use of sampled sounds, and any original
production and instrumental ideas. So what are
you waiting for? Send demos to Lucky Dip, PO
Box 3092, London W4 5ZY. Enclose an SAE if
you want the tape returned - but there's no
guarantee that it will be.

MT9
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JOIN THE CLAN
Distance is no object these days, right? So a collective of electronic
artists - hi -tech musicians, video artists, DJs, writers and hackers well
versed in communications networks - could be based anywhere and
pick up new members from anywhere on God's optically fibred earth,
right? Right. Well, here's one based in Australia...

Clan Analogue is dedicated to innovation in the electronic arts, and is
looking to extend its membership into the UK and Europe via comms
networks, a mailing list and a magazine called Kronic Oscillator.
Members can participate in regular events - gigs, raves, clubs -
performing their own material or simply getting involved and organ-
ising, and the chances are you could set up your own events over here
with help and advice from members anywhere in the world. Home -
produced recordings are also distributed through the Clan; these
include CDs, vinyl, videos, cassettes, CD-ROMs and a multimedia PC
demo.

Membership costs AUD$30 a year, including subscription to the
magazine, and appropriately enough, this multimedia organisation can
be contacted in no less than five different ways:

Post: PO Box E384, St James NSW 2000, Australia
Phone: Brendan Palmer, 010 612 498 4988
Fax: Scot Art, 010 612 247 5160
E-mail: clan@droid.apana.org.au

clan@f634.n712.z3.fidonet.org
Electronic conference: X.ANALOG on System -X bbs 010 612 361 4063

(data only to v.32)

The Connectix Corporation
announced RAM Doubler, a new
utility which, it is claimed,
doubles the memory
of Macintosh comput-
ers. It's a System
Extension which
eliminates the
need for any user -
configuration and will
run on any Mac II, LC,
Performa, PowerBook,
Centris, and Quadra com-
puter with 4Mb of RAM or more.
It should be compatible with most
major applications.

The system uses a combination
of memory re -allocation, compres-

sion and virtual memory tech-
niques to do its stuff and

Connextix claim it will typi-
cally triple the amount of
information stored in

1Mb of RAM.

RAM Doubler
will cost £69.95 -

about the price of
2Mb of RAM. Too good

to be true? There will be a
review in MT soon.
Meanwhile, you can get

further details from: Computers
Unlimited, The Technology Park,
Colindeep Lane, London, NW9
6DU, Tel: 081 2000 8282, Fax: 081
200 3788.

Diploma -tic
Islington Music Workshop has intro-
duced a new MIDI Diploma course
as part of their Spring '94 "semester"
- as our American cousins might say.
It's an 8 -week course, covering MIDI
instruments, applications, systems
and computers, plus the kind of
general music industry training -
health and safety, professional roles
and so on - for which the Workshop
has become renowned.

The emphasis is on hands-on
experience gathering in their own
studio, so there should be more prac-
tice than theory...

If you've got Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays free between 1 lam
and 6pm, starting February
24th/25th /26th for eight weeks,
that's incredibly convenient because
that's exactly when the course runs.
You also need £350 plus VAT if your
unwaged; £400 plus VAT if you're a
waged resident of Islington; or £500
plus VAT if you're a waged resident
of anywhere else.

Contact: Islington Music
Workshop, 44 Peartree Street,
London EC1V 3SB

(Tel: 071 608 0231).

LK!!
How d'you fancy daily access to
a well -maintained database of
quality used professional audio
equipment? For £60 subscrip-
tion, AUDIOnet will provide you
with just such a service, plus
installation software and a users
manual.

AUDIOnet is a dedicated
international pro -audio equip-
ment network. Gathering infor-
mation from dealers and
suppliers across the globe,
AUDIOnet guarantees to update
the data on every working day!

Add this service to MT's very
own extensive Warehouse

section and the bargains will
never slip past.

Send them some cash, hook
up your modem and relax - this
will fill those sad lonely nights
between MTs...

AUDIOnet, 155 Upper Street,
London Ni 1RA

Tel: 071 354 8848
Fax: 071 226 8586

KRCS Group, the UK's biggest Apple retailer with AppleCentres in nine
cities, is opening a specialist music division. With technical and software
support provided by Oscar Music, KRCS aim to supply Mac systems
across the range from portable to full studio systems.

Initial projects include special education packages based on Notator
Logic which also include Claris Works for DTP and time management
tools, and come complete with example files and templates.

An integral part of each package will be a year's full support through
a telephone hotline to Oscar Music.

KRCS Music Tel: 071 248 1525
Oscar Music Tel: 071 377 6294

MT
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Do software developers ever sleep? Not at Opcode it seems; the new
V2.0 of their Vision sequencing software package for the Mac is posi-
tively brimming with new and enhanced features to make it "faster and
more intuitive for musicians to use". A complete software system for
recording, editing and playback of MIDI -based music, many of the
smaller enhancements to Vision were made in response to feedback
from current users. Not only that, but both manuals have been exten-
sively updated for user -friendliness. Now that's what we like to hear..!

New features include:
 Standard Music Notation editing and printing
 Track overview with blocks and a unique 'Phrase mode'
 Groove Quantise
 New colour window design
 MIDI Machine control (MMC)
 Unlimited sequences per file
Vision 2.0 is now available from UK distributors TSC priced at

£349.95. Upgrades for the earlier version £99.95.
If you would like to test this software for yourself remember to keep

26th March free - TSC are holding an Opcode Clinic. Full details from:
TSC No.9 Hatton Street, London NW8 8PR.
Tel: 071 258 3454

Fax: 071 262 8215

=.

- 00,0
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4 CHANNEL MODULATING
SOUNDLITE/CHASER

4 fully dimming 5 amp channels

 3 or 4 channel chase operation

 100-240 volt 50-60 Hz automatic
adjusting mains operation

STANDBY/GO facility with remote

MASTER DIMMER control

MANUAL flash buttons

 CHANNEL switches allow selection for
channel independently

4 band SOUNDLITE with fully
automatic volume control

11 cross fading chase PATTERNs with
auto change

FORWARD, REVERSE, BASS and
BOUNCE DIRECTION control with

auto -change

CHASE SPEED from10
step to 50 steps per second. Audio
input can BASS BURST the chase

Optional 4 CHANNEL
SLIDER DESK allows

remote control of
the 4 channels

Optional five function LITEFOOT
footswitch provides remote control,

perfect for band members

LIGHTING FOR EFFECT
Pulsar Light of Cambridge Lid

Henley Road, Cambridge CBI 3EA
Tel 44-(0)223 66798 Fax 44-(0)223 460708

United Kingdom



 MAIL ORDER

 FAST DELIVERY

 LOTS OF SOFTWARE

ALWAYS ON DEMO

IN STORE!
srosrercard

Mille
niumA SPECIALITYPACKAGE

DEALS

 EXPORT WELCOME

 HELPFUL SERVICE

Yodtwap-6

: 0602 241924
1 Hurts Yard, Nottingham NG1 6JD

PC MIDI MUSIC SPECIALISTS. HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE PRODUCTS WE STOCK:

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

PC MUSIC SOFTWARE
MASTER TRAX PRO £179.00

CADENZA FOR WINDOWS £269.00

SUPER JAM £59.95

CAKEWALK
STUNNING

SOFTWARE

AT THE

BEST PRICE!

DIGITAL AUDIO
SAW 8 TRACK
The very latest in digital recording
featuring real-time non-destru-
ctive editing, sync to SMPTE or
MTC and simultaneous record and
playback £549 inc. VAT

co GRAB
UR

DIGITAL SAMPLING
DIRK:112 S_

HARD DRIVE
FROM YOUR

CD KO

ONLY £59.95

CAKEWALK V2.0

NOW WITH SCORE PRINT £BEST ANYWHERE

BAND IN A BOX £89.00
MAX PAK £229.00

BALLADE DOS OR WINDOWS £P.O.A.

Stainbarg
CUBASE
SCORE

PC

CALL

FOR

BEST

DEALS

All versions on all formats inc Falcon Audio

FINALE P.O.A.

SONGWRIGHT £119.00

MUSICATOR GS £269.00

£399PROFESSIONAL COMPOSER

MUSIC PROSE P.O.A.

MIDI QUEST SYNTH

EDITORS £79.00

MUSIC TIME £POA

ENCORE £449.00

MIDI CONNECTIONS THE

ALL IN ONE SOFTWARE

ONLY £125.00

SEQWIN V2.0 MULTIMEDIA

(RAVE REVIEWS) £129.00

PIANOWORKS TEACH YOURSELF KEYBOARD

TECHNIQUE FOR JUST £99.00

MIDISCAN £POA

JAll GUITARIST £49.95

THE PIANIST

(OVER 200 CLASSICAL MIDI FILES) £49.95

NEW JAll PIANIST FOR PC, ST OR MAC £49.95

a.-

laMN

Imo -

NI

TURTLE BEACH MULT1SOUND....£New low price

TAHITI £P.O.A.

MAUI £P.O.A.

[1.77+ CARD D SYSTEM

Incorporating 4 track hard disk recording with lightning
fast editing and real-time mixing. Complete system for
less than £1000. Call for more details.
WAVE FOR WINDOWS
An awe inspiring package that can record, edit, add
stunning effects and mixdown sample files in many
formats £119.00

SOUND IMPRESSIONS

Ideal sample recorder for the
multi -media minded £99.00

GRAVIS ULTRASOUND

32 note poly wavetable synthesis, 128 16 -bit sampled
sounds. Built-in MIDI interface, heaps of bundled
software. All for less than £179.00

ROLAND ATWIO £439.00

ATARI FALCON 030

+ CUBASE AUDIO CALL

SAMPLE VISION

Sample Editor for PC. - supports most samplers ..£99.95

TURTLE BEACH DIGITAL RECORDING SYSTEM

Inc Turtle Beach Tahiti card, SAW 8 track software

and Music Quest MQX-32M. £999 inc VAT

PC MIDI INTERFACES
MUSIC QUEST PC MIDI CARD P.O.A.

MUSIC QUEST MQX-32M P.O.A.

MUSIC QUEST 2 PORT SE 2 MIDI IN AND 2 OUT WITH
SMPTE FOR THE PARALLEL PORT £199.00

*I.Ln VI J MOTU MIDI EXPRESS

6 MIDI ins, 6 outs, SMPTE, MIDI patchbay

New MPU401 compatible £POA

Key HP128 8 outputs on the parallel port £179

SOUND CARD, update -to -MIDI kits CALL

KEY MIDIATOR SERIAL PORT INTERFACE £119.00

PORTMAN PARALLEL PORT INTERFACE £119.00

11(11RG,

AUDIO GALLERY
128 stunning GM sounds

with effects. PC or MAC,

interface with MIDI out. Includes

Trox V3.0 sequencer with 64

track MIDI sequencing, score

printing and multimedia support.

All connection cables included

at just £319.00

Roland
RAP 10

in stock £POA

11=2Roland
SC -7

£299.00

FATAR
STUDIO 90+

In stock
£POA

E -mu
Proformance

f 299.00
pHormc-

Superb range of high
quality mixers from

E119.00

FULL
AFTER SALES

SUPPORT

Dream GMX -1

tone module inc
PC MIDI interface only £179.00

YAMAHA
HELLO MUSIC

IN STOCK

III!! !I !I

MRoland
PC200 GS

ONLY £195.00

MICRO LOGIC FOR PC E 1 25.00

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
IBM COMPATIBLE 386 SX33
2MB RAM, 85MB HD, 14" SVGA, DOS, Windows,
Mouse etc.

Desk -top or Mini Tower £699.00
IBM COMPATIBLE 486 SX25

2MB RAM, 85MB HD, 14" SVGA, DOS, Windows,
Mouse etc.

Desk -top or Mini Tower £799.00

COMPLETE PC MUSIC SET-UP

IBM ?86 as above with Cqkewalk Pro V2.O. Wqve for
Windows, Logitech Soundman 16 -bit card' and MIDI
adaptor cable £1149.00

CALL FOR A QUOTE ON A
TAILOR-MADE PC MUSIC SYSTEM
All computer systems are quoted excluding VAT

and attract a small carriage charge.

CALL NOW FOR THE BEST QUOTE!! E&OE

Millennium (0602) 24 19 24



Amiyu
revelations
Amiga owners perplexed by
the mysteries of desktop video
and multimedia should make a
note in their diaries for the
14th March when Premier
Vision will be presenting a
Desktop Video, Music &
Multimedia seminar.
Thoughtfully divided up to
cover the remarkably wide
range of Amiga -compatible
products and techniques, the
event will include graphics,
audio, multimedia authoring
and video software techniques -
plus hardware add-ons.

The seminar was the brain-
child of Premier Vision's
Andrew Bishop and Andrew
Gould (both Amiga buffs), and
gathers together a think-tank
of recognised Amy experts
who will cover all of these
areas and be on hand to answer
those burning questions. Of
particular interest will be
discussion of Amiga's CD32 as
a budget multimedia platform
for "non -programmers", and
Amiga MIDI.

The event takes place at
King's College, London from
9.00am until 5.00pm. The
damage? £99 (exc VAT) which
includes a light lunch.

It seems like an incredible
amount to pack into one day -
whether they achieve it you
can find out in our exclusive
report next month. For
Further details and reserva-
tions contact:

Premier Vision 31C Herne
Hill Road, London SE24 OAX.

Tel: 071 274 4407
Fax: 071 274 4407

A&R hotline
You may already know of the Bandit
A&R Newsletter, published monthly
and containing up -to -the -month
inside information about which
labels and management /production
companies are looking for which
kind of new artists. Well, the same
organisation has now launched a
phone line to showcase, each week,
four of the companies featured in
the current newsletter. The number
to dial is 0336 415089, and calls are
charged at 48p/minute peak and
36p/minute off-peak. Of course, you
don't have to be a subscriber to use
the service, and over the month
you'll hear about 16 of the 20 -or -so
companies covered in the
newsletter.

A subscription, by the way, costs
£69.00 for a year and is available
from Bandit Publications, PO Box
22, Newport, Isle Of Wight, P030

New sounds
for old synths
CIS, better known for their wide
range of hi -tech stands and hard-
ware support systems, recently
signalled their move into high
quality synth sound disks with
three new collections for the
Roland D5, D10, D20 and D110
keyboards. The disks are in
Atari/MS-DOS MIDI file format
and include the legendary
Hammond B5 plus other sounds
from synths past and present.

They retail for £33.95 for the
set, inclusive of VAT and postage.

CIS International, CIS House,
10A Hardwick Business Estate,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, IP33
2QH.

Tel: 0284 725639
Fax: 0284 725640

'94
This year's ECTS (European Computer Trade
Show) promises to be a huge event with over 75
exhibitors from Europe, Japan and the USA.
Taking place at the Business Design Centre,
Royal Agricultural Hall, Upper Street, London N1
on Sunday 10th - Tuesday 12th April, ECTS Spring 1994 will definitely
be fun and maybe enlightening from an MT perspective. Why? Well,
this year's show will be focusing on the rapid covergence of media and
technology...

"The games industry is not insular or introspective anymore. It is
part of the wider global entertainment market, linking with Hollywood
and the music business, creating new and exciting entertainment prod-
ucts for the 1990s" says Cat Maclean, Event director. Why not check out
the event and see for yourself?

EC 11 -

Rocker power
Ontrack Co puter Systems has
develop piece of software
whic e manufacturers claim,
will ly speed up a PC's disk
driv p to 80%. Drive Rocket is

a de driver which enables an
IDE drive to read or write multiple
sectors of data at one time instead
of one sector at a time. And you
thought it would be done with
caching!

However, the ability of a disk
drive to benefit from Drive Rocket

varies according to several factors
including the make, the capacity,
the BIOS in your PC and so on.
Ontrack has a free utility which will

tell you by how much you can
expect Drive Rocket to improve
your drive's performance.

Further details from: Ontrack
Computer Systems, Surrey House,
34 Eden Street, Kingston upon
Thames, Surrey, KT1 lER, tel: 0800

243996. Or download it directly
from the company's bulletin board
on 081 549 8993. The file you want
is called RKT-TEST.EXE. Watch for

a review soon in MT.

In an ideal world you
would walk into a music
shop, be helped onto a
chaise longue, handed a
Martini (shaken not
stirred) and given head-
phones to audition the
shop's stock of sample
CDs at your leisure. No disap-
pointments, no parting with hard-
earned money with that nagging
unease that this expensive
gamble might not pay off.

Time + Space have just this in
mind (well, maybe not the chaise
longue and the Martini).

Z. IE Clo -C3

ragra:g:

SAMPLES

8111.11AL 4 CIFEC.IV

ZERO -O
DATA FILE Ty 0
=7A;71747-

1000
SAMPLES

SPUTAL r EFFECTIVE

jp ICE 130.4%. I A-Cir
Installation of a Sony 100 CD
Jukebox at main dealers in future
will provide customers with the
opportunity to audition all of their
stock before buying.

If you want a sneak preview,

why not look up T+S on their
stand (No.170) at the MIDI and
Electronic Music Show
(Wembley, 22nd -24th April 1994).
Meanwhile, T+S have reduced
the prices of Datafile 1, 2 and 3,

their classic dance
sample collection - both
on audio CD and CD-
ROM:
 Each audio CD -
£19.95
 Set of three - £49.95
 CD-ROM (includes all

three audio CDs) £149
 Datafile CD-ROM upgrade for
users already owing all three
audio CDs - £99.
 All prices include VAT and
P&P.

Time & Space Po Box 306,
Berkshire, Herts, HP4 3EP
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YOUR ONE-ST411SOURCE FOR SOUNDS
BUY ANY 4 PRODUCTS (MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £175), AND GET A 5TH CD OF YOUR CHOICE FREE (VALUE UP TO £54.95). AND THAT'S NOT ALL- Y

CD WITH EVERY ORDER OR A FREE SHOWCASE CD-ROM WITH EVERY CD-ROM ORDER (ALL FREE CD OFFERS LIMITED TO ONCE ONLY PER HOUSEH

WELCOME TO LD OF SAMPLING

This month's blinding offers...
*FREE SHOWCASE CD WITH ANY ORDER.

*FREE SHOWCASE CD-ROM WITH ANY CD-ROM ORDER.

*FREE CD (YOU CHOOSE ONE) WHEN YOU BUY 4 PRODUCTS.

*FREE 72 -PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE.

*FREE 48 -PAGE CD REVIEWS BOOK.

(Offers limited to once only per customer, while stocks last)

As always, we at Time+Space are working our butts off to bring

together all of the world's ten best sound libraries, and make

them available to you - FAST - when you need them.

We know our reputation is on the line every time you make a

purchase, so we carry only the highest quality products

available, from the world's best developers. We offer un-biased

advice, and we're always here to assist you in your quest for

effective and inspiring sounds to suit your particular musical

needs. Call us! And if you want to listen before you buy, call to

book an un-hurried private listening session in our demo suite!

Over 5000 drum & percussion sounds -

the final weapon for drums!

£199.00

DRNCE / INDUSTRIRL II
THE SEQUEL

It's here at lastl the workl's most long-awaited

sequel has arrived it's a double CD! Loops, plus

the component percussion elements from them,

plus their programming on MIDI -file disk.

AAAAA Five-star Review
(Sound on Sound, UK). Fantastic'!!!

MIROSLRV VITOLIS
SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA

CD-ROMs
The ultimate orchestra samples. Years in the

making. A series of 5 CD-ROMs that even top

conductors would be proud to own. VERY

EXPENSIVE but worth every penny.

I ROM L49`i INC.

£69.95

LIIROSLAV VITOUS
Symphonic Orchestra

TECHNOPHOBIR
(Previously called "Samples are" hut renamed)

If you liked Dance/Industrial you'll really LOVE

this. Hard'edged techno & industrial loops &

percussion Ultra -high standard of production.

Wicked sounds. One of the best dance

products we've ever heard from Ihe States.

Produced by Iwo big U.S. names

£59.95

FREE CD REVIEWS BOOK!

0k) -r \°`"'
Time+Space

SAMPLE CDs & CD-ROMs

DON'T -TAKE OUR,

WORD FOR, IF,

A COLLECTION OF REVIEWS FROM THE
WORLD'S FOREMOST PRODUCER'

MUSICIAN/ RECORDING MAGAZINES
REPRINTED BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE PUBLISHERS

REPRINTS OF 50 CD/CD-ROM REVIEWS!

VOCRL BYTES
We have now had time to evaluate
this new vocal CD and hove found it

to be extremely valuable. We've
signed it for exclusive UK distribution

because, although it's not all
amazing, the good samples are not
just good but PRICELESS!! So it's still

great value at only:

£54.9,5

Mae0,

Vol

RMBIENT 00!
VOLUME 2

THE SRMPLE-CD SEQUEL

by IAN BODDY
Better than Vol. one II

A A A A ;I( Five-star Review
(Sound on Sound, UK). Fantastic!!!!!

£54.95

MD' FUNKY40
ELEMENTS

(Release approx end Jan) - even

BETTER than its predecessor - It fills in

all the gaps left by "The FUNKY

ELEMENT" so between the two you've

got all areas covered! Enjoy.

£54.95

"Samplemania" the brand new Time+Space Showcase

Sample -CD. Packed with samples & demos from nearly all

existing & future products. It's FREE with any order, and if

you buy FOUR products you get ANOTHER FREE CD of your

choice (value up to £54.95) as well !

OFFER

LIMITED TO

ONE PER

HOUSEHOLD,

WHILE STOCKS

LAST- SO

HURRY!

ZERO-G

R.Drs-
Ric-11.1G
F-unIK

Funky Guitar Rhythms

ROSS'S RISING FUNK
Funky Guitar Rhythms
BRAND NEW! (Release approx end

Jan(. Another great rhythm guitar

sample library hom Zero -G.

It complements our "Funk Guitar" CD

perfectly, being very different in

character. Demon licks & laid bock funk.

ALPHRORNCE
This is the BIG NEWS from Germany -

Alphadance - you get an audio CD and

an Akai CD-ROM! - VERY usable. We

can tell you that this is completely

UNMISSABLE. And the price!?! This is

no miscrinfll Both discs for...

£59.95

£54.95

CHRRED
SYNTH E, BASS CD-ROM
Akai or Ell! formats. Over 300 Mb
of multisampled and programmed

synth sounds and patches. The

usual super -professional standard

from Best Service, Germany.

£139

VOCAL BYTES

Cri3Oi\A
ALSO GET A FREE

ILE STOCKS LAST).

GET YOURSELF A

CD-ROM PLAYER'
WE'VE GOT THE BEST  AND LOOK AT THESE PRICES!!

If you buy ANY CD-ROM disc from us, you can get the following

lop -quaky drives at the prices shown:

APPLE CD300 Only £189.00 incl. VAT!! (that's £160.85 excl.

VAT; price includes Apple 25/50way SCSI cable & teminator)

SONY CDU6211 - Only £115.00 incl. VAT (that's £97.87

excluding VAT; price does not include cables or terminator) GRAB YOURSELF A BARGAIN

NEW

RELEASE

ONR BERT BLOCKS FEATURING

SLY DUNBRR
"UPBEAT"

World's No .1 Reggae drummer &
Producer. One half of the Riddim Twins
Sly and Robbie. There's nothing like this
on the market! The styles & sound are

simply overwhelming  Reggae  Ska 
Doncehall  Bhangra  Out mid -Feb.

DOUBLE CD-ROM PACK

OVER 1200 Mb
Monstrous! Over a gig of mind-blowing sounds

all laid out on the keys for Roland samplers.

Even ncludes the entire "Classical Choir" library!

£64.95

DRUM LOOPS

VOLUME 2
THE SEQUEL

Brand new! Another 500 dynamite

programmed copyright -free loops from the

creator of Prosanus Drum Loops".

SOUND FX LIBRARY
The new British sound effects series on audio

CD aimed at the top end of the market.

Uncompromising quality & variety.

SEI CA I ALOG/CALI

*lc
HOLLYVIIIKKIIID EDGE

£59.95

HOLLYWOOD EDGE
THE WORLD'S PREMIER
SOUND FX LIBRARIES

The most highly rated sample library for film

scoring - endorsed by Oliver Stone, Martin

Scorsese, any many top film directors.

!SEE CATALOG/CALL;

NORTHSTPRO
co-Roms

HUGE RANGE AVAILABLE
Top quality CD-ROMs in all

formats each containing massive
(approx 500 Mb) libraries.

SEE CATALOG/CALL

MASTERKII. RERL DRUM COMPANY

MRSTERKIT
CD-ROM

Highly acclaimed super -realistic
acoustic kits for drummers.



RNPLOG"
TO DIGITRL

Going down a storm! This massive collection

of analogue sounds, FX, and rhythms is,

according to our customers, better than any

other analog collection out there.

£54.95

eroSomptes 6

Bob Cloormountoin
1111111,, 4111,

1'4'4kr

L

ELL,t West

BOB CLERRMOUNTRIN

DRUMS II
THE SEQUEL

Cleanest punchiest drum

samples on the market.

Audio CD: £54.95
CD-ROM: £199

CHRRLIE MORGRN
MRSTER
DRUMS

Stunning playing. Acoustic loops &
sounds by one of world's top drummers

5(tie
to.o.dN sruhro."

0'.
KILLER
HORNS

.;( five-star Review

(Sound on Sound, UK) Fantastic!!!!

Audio CD: £54.95
CD-ROM: £139

PETER SIEDLRCZEK

CLRSSICRL CHOIR

.* Five-star Review
(Sound on Sound, UK). Enough said lw

Audio CD: £54.95
CD-ROM £149

Armando Burn

DNA BEAT BLOCKS FEATURING

ARMANDO BORG:

PERCUSSION
INCOGNITO

*.* .* Five-star Review
(Sound on Sound, UKI. The best!!!!

£64.95

/sip
K2000 CD-ROM

Over 450 Mb for your Kurzweil.

A vast library with a bit of everything

- and great quality.

£199

ONR BERT BLOCKS FEATURING

BERNPRD
PURDIE

Brand new. By the creator of the world-

famous "Purdie Shuffle" - includes

Midifile disk and Groove Templates -

terriffic drumming - a first class product.

£64.95

42 874Dó81,
rc  is

ECTION OF PROFESSIONAL SOUND LIBRARIES ON CD & CD-ROM °V'h-'"',

There is an enormous BUZZ developing

about this library - it's had fantastic

reviews and delivers what it promises. r.

ORCHESTRA

The Legendary

MELLOTRON
RKRI CD-ROM

That old & unique beast from the 60's

has been uncompromisingly sampled.

It's back with a vengeance!

£89.95

PETER SIEDLRCZEK

ORCHESTRR
CD-ROM

The professional's version of the

successful Orchestra library. Superb.

NOW YOU'VE GOT A FREE CD-ROM!
the brand new Time+Space Showcase CD-ROM
in Akai S3000/51000 format. Over 200MB of
samples from many existing & future products.

It's FREE when you order any CD-ROM!

OFFER
LIMITED TO
ONE PER
HOUSEHOLD,
WHILE STOCKS
LAST -SO
HURRY!

FREE CIIROM
ZERO -4131 ZERO -G

DRTRFILE CDs
NEW LOW PRICE!

Over 3250 highly acclaimed samples

for dance. Fantastic reviews in ALL the

press.Tremendous value for money.

NOW ONLY L49.95 FOR ALL
3 CDS' OR £19.95 EACH

"XL -1 Plus';4
DOUBLE CD DRNCE PRCK
The replacement for X -Static and XL1

(which have both been discontinued).

"XL1 Plus" contains the best 4000

samples taken from the X -Static

Goldmine and XL1 CDs, for dance

I ntroductd/c

VOICE
SPECTRAL
Over 1000 vocal samples of all types!

£44.95

NEW CATALOGUE FREE
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Time+Space
To4Mar VOAlta,4-5.4gair

72 MAR PAGES - 400 PRODUCTS!

LINK Ul R
CD E. CD-ROM

Simply the best guitar rhythm collection in

existence the reviewers all agree.

Audio CD: £54.95
Full Akai CD-ROM: £199
Limited Edition CD-ROM £79.00

ZERO -G

ETHNIC
The world's most highly -

acclaimed collection of ethnic

rhythms & sounds for dance

ZERO -G

GROOVE
CONSTRUCTION

CD & MIDI -file disk package

covering a wide range of dance styles

£44.95

£54.95

I! 1:1111quoitolin

ZERO -G
ORTRFILE CD-ROM

Now comes with
AUDIO CDs thrown in!
Over 3250 samples, 450Mb

ONLY £149 FOR AKAI CD-
ROM PLUS ALL THREE

AUDIO CDS!! Or get just the
CD-ROM for only £99.00

i171111

FAST mail-order service - delivery usually next working day
after receipt of payment by credit card (VISA / MASTERCARD
/ AMEX), postal orders, bank draft, building soc. cheque, or
cash (registered post - its quite safe!). TO ORDER:

TEL 0442 870681 or FAX 0442 877266
However, if paying by personal cheque please allow up to 7
working days (!) for clearance through the bank. Make
cheques/POs payable to "TIME+SPACE" and post to:
TIME+SPACE * P.O. BOX 306  BERKHAMSTED

 HERTS. * HP4 3EP  ENGLAND
International orders: please add £5 airmail or £10 express airmail. EC

countries: please give us your international VAT number if you have one.

Prices include VAT & UK Postage, & are subject to change without notice.

THE LEADING EDGE
OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY



El MD AV
As independent label Rhythm King prepare to

release The Worlds Of..., an interactive
multimedia CD-i featuring five of their acts,

Simon Trask speaks to label boss Martin Heath
and Worlds Of... designer Denise Proctor.

These days many of us are
accustomed to sticking a small,
shiny silver disc into a CD player
and listening to music coming from
our hi-fi speakers or headphones.

But the standard music CD format, which is
known as CD -DA (Compact Disc -Digital
Audio), is only one of a number of formats
available on the compact disc medium; others
have been developed which allow a mix of
music, video, text and graphics.

One such format is CD-i (Compact Disc -
Interactive), which has been championed by
consumer electronics giant Philips. Plug a
Philips CD-i player into your hi-fi and it will

play your standard music CDs like any
dedicated CD player. Plug it into your TV set,
however, and a new interactive audio-visual
world opens up for your entertainment and
edification. But is this what people want or is it
simply another marketing ploy designed to
part punters from yet more of their hard-
earned cash?

With its digital video capability, CD-i is
already becoming a new playback medium for
music videos - cue: Bryan Adams, Andrew
Lloyd Webber and a host of other mainstream
artists. Rhythm King, however, have set out to
accomplish something more ambitious with
their first CD-i release, The Worlds Of.... Billed
as the first CD-i music disc to incorporate
interactivity and video, it is essentially a
compilation disc acting as a showcase for five
of the record company's acts: The Sultans Of
Ping, CNN, Ugly, Heaven West XI and t. But
rather than simply provide a video of each act,
The Worlds Of... lets you delve into five
individual interactive Worlds designed by the
artists themselves in conjunction with Rhythm
King affiliate Perfect World Programs and
software development company Epic.

Each of these Worlds, which is entered by
clicking on one of five satellite planets
revolving around the Earth on a main menu
screen, has its own unique character reflecting
the diversity of the acts involved. Thus, for
instance, with the Sultans Of Ping you play a
game which involves travelling around the
Tokyo underground system in search of the
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various band members. Once you've located
them all you progress to a segment where
Radio Mark Goodier interviews the band
on a radio phone-in show and they answer
questions from fans.

With Ugly (the band fronted by former
Heaven 17er Glen Gregory) the mood is
altogether more sombre as you get to put
Glen through a literally torturous inquisition.
Enter CNN's world, on the other hand, and
you get the chance to remix one of their tracks
via an onscreen mixing desk - while Heaven
West XI have opted for an interactive
documentary format. However, it is poetess ©
who makes the most convincing artistic use of
the new medium, skilfully weaving together
music, video, text, stills and graphics in a way
which shows that interactive multimedia does
indeed offer new possibilities for the creative
artist.

Each of the Worlds allows you to watch a
promo video of its act and to listen to audio -
only tracks; in fact, you can play the music -
only tracks in an ordinary CD player, in which
case The Worlds Of... becomes an 8 -track
compilation CD.

For Rhythm King MD Martin Heath, the
move into interactive audio-visual
entertainment has been a natural

progression. Back in the late '80s he saw the
possibilities of the digital sampler and went on
to release dance hits by the likes of Bomb The
Bass, S'Express and the Beatmasters. In
1990 he was approached

by Eric
Matthews of
programming
team The Bitmap
Brothers, who wanted Bomb The Bass to
provide the music for a game they were
working on; the result was Xenon II, a

pioneering collaboration between the music
and computer games industries. Martin, a
long-time games fan, subsequently formed a
games software company with the Bitmaps.
That company, Renegade, has now produced
eight games for the Amiga and PC, some of
which have included music from other Rhythm
King acts; their best-selling game to date,
Sensible Soccer, has sold almost a quarter of
a million copies.

"What people forget is that a lot of
programmers are big music fans,"

says Martin. "They look at the
record industry with awe - for

them it's more glamorous than
being a computer technician.
The record industry looks on
the computer business as
being a threat, and yet they
have more things in

common than not. The
creative people in games

software companies think
that music is an important



Rhythm King CD-i release

Perfect World designe
Denise Proctor

part of
games,

and that it's
getting more and

more important - but the
way that the music business

has treated them has caused them to rely
on their own resources and build up their own
catalogues of musicians and programmers."

The newest company in the Rhythm King
group, Perfect World Programs, was formed
last Spring to develop music titles for the new
interactive CD formats, and The Worlds Of...
(which is due out in March) is their first
offering.

"I always felt that our record, publishing and
games companies

were leading
towards an

Rhythm King ,w
Martin HeatK

interactive company, because I saw that in a
sense, digital technology was the one thing
that was holding us together," Martin explains.
"Worlds Of... is really the result of a feeling
about where things were going, it's a tentative
first step. What we're trying to do is be the
catalyst for discussion. The first idea is to get
people going 'Wow! You can combine all this
stuff on one disci' Secondly, you don't have to
invent anything new; what this is about is
allowing bands to express their personalities in
a new way, with things that people know about.
MTV is here and it's highly influential.

"The more that you can put an artist into
context, and engage people's attention, the
more likely you are to get their sustained
interest. That's what really interests me:
competing with the computer business on its
own terms by using all its technology but using
it towards an artist and towards ideas. It
doesn't have to be about goals, it doesn't have
to be about getting to the end of something
and beating it, proving that you're clever, which
is largely how computer games work.

"This medium is about involving people.
What you want to do is get them involved in
what the act of creating music is all about.
Music still moves people, it still has an
emotional effect, but how do they feel
connected with it? Most people watch TV, so it

struck me, when I first came across CD-i two
and a half years ago, that at last someone had
figured out what the public really want is TV
they can manipulate themselves



* his TV -centric view is echoed by
Perfect World's Creative Director,
Denise Proctor, who was

responsible for designing, producing and
coordinating The Worlds Of....

"What I said to each of the bands when
we set about designing Worlds Of... was
'You can capture someone's TV for a few
minutes, what do you want to do?" she
explains. "And they could relate to that. I

think bands are thinking about far more
than just music, these days, they're getting
involved in the video side, too. This
medium is about personalities; it's not
about facelessness, which is something
we've had for so long with rave. This is a
way of getting personalities across."

In fact, 'personality' is a key ingredient
of The Worlds Of... The new interactive
CD technologies can be celebrated and
exploited by any type of artist, not only
those who are perceived as being pro -
technology and techno-literate in a

musical sense. For instance, the Sultans
aren't exactly a band you would associate
with the latest trappings of technology, yet
it's obvious from their World that they have
been able to find a voice within this new
medium.

"A lot of the Sultans' fans are university
students, people who've probably got
computers that they work on but also play
games on a lot," says Denise. "They are
the games generation, yet they also like
that music. So I can see how the two will
combine in that way, and have done with
this."

The acts on The Worlds Of... make for
strange bedfellows, though this odd mix is
part of the disc's charm. Denise's
explanation of the choice of artists brings
us back to the commercial nature of the
venture - and in particular the suitability of
CD-i as a showcase medium.

"We were looking at what was going to
be released in the coming year, and those
bands which were going to be promoted at
the same time that this would be coming
out," she says. "The acts on Worlds Of...
are the latest Rhythm King roster, and at
the same time as this is coming out they'll
all have albums, singles or tours being
promoted."

So, for the artists involved, has CD-i
been a mere diversion from the more
traditional means of getting their music out
to the public? Denise again:

"I think Glen Gregory will think a lot
harder about it before he will go into it

again, until he can really command the
size of budget to do the most amazing
graphics and everything. CNN will
definitely do it again, the Sultans want to
do it again, and Leslie (©) wants to
release her albums on CD-i from now on.
She sees herself as an all-round CD
interactive artist - she's got the visual
side, the music side and also the text, and
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Torture Glen Gregory by clicking on Reject...
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...remix tracks by CNN...

...(Dome over all ©ontemplative with ©...

...track down The Sultans Of Ping in Tokyo...

the graphics will come."
And what is the next step for Perfect

World?

"We will publish on any interactive CD
format," replies Denise. "We've got plenty
to choose from: people have approached
us to do Worlds Of... on 3D0, CD32 and
CD-ROM. Beyond Worlds Of... the plan is
to do similar discs but each based on a
single act, then get into games, probably
work with Renegade on a few things, and
then develop the company beyond music.
The directors would like the company to
go into the area of education, because
there's so much you can do there with
these formats."

For a retail price of £15.99, The
Worlds Of... gives you a lot more
content than a music -only CD for

not much more cost. Yet, as Martin points
out, the extra layers of information which
The Worlds Of... provides aren't
necessarily intended to have the durability
of the music.

"With this technology it's possible for
people to find out a lot of information
about an artist," he says. "Now, when
you've seen that information once you
might never want to see it again, you
might just want to listen to the music
tracks. There again, sometime you might
be interested in coming back to it. People
think that just because they've got
something they have to watch it."

As an accumulation of media,
multimedia is inherently about added
value: you don't just get music, you get all
this other stuff, too. That, of course, is the
quantitative view, and it has its role to play
in giving added value. Ultimately,
however, multimedia will have to justify
itself on qualitative grounds - the depth of
idea and feeling which Martin mentioned
earlier. And here we come back to
personality and the artist's ability to
communicate something of value. It is this
ability which engages people and
engenders a sense of involvement.

"All that artists are trying to do is find
new metaphors to describe the same
things," claims Martin. "I don't think that
you can invent reality, because reality just
goes on and on and on. But what you can
do is take reality and give people your
version of it, as truthfully as you can. That
doesn't mean you have to do anything
new. You have to say to people: 'This
feeling that we all have, this is how I feel
about it.' It's not about newness, it's
about what is relevant to you at that
particular point in time, so everyone else
goes 'Oh yeah, I understand that.' I think
actually that that's the history of
successful artists, that they go 'This is the
world we're in.'"

Or, perhaps, these are the Worlds
we're in... 

...or interact with Heaven West Xl.



"...TN PRO C8 IS COM THE BEST MIDI

MOSIER HERR On THE ifill1111Cf. "*
- Jim Aikin, Keyboard Magazine

Comm SAID.

for Details See Your Local Peavey Dealer.
For complete Peavey keyboard information and software upgrade,.
pick up the latest edition of Key [Slues at your local Peavey dealer.

* REPRINT ED BY PERMISSION OF KEYBOARD MAGAZINE 01992 MILLER FREEMAN, INC.

1%"-AVEY:

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd., Hatton House, Hunters Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1JE, England. Telephone: (0536) 205520



Music Control
Keyb( ouri i !

Ensoniq Range Drawmer Range Emu Morpheus
Ensuniq's range of keyboards, racks and outboard effects units are now available Music Control have just been given a gleaming and rather rare Drawmer
from stock here at Music Control. Featuring the TS synthesizer/sample playback dealership.
machines; the ASR 10 and the ASRIOR, the stereo sampling versions of the EPS Call us for full details on the complete Drawmer product range which
16+ and the rather tasty DP/4 parallel effects processor includes the LX2O, the M500 and the classic 1960!

Come and see Ennis IICW rack -mount 32 voice, 16 part multi-timbral Ziplane
synthesizer. This amazing box let's you "Morph" sounds through the eight 14 -
pole Filters! The Hyper -Preset Mode lets you split, layer and cross -switch
between 16 presets at once!

Music Control - New, Ex -Dent° and Secondhand - in Stock NOW
Akai AV805499, CD3000 52,299,
52800 £1,899, 53000 /call, 53200 Sscall
Alesis Adat Systems £call, D45279,
Monitor 11379, Quad+ £299, Quid GT
£349, RA1005259.
ARP 260051,999, Odyssey5549.
ART Multiverb LTX 1389.
Audio Technia 40331589.
Casio AZ15299, FZ11699.

Control Synthesis DB Nine £449.
DBX 1204279.
Drawmer 196051,149, 1961S/call,
DE3201489, DL241 £439, DL251
£549, DL441.4599, DS201XLRE/399,
DS404 £599, LX20 5219.
Emagic Notator logic 5339
Emu Systems EIIIXP12,999, Emax
£1,299, Emulator 1 £999, Morpheus

£1,099, Proteus 25649, Sound Engine
1479, Vintage Keys plus/call.
Ensoniq ASR10£1,999, DP41.999, EPS
£ 799, TE10 /call, T512.4.11.
Fostex 380s £729, 8121799.
Gem S2 Turbo 51,649.
Hammond C3 £tall.
Rohner HS -2E£239.
IL Cooper MS1316/20 1299

Kenton Pro 95189.
Kotg DRV1000 £99, Lambda £249,
Micro Preset £129, Ml £749, MS20
£349, PS3100 lean VCIO 1call.
lexicon Alex £369, LXP5 £949, MRC
£299, Vortex £call.
Mackie 248:212,999, CR12021.309,
CR16041809.
Moog Prodigy 5299, Sonic Six-Sr:all

Oberheirn M1000
£2,999.
Octave Cat£449.
OSC Oscar1549
Roland CR781399, D550£549, JD990
£1,499, JP4 £549, JSQ60 £129, SBX80
£299, SH10005129, System 100M
£1,499.
Sequential Prophet 5 5899.

trix 12 Slapback Audio Seiritilator 179
Soundcraft Folio 1221429, Folio SI
£499, Folio 451,099.
Toscani DA30 £1,299, Porta 07 £329.
Yamaha full range available - NEW
DEALERSHIP call for prices! CS5 £129,
KX1 £399, SY22 £349, TX802 £449.
Zimmer 19" Rack £79.

usic Control
Music Control - The Company.
New Secondhand

Export enquiries welcome. We accept American Express, Visa, Delta and
Access. Credit facilities are available on all equipment - subject to status.
We also purchase equipment.
Overnight courier -515 on most items.
Recent clients include: -
The Beloved, Bizarre Inc., Definition of Sound, INXS, Mike Oldfield, Opus III,
Nexus 21. The Science of Miracles, The Shamen.

We are agents for
Akai, AKG, Alexis, Art, Atari, Beyer, BBE, Carver, C -Audio, Cheetah, DAC, DBX,
Denon, Digitech, DOD, Drawmer, Emagic, E -mu Systems, Ensoniq, Fostex,
Gem, Hammond, Hosa, Hughes and Kerner, JBL, HIS, J.L. Cooper, Klark
Teknik, Korg, Kurzweil, LA. Audio, Lexicon, Mackie, Mien/tech Geffel, MOTU,
Neumann, Oberheim, Opcode, Orban, Soundcraft, Steinberg, Studionaaster,
T C. Toscam, That's Tape. TOA, Tubetech. lirei. Voce and Zoom.

We specialise in supplying secondhand equipment to groups, studios and hire
companies throughout Europe. We also locate equipment for many shops and
even some manufacturers!
All equipment is serviced before delivery and has a one month guarantee.
We can help you create the balance of analogue and digital that is vital in
current recording techniques.

Music Control 4::-.-7c)---*3*E3
First Floor, Chapel Mews, 68 Crewe Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., ST7 2HA.

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE
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Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE
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8Midi Channel Pauses

0

0 0
After five years of supplying classic analogue synthesizers, Music Control has formed Control Synthesis to design

and build high quality, professional analogue audio equipment. The first product, DEEP BASS NINE, is a midi-

controlled analogue bass synthesizer based on the classic sound of Roland's acid dance machine: the TB303.
In addition to the following analogue controls, waveform selection; tuning; cut-off frequency; resonance,
envelope modulation; decay and accent, the DEEP BASS NINE will work as a single channel MIDI to CV

convertor. There is also an external audio input directly feeding the filter - so the DEEP BASS NINE can be used
to treat any external sound source: drum loops, poly synths or even vocals!

Control Synthesis
First Floor, Chapel Mews, 68 Crewe Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., ST7 2HA.
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's exclusive guide to every analogue
synth made. Included are keyboards,
expanders/sound modules and the

better known electronic pianos and organs. Not included
are drum machines, standalone sequencers and effects
units, vocoders and those guitar/wind synths which aren't
regularly used as expanders in their own right.

Readers are invited to submit details of little-known
instruments which may be of use in compiling the series
and also to point out any mistakes and/or omissions if
these occur. All contributions will be fully credited.

Compiled by Peter Forrest

 INSTA STRINGS - 49 -note string synthesiser c.1975.

Original price: £300

Target price: £40

 Four push -buttons for sounds - violin, cello, trumpet, tuba.

 Four sliders for attack, decay, volume and balance.

 Built-in phaser.

The guitar -making giant currently owns the famous Oberheim name,
but they also made a brief foray into the keyboard market back in
the '60s with a couple of organs. One of the models achieved

celebrity through its association with Ray Manzarek of The Doors
particularly on their Absolutely Live album (despite the cover photos
of Manzarek playing a Vox Continental).

 G101- 61 -note combo organ c.1967.
Original price: $995

Target price: £40 - £400

 Re-badged version of the Kalamazoo K101 (see below).

 KALAMAZOO K101- 61 -note combo organ c.1967.

Original price: c.$900

Target price: £100 - £500

Users include: Ray Manzarek (when Vox Continentals started being made in Italy

instead of England, he didn't like them as much and doubted their roadworthiness.

He used the Kalamazoo's flat top to support his Rhodes Piano Bass); Ian Underwood

(on Mothers Of Invention's Uncle Meat)

 Very similar in appearance to a Farfisa with light green and grey livery.

 (Presumably) bought in, rather than actually made by Gibson.

 Bottom octave reversed colour black and white keys; next octave up, reversed

colour grey and white keys.

 Rocker switches not drawbars.

 STAGE ORGAN - Dual manual combo organ.

 Like a double G101, but finished in orange and black.

 Matching combo amp; connected by custom lead.

 PENTAPHONIC - Portable 37 -note, 15-VCO, 5 -voice synthesiser 1981-

c.1984.

Original price: $3395

Target price: £200 - £350

 An interesting synth even in its original black case.

 Three VCOs per note, two ADSRs and 100 patches (not easy to access).

 Built-in chorus.

 Polyphonic sequencer with 600 -note capacity.

 PENTAPHONIC CLEAR - Portable 37 -note, 15-VCO, 5 -voice

synthesiser 1983- c.1984. Advertising blurb invited you to "...take full

advantage of today's spectacular lighting effects. Made to be seen, not

just heard".

Original price: c.$3395

Target price: £250 - £400

 A version of the Pentaphonic built into a transparent plexiglass casing.

 Other features as original Pentaphonic.

Crystal clear: the Gleeman pentaphonic
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 749 STRING CONCERT - 49 -note string synthesier c.1979. Made in Italy by

Sisme.

Original price: £448
Target price: £40 - £90
 10 sliders - cello, viola and violin string voices, treble and bass EQ chorus and tremelo

FX, attack, sustain, and overall volume.

 Chorus and tremelo interact to produce some interesting phase/Leslie/string vibrato

effects.

Interface:

Sounds: *

Controls: **

Memories:

VFM: *

Character: **

Collectability: **

Ease of use: ****

 849 STRINGS - String synthesiser.

Users include: Jezz Woodroffe, Neuronium, BBC Radiophonic Workshop.

 STINGER - 4-DCO duophonic MIDI rackmount module c.1989.

Original price: £390

Target price: £400 - £500

 Basically two EDP Wasps put together into a 4U rack with a MIDI interface.

 Prototypes existed; very few production -run machines. Groove went into liquidation in

the early '90s, so there definitely weren't many produced.

 Groove offered £50 off for each Wasp you traded in for a Stinger.

 Independent MIDI channels and pitchbend response for each Wasp.

 Velocity, aftertouch and/or mod wheel can all affect filter.

 46 knobs in total -a nice -looking piece of kit.

Interface: *****
Sounds: ***
Controls: ***
Memories:

VFM: **

Character: ***
Collectability: ****

Ease of use: ****

First, take two Wasps... Groove Electronics' short-lived Stinger

UGHTS

MOM Input

1.0111111

Fully automatic Iightshows from a MIDI sequencer,
keyboard with a sequencer, or Standard -Midi -Files

BeSimple to use. MIDI in - Lights out. No need for fader packs or mixers

EleControls up to 8 powerful 300 watt bulbs

gtEasy programming on a sequencer

[V80 preset scenes including chases - accessed by program changes

WLamp brightness controlled by velocity

W64 fade steps ensure a 'flicker free' operation unsurpassed at this price

[iLarge 'mimic' LED's for programming or editing without connecting lamps

io
LITESHOW

Integrated MIDItoLight controller INC. VAT

ROM SELECTEE) MUSIC SHOPS
For further details and dealer location contact:
BCK Products
NEW ADDRESS: Stationbridge House, Blake Hall Road,

Nr. Ongar, Essex CM5 9LN ENGLAND Tel: 0992 524442

ex: 0992 524004 Trade and International enquiries we -.

ANALOGUE SYSTEMS
Vintage Synthesizer Specialists

ARP SEQUENTIAL * EMU POLYFUSION 
MOOG ORERHEIM s EMS ROLAND

The UK'S LARGEST supplier of modular synths
and home of the FB3 FILTER BANK (currently

being used by VINCE CLARKE of ERASURE
and DANIEL MILLER of MUTE RECORDS).

We export to EUROPE and JAPAN and import from the USA regularly. Rt

ANALOGUE SYSTEMS we know how to use these instruments and offer a

full bock up service. Our engineer hos spent 16 years repairing and

maintaining modular equipment and a full repair service is available with

MOOG a speciality. We always carry a good selection of MOOG modules

in stock including brand new knobs.

Tel/Fax: 0726 67836
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Listen to the audio output of an Akai DR4d and

you'll hear the difference! Akai's long and
successful experience with digital audio results

in careful design and choice of components.
The superior A/Ds of the DR4d can convert
quantity to quality and reproduce it faithfully
with all the warmth and depth of the original.

But there's more:-

The DR4d will also behave in the way that you

want it to. New software upgrades mean that the

DR4d can now be operated within sequencer

programs; it can be operated by MIDI Machine

Control (MMC) and generates MIDI timecode
(MTC). The optional SMPTE board will read
and write timecode to all popular frame rates.

If you are new to hard -disk recording, the DR4d

will quickly show you how to jump from one
part of the recording to another and edit or copy

a section - all without disturbing the quality of
the signal. We have put a 'jog/shuttle' wheel on

the DR4d so that you can find the required edit

point in a logical manner. The DR4d holds the

claim to be the most user-friendly hard -disk
recorder on the market!

The Akai DR4d records four tracks of digital
audio direct to hard -disk. You can link up to

four machines together for more tracks and, if

you wish, use the optional DL4 locator for
remote control. Four analogue inputs and

outputs are provided,
switchable for

sensitivity,

plus a digital I/O
so that you can transfer
tracks backwards and forwards
from DAT. This means that you can re-edit, or
re -arrange, all your DAT tapes without loss of

quality!

Hard -disk recording is only better than tape if it

sounds better and is easy to use. Check out an

Akai DR4d for sound quality, ease of use and

convenience against other systems and you'll

find out the difference!

Want to find out more? Contact us today for a
brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

Akai (U.K.) Ltd., E.M.I.Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TWA 614.
Tel: 081-897 6388 Fax: 081-759 8268

DIGITAL
ORDERS

ARE NOT
THE SAME!
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Slia red
You've seen the acs in the cornouter oress - lonc lists of software
titles covering every-hing from games to utilities. Puolic Domain anc
Shareware orograms have oeen arounc for many years now, out
are they of interest to anyone other than connouter nercs? Is there
any-hing to interest the musician or those involvec in multimecia?
Ian Waugh goes ouolic,..

It's not often that you get
something for nothing. In fact
nowhere is the saying, "there's no
such thing as a free lunch" more

true than in the music business. But
then if you wanted money for nothing
you should have become a solicitor or
an estate agent.

But, contrary to what you might
think, there is a band of happy
brothers who shun normal business
convention, who bypass the normal
channels of retail distribution and who
do have faith in their fellow man.
These are the people who write Public

Domain and Shareware programs and
anyone interested in music and/or
multimedia has much to thank them
for.

Although many use the terms
interchangeably, PD and Shareware are
quite different. Public Domain refers to
software which the programmer has
'given to the public'. It may be freely
copied and distributed without paying
any fee. Essentially, the programmer
has given up copyright (used in the
same sense as copyright on a piece of
music). This, however, also deprives
the author of any rights to the

software. Someone else could modify it
and generally play fast and loose with
it.

To prevent this, the term Freeware
was coined. This allows the software to
be freely used and copied but the
author retains rights over it. Such
software is usually accompanied by
specific instructions to the effect that
the software must not be altered and if
it is distributed all accompanying
documents must be included.

Shareware is a totally different
concept. It works on the basis of try -

before -you -buy. It may be freely copied
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Shareware & Public Domain software

interesis
and distributed - unaltered and
complete with all documentation - and
if after trying it, you like it and decide
to use it, you send the author a
contribution. This is typically anything
from $5-50. Yes, most of it is American.

The registration fee often entitles you
to additional benefits, perhaps a
printed manual, extra program
features, the source code (if you're into
programming) or the author may send
you the next update. However, the
promise of such extras is not a
condition of registration - quite
simply, you should pay the fee if you
continue using the program. To save
trees - or at least a few column inches -
we'll refer to all these types of software
as Shareware.

Without any word of
exaggeration, there are
hundreds of thousands of

Shareware programs out there. Some
are bugged, some are old and won't
work with the latest version of your

computer hardware or software, but
many thousands of them perform
useful, even vital functions, and some
of the more sophisticated programs
rival commercial software. Predictably,
the PC has by far the greatest number
of Shareware programs, but the recent
influx of low-cost Macs has brought
with it an influx of Shareware. Atari STs
are well catered for, and so too are
Amigas.

What sort of programs are there? You
name it, there's probably a Shareware
program to do the job. They range
from utilities to improve the way you
use your computer to fully-fledged
applications such as word processors,
spreadsheets, databases and graphics
programs. There is a vast amount of
clip art, fonts, educational software
and, of course, games. There is also an
enormous range of software for the
musician and anyone interested in
multimedia. This includes Shareware
sequencers - for all computer formats -
synth editors and librarians, and

JARGONWARE
 CD-ROM a special type of CD player
connected to a computer which can read CDs
containing computer data instead of audio
data. A CD can typically store upwards of 500-
600Mb of data and that's a lot of software.
See November's MTfor a feature on CD-

ROMs.

 BBS Bulletin Board System. A computer
system which you can dial up using your
computer and a modem with special comms
(communications) software which allows you
to transfer files between the two computers
over the telephone line

 Modem: short for MODulator/DEModulator.
A device which connects a computer to the
telephone network.

 Log on: the act of dialling a BBS number
and establishing contact with the computer
system.

 Download the process of transferring
software from a BBS to your computer.
Upload is the transfer of software from your
computer to the BBS.

OTHERWARE
As well as PD and Shareware, a lot of other 'wares' have sprung up over the past

few years. Many can be labelled Funware with names such as beerware,
Cardware, Aidware, Charityware and so on. They ask the user to send the price

of a beer, a postcard or a donation to a charity.

Then there's crippleware, a rather harsh term for a practice which goes

against the spirit of Shareware (although given the reluctance of users to
register, perhaps we shouldn't blame the authors too much). Crippleware is

simply Shareware which has been knobbled so it doesn't offer all the features of

the full program, obviously in an attempt to make you register. There is usually

enough in the program for you to decide whether it does what you want, but from

the program description on bulletin boards and in Shareware catalogues, it's not

always clear that such programs are crippled.

If authors want to release programs that are 'functionally -challenged' into the

market they should clearly be labelled as demos. In fact, many of the big
software marketing companies are catching onto this and there are hundreds of

demos of commercial programs available which you can try before you buy.

Typical Crippleware software includes programs with limited features,
programs that bomb out after a certain period of use, some that only support a

limited size of document or have load and save disabled and others that will only

run a certain number of times before they stop working. However, at least you

know where you are if it's labelled "demo" and not Shareware.

And there's yet another 'ware' - though it has previously only made any real

mark in the Amiga and ST markets. It's called Licenseware. This is Shareware up

front. You generally pay another pound for the disk, around £3.50, and this is

given by the vendor to the author.

In spite of the name, this is a form of commercial software distribution, albeit

at a very low level. The advantage is, the author gets a quid for every disk sold

which is far, far better than getting £20 for every thousand copies of the program

out there in user land. And the user only pays a pound instead of a £10 or £20

registration fee.

The Licenseware concept is about to be ported to the PC by the UPD (United

PD Libraries) group which currently consists of Valley PD, 17 -Bit Software and

Virus Free. The success depends on the authors giving the companies
permission to distribute their software so, in a way, it's the authors themselves

who will determine the success or failure of the system. While it's undoubtedly a

good idea for UK authors, we'll have to see if any overseas programmers sign

up. There's such a lot of Shareware coming from America that PC Licenseware

could face severe competition.
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SEQUENCERS
WHEREWARE?
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e Drums (from Red Dragon) is a drum pattern editor f
Windows - useful if Steve Gadd can't make it.

PD and Shareware programs are available from four sources - Shareware libraries, bulletin

boards, cover disks on computer magazines and user groups. The biggest selection is usually

available from Shareware libraries, but many BBSs have an enormous range, often stored across

several CD-ROMs. Most Shareware libraries use CD-ROMs, too.

The better libraries test each program in their catalogue to see how good it is and to check
what hardware and software you need to run it. Some simply quote the description which comes

with the file on the CD-ROM. This is usually supplied by the programmer or the person who sent it

to the library or BBS. Some libraries run a helpline, but please don't ask them to explain how to do

things covered in the documentation. Remember, you are paying the library for its duplication

costs; libraries are not software houses which charge several hundreds pounds for a program, so
don't expect the same level of support.

Finally, if you find a good library, it's worth sticking with them. Many operate a club scheme
which, for a nominal sum, gives you cheaper disks and first crack at the latest releases.

documentation. However,
there will almost always be at
least one text file explaining
what the program is and
how to use it. Ignore this at
your peril. Some software has
a full manual on disk,
complete with illustrations,
which you can load into a
wordprocessor and print out
(although sometimes you
need the right
wordprocessor!). When all
else fails - RTFM (Read The
F***ing Manual).

We've said that Shareware
is free but, of course, you
can't ring up a Shareware
library and ask them to send
you their latest disk
collection for nowt. Well,
you can but don't be
surprised if they use two
words to say 'no'. Shareware
libraries exist to distribute
the software and what you
pay for is the disk it comes
on and the duplication costs.

It's important to
understand that you are not
paying for the software - you
do that when you register -

and you have no recourse to
the library if you have problems
the software. All reputable

libraries will replace faulty disks, of
course, and some will try to help if you
have problems, but the library's
responsibility ends with supplying you
the disk.

And the princely sum for this
service? Usually around £2.50-3.50 per
disk - although most libraries offer a
discount if you buy several disks which
can bring the price down to about
£2.00. Some companies have
advertised disks as low as 99p
including VAT and carriage, but do
your own sums and work out how
much they make out of that! I haven't
seen them advertise for a while...

computer composition programs.
Additionally, there are thousands of
graphic images for use in multimedia
applications, graphic file viewers,
editors and converters and also
QuickTime movies to 'borrow' from on
the Mac.

In short, Shareware offers a massive
range of inexpensive tools and utilities
to increase your productivity and to
use in your music or multimedia
projects.

Because Shareware is distributed as
computer files - whether you
download them from a bulletin board
or get them on a disk from a Shareware
library - there is no printed

with

Some Mac libraries charge as much as
£5 per disk, gainfully hanging onto the
concept that Macs are expensive and
Mac users have money to burn. They're
about a year out of touch. Some of the
more enterprising companies such as
Stormont charge on a 'filled disk' basis
- you simply order the programs you
want to fill a disk. Good, eh?

If you have a modem, a bulletin
board system (BBS) is a good source of
software. The main advantage is that
you can download the software
instantly from a massive catalogue of
titles. Many BBSs charge you a fee of
between £5 to £30 to become a
registered user. If you're not registered
you may be able to look around, but
not download software (although some ).

MUSIC
GENERATION
PROGRAMS
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MIDI Band (on Omicron's disk Win632) is like Band
In -A -Box for Windows on the cheap!

MBAC Jazz for the Mac improvises jazz - eat your
heart out, Dizzy!
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Number 1. In The Buyer's Bible -
Making Music March 1994 xt3

Voted 'Best Synthesiser'
Making Music, Readers Poll 1993 xt3

Voted 'Best Work Station'
Making Music,

X3ReadersPoll 1993

If you would like more information on the X3, please complete the following:

Name

Address

Postcode

Send to the following address (No stamp required)
KORG UK LTD., FREEPOST HA 44 55, HARROW, MIDDLESEX HAI. 2BR MT1

- Need we say
more!

0
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS



MUSIC NOTATION
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Muzika (on Omicron's disk Win582) - music notation for Windows, no less...
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...and for the Mac with time (from Stormont
Software).

> BBS give unregistered users a limited
amount of time or else limit the
amount of software they can
download).

A good BBS often gets software
before a library and most have a New
Files facility which shows all the new
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...and for the ST with Score Perfect (from the Ad Lib BBS).

files since you last logged on. A library
may only mail out an update every
month, often less frequently. Both
sources usually obtain new material
from America so the cost of the disks or
subscription to the BBS helps pay the
telephone charges!

OK, I know what you're thinking,
student of human nature that I
am - does anyone actually

register their software? You won't be
surprised to learn, human nature being
what it is, that the vast majority of
Shareware users don't register. The
'something for nothing' ethos runs
deep within us.

Of course, as you're usually dealing
with individual authors, there is the
nagging doubt that if you send off a fee
in return for whatever extra goodies
have been promised, they may not
arrive. But look at the other side of the
coin: the authors are giving you full
use of their software in return for a fee
which rarely arrives.

To be fair, there are some honest

000100PI

souls who would like to register but
who are put off because the majority of
(although by no means all), Shareware
originates from overseas - America for
Mac and PC software, and Europe for
ST, Falcon and Amiga. The effort and
expense of organising a bank draft or
an IMO just doesn't seem worthwhile.
Incidentally, the Shareware concept is
accepted much more readily in
America where authors report a much
higher rate of registration than in the
UK.

Some of the more prolific Shareware
authors accept credit cards and some
have banded together to make such an
arrangement more practical. Some
Shareware libraries will handle overseas
registrations for you but others don't
want to get involved. It is, they say, a
matter between the author and the
user.

The ASP (Association of Shareware
Professionals) aims to monitor the
standard of Shareware among
programming members and has an
ombudsman who will help solve >

SYNTH EDITORS AND LIBRARIANS
PROGRAM EDITOR
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Got an M1 and an ST? Then you need the PS Soft M1 Workstation (on
Floppyshop's MID3354M).

File Edit transmit Windows

HPF VCF VCA ENV CHORUS

Add:bond Comments

1You cen write comments here.

Got a Mac and a Juno? Then you need the Juno Librarian (from Stormont Software).
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wilt Classic 3000
SOUND SYSTEM

 16 BIT PC Soundcard
 PCM wavetable synthesizer with 317 sampled sounds
 Sampling rate 44.1 KHZ (CD quality)

 ADLIB, Soundblaster compatible
 Windows sound system compatible
 Roland SCC-1, MT32 instrument compatible

Every Sound General MIDI & Roland GS instrument compatible
 Roland MPU - 401 UART compatible
 CD ROM interfaces

'
 MIDI interface & lead Youll Ever Need Digital mixer
 Mini keyboard (optional)

All this for around £200* including cubase Lite and wave sound editor

.,Sofind

nay Eli INNIMM

MEI MI= EIMMENI"

NOXISIVIM
IMIZINOMINO

Blueplint Bluepoint Corporation (UK) Ltd, 17-19 James Way, Milton Keynes MK1 1SU
For local stockists call 0908 277007

S 013
11N1,11114,

\lulumi,ha It ,,,,(7, DIGITAL AUDIO

*Price subject to VAT

Sound TV (lassie 3000



MUSIC UTILLITIES CONTACTWARE

I

Megalomania (from Stormont Software) lets you and
your Mac create MIDI effects by processing MIDI data
in real time.

disputes with ASP authors. Some
libraries are ASP libraries and these are
keen to help with registrations.
However, other libraries say the ASP
imposes too many restrictions on them
and claim it's a bit of a loose
association anyway.

Licenseware seems to be one of the
best methods of ensuring fiscal solvency
for software authors and the addition of
a quid on a disk isn't too a high price to
pay. But the bottom line, quite simply,
is that if you use the stuff, you should
pay for it, even though we have no
Thought Police, Yet.
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Kurzweil 's MIDI Scope (from Stormont Software) for
the Mac will monitor and analyse MIDI data.

Starting next month...
MT will be scouring the libraries and the boards in

search of Shareware goodies, and reporting on our

findings. We will, of course, major on music and

multimedia software, but also included will be

examples of mega utils out there which as computer

users we can all benefit from. If any Shareware

library or BBS would like to send us their lists we'll

be happy to give them a mention, particulary those

who specialise in MT -oriented titles.

We'll begin next month with some essential

information you need to know as you embark on the

Shareware adventure - viruses and file compressors

and the like - and we'll list some of our fave

Shareware programs. Be there or pay more...

There are dozens of software libraries
and bulletin boards and it's impossible to

list them all. Included here are ones
which have been helpful in supplying

software and information for this feature...

Shareware libraries
PC

Red Dragon Shareware  3 Oaklea Court 
Rhyl  Clwyd LL18 4NP  Tel: 0745 338094.

Omicron  45 Blenheim Crescent  Leigh -On -
Sea  Essex SS9 3DT  Tel: 0702 710391 

Fax: 0702 471113.

Mac
Stormont Software  61 Lochinver Drive 

Dundonald Drive  Belfast BT5 7AJ 
Tel: 0232 487923.

Amiga
Valley PD  PO Box 15  Peterlee  County

Durham SR8 1NZ  Tel: 091 5871195.

ST & Falcon
Floppyshop  45 Provost Graham Avenue 
Hazlehead  Aberdeen  Scotland AB1 8HB 

Tel: 0224 312756.

Bulletin Boards
Electronic Courier  Mac. BBS: 0232 705452

& 0232 401737.
Ad -Lib  ST. BBS: 091 3702659.

Sonic Boom  PC. BBS: 081 9949119.

11111 IIE lilt
Dual Channel MIDI TO C.V. Converter

-- MOUT
NOIR NORM

111.".:47.2TIMa..

"0 PRO 2 1)(1,rWr
fir

 CV & Gate outputs to control two synths  Built-in mains power supply
at once, each completely independent  Easy programming of all parameters
of the other  Setups stored even when power is off
Assignable MIDI channel for each synth  Solid case construction
S -Trig outputs (for Moog etc)  Size 245mm x 150mm x 45mm
Four MIDI controllable aux outputs  Includes many features not found on
(for filter control, etc) other converters
Assignable note priority
DIN Sync 24 output
Arpeggio clock output
MIDI Thru socket

Optional Hz/V output for
Channel A - add £29.38

 Optional wasp port

THE PRO -2 WAS DESIGNED TO BE USED BY MUSICIANS, SO YOU WON'T NEED A SCIENCE DEGREE TO OPERATE IT! - AND IT'LL STILL BE
WORKING IN YEARS TO COME. ADD KENTON'S ENVIABLE REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY INTERNAL RETROFITS (WHICH OF COURSE WE

STILL DO) AND OUR THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, WHY RISK BUYING ANYTHING ELSE?

- GET IT RIGHTS FIRST TIME - GET A PRO- 2
OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE: MARILLION - BEATS INTERNATIONAL - N'JOI - 808 STATE - IF PRODIGY - PLUS MANY RECORDING STUDIOS, HIRE COMPANIES AND

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS. OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES TI IF. FOLLOWING INSTRUMENTS (please phone if yours isn't listed)

POI YFIIONIIr HS RHODES CHROMA SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE CONVERSION

HirrOun I 1 irim YAMAHA PE15/10/YP40 ROLAND SH-5 ROLAND TR-808

OBERHEIM OB-X/OB-Xa/OB-8
(Out only) ROLAND SH-09 ROLAND CR-78 (In/Thni only)

PROPHET 5 rev 2 & rev 3 (all)
PPG WAVE

KORG POLY 6/POLY 61

YAMAHA CS80/CS7OM

(1n/Thru only)
SOLINA String Ensemble

ROLAND SH-101

ARP Odyssey Mk 1 & 2

ARP 2600

SIMMONS SOS 5 (1n/Thru only)

ORGANS
(out only)

KORG TRIDENT MONOPOLY

(In/Thru only)
YAMAHA CS -15MONA/PHONY SY YAMAHA FS/FX/FE series

KORG CX3/BX3 (1n/Thru only) ROLAND TB -303 (baseline)
YAMAHA A/B/C/D/E series

MEMORY MOOG

ROLAND JUPITER 8

ROLAND JUNO 60/6

MENIMOOG

MICROMOOG
MOOG PRODIGY

TECHNICS E series + G series

JVC/350/250
Dill. NI N:1t,IIINItA

lintut Ilino

ROLAND VOCODER VP -330 MOOG SOURCE UNNDRUM 1/2/3 HOHNER D98 & series

(In/T1wo only) OBERHE1M OB-1 LINN 9000 CLOCK HAMMOND tonewheel

At KENTON ELECIKONICS we install MIDI into the above pre -MIDI
instruments using our own range of custom circuit boards - designed

and built by us in "leafy" Surbiton! PRO 4 COMING SOON!

AIL% LX.1,IPLES ARE 1,050.11 POISE1'11011,1)R TAX FOR 0TI11:R PRII1S AND 111.0,111.5

YAMAHA PF15/10/YP40 (MIDI OUT)... ..Price £146.88 inc. fitting. Kit price £123.38

PROPHET all rev 2 & 3 models (MIDI In/Out/Thai) __Price £246.75 inc. fitting. Kit price £193.88

MINIMOOG (MIDI IN/THRU) ....Price 1199.75 inc. fitting. Kit price £158.68

Roland TR-808 (MIDI In/Out/Thru) .Price £188.00 inc. fining. Kit price £141.00

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO SUPPLY MOST OF THE ABOVE MIDI SYSTEMS AS KITS
FOR THE EXPORT MARKET - PLEASE PHONE OR FAX FOR DETAILS AND PRICES.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT Carriage extra where required. Please apply for expon rates.

ALL MIDI KITS FIT INSIDE INSTRUMENT (except baseline).

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES

KENTON electronics
Rear of 137.165 Hook Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 5AR

10 Tel: 081 974 2475 Fax: 081 974 2485 =
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230 High Street, Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 5TD Tel: 081-440-3440 Fax 081-447-1129

EVERY DAY IS DIGITAL AUDIO DAY AT THE DIGITAL VILLAGE
tn, $111V-1flAY

Paul Wiff en
Manager - The Digital Village

Some stores invite manufacturers
or distributors in for a day to do
demonstrations of their products.
Some even schedule a week of
demos for a special promotion.

the hard -disk recording packages we do
are on permanent demonstration every day at
The Digital Village.

EXCLUSIVE: We are the only dealer who can supply the
Classic 3000 MIDI sound card - for the PC as reviewed in this

month's MT - bundled with the industry standard Steinberg CuBase
Lite for Windows sequencing software - all for just

THE 40T -IN POWER HO, AN TUR
FLEDGED GENERAL MIDI MO:

The Classic 3000 MIDI care teait
- 16bit Stereo Digital Audio - Microphone and line inputs

- 317 sounds in 8MB ROM

- 16 Part Multi Timbral

- 24 Note Polyphonic

- CD ROM interface

- Digital Mixer

- 44.1/48Khz sample rates

- MO interface (MPU401 Compatible)

- Headphone output

- General MIDI compatible

- Soundblaster compatible

CUBASE AUDIO for the ATARI FALCON Our best-selling syster We are the
only store who can make the Falcon modifications recommended by
Steinberg for optimum performance. Paul's unique experience with the
Falcon also means he can configure a system to your personal need.
We also have Cubase Audio running on the Mac (the latest version gives you
up to 16 tracks with Digidesign ProTools), and also the Atari ST/TT and PC
versions which work with the Yamaha CBX-D5.

DIGIDESIGN Session 8 is now the most powerful single piece of
hardware available for either the Macintosh or PC platforms, giving you
eight discrete tracks of direct -to -disk recording (including 8 separate
outputs for each track) to fast SCSI drives. It also features 4 mic pre -amp
inputs and four line inputs. Choose you favourite platform to run it on.
Speak to Gavin to discuss your system requirements.

D2 Syquest 105MB drives are still available on the "the 88meg price"
deal from last year, but we don't know how long we can keep this
unbelievable deal going, so get in touch with us quick if you want to take
advantage of this phenomenal price saving. Remember that the reduced
access time.

ODV/sik DVS v2/C3000

e ep one:



TEC AWARD WINNER
Voted Recording Product of the Year and
Best Recording Device/Storage Technology.

And with good reason.

Alesis was founded on digital

technology, so we know what it

takes to make the best-selling digital multitrack The Alesis ADAT Digital

Audio Recorder's sound quality, sample accurate synchronization capability

(ADAT Synchronization Interface), fiber-optic digital interface (ADAT

MultiChannel Optical Digital Interface), and wide range of peripherals

available now, give ADAT owners the creative flexibility they need.

The Alesis A1-1^'ADAT to AES/EBU and S/PDIF Deal Interface with sample rate converter lets pu tmnsfer audio digitally
or from the ADAT zatent and external units such as DATs, CDs, and other digital recording formats

Alesis A1-2"'Multi-Purpose Audio/Video Synchronization Interface by TimeLine (the leader in synchronization
products) connects ADAT to the world of video, film and multi -media production using SMPTE, 9 pin and
TimeLine Lynx control protocols.

Focus on CompatibilityTM
Its revolutionary impact on the recording industry has made
ADAT the de facto standard in digital multitrack. The
enormous number of ADAT users worldwide, the fact that
Fostex has licensed the ADAT format for their own digital

recorder, and the growing list of leading companies focusing on industry

compatibility by becoming members of The ADAT GroupTM, all mean

that when you choose ADAT, you're compatible with a vast array of

music and audio equipment, now and in the future. And, you're
supported by a network of professionally trained Authorized ADAT

Service Centers worldwide.

Th

The ADAT Format - made for multitrack
ADAT records eight tracks of 16 -bit linear, 48 kHz sample rate audio, with

no data compression "tricks" or channel sharing. We chose Super VHS5

(S -VHS®) tape as a foundation, then designed ADATs data structure and

heads specifically for the rough-and-tumble, back -and -forth, punch -in -and-

out environment of multitrack recording. To make sure that recording one

track wouldn't disturb any other track, we divided each helical scan into

An ADAM helical scan: ADAT tracks are safely separated into 8 discrete data blocks.

eight separate data blocks. Some
digital recorders combine data
from two different channels into
the same data block on tape, which

means that each time you record a

track, another track must be read

into a buffer and actually re-recorded

even though it is in "safe" mode.

RECORDING TRACK CNOIREIDI. IIRDIENG

IRAYILECK TIMM IOW

Some other formats risk introducing errors into "safe' tracks each
and every time you press record.

ADA. TREE

IONERIIIIIE =DOI *ORD

DUCIMACK num MOO. MOO.

The ADAT format records each track discretely, as all professional
multitrack recorders should.

Bigger is Safer
Microscopic contaminants in the studio aren't just pr-o-
bable, they're statistically inevitable. If the format can't
overcome them, they'll cause mistracking, noise, distor-

tion, even total muting of the audio. Formats smaller than

S -VHS are more vulnerable to contaminants, dropout, and

misalignment, especially when exchanging tapes
between machines. Some digital formats attempt to

squeeze the same amount of
sound into a much smaller tape
area than ADAT does. ADATs

S -VHS tape offers more total surface area to meet the
demands of digital recording, and its wider 100 micron
tracks are less vulnerable to being derailed by dust.

MTM

Because even though technology makes it
possible to make formats smaller and

smaller, dust stays the same size.

The total tape area
for every second of
ADAT operation is
1,21 Imm2

19.57cmr

1.265cm

Under a microscope, you can see the

results of ADAT's specially -made

write heads. By using a generous

100 -micron track pitch, combined

with eight distinct data blocks, ADAT

offers an extra margin of safety for

digital audio.

Actual microscopic photograph of ADAT tape
(enlarged approximately 100 times).



has become the most
popular digital multitrack
tape recorder in the world.

More than just a tape recorder -
The ADAT System
ADAT, when combined with the BRCTM Master Remote Control, is a

complete digital recording and digital editing system with features
that no other recorder, analog or digital, can
match. The BRC is a full -function
autolocatorand MIDI/SMPTE time code
chase -lock synchronizer. Plus, it controls digital
copying between ADATs, like a disk -based

recorder, but much simpler to use.

A fiber optic
cable for digital
connection is
included with
every ADAT.

The ADAT MultiChannel Optical
Digital Interface digitally transmits
up to eight ADAT channels at once
over a single fiber optic cable to any

track on any ADAT in the system
without repatching, all in the digital domain.
Now you can "fly in" that perfect vocal part to

multiple locations in seconds, with absolutely no
generation loss. And our new QuadraSynth"
keyboard has an ADAT digital interface so you can

record it without ever leaving the digital domain.

ADAT/BRC digitally stores
important session notes
Instead of scribbling notes on cumbersome

studio track sheets, the BRC lets you store 400

autolocafion points, 20 Song start points, punch in and out points, MIDI tempo

maps, SMPIE offsets, and more in the two -minute data header of the ADAT

tape. The BRC's alphanumeric display lets you name each cue point and song.

It even has a handy built-in list of 16 standard cue point names you can edit

L1H "CHORUS 1"
OU:2S:38:1S

Unlike analog autolocators, the BRC ran
recall 460 points, storable aro each ADAT
tape for later recall, so you tan keep your
mind on the project instead of having to
remember minutes, seconds and frames.

tz)D-11- D II
is proud that so many creative people worldwide
are making ADAT the most popular digital

multitrack tape recorder in history. The recording w
professionals below don't endorse ADAT, they use it every day.

Their credentials speak for themselves. Visit your Authorized
supercharges your ADAT System lry adding
SMPT E and MIDI synchronization storable ADAT dealer and see what the new standard in digital multitrack
autolocation points, copy and paste deal
editing and more recording can do for you.

The ADAT Worldwide Network
Thousands of ADAT Worldwide NetworkTM multitrack recording
group members are reaping the benefits of choosing The ADAT
System. As WWN members, they are able to collaborate and

exchange ADAT tapes with other talented musicians, producers,
composers and engineers throughout the world. Alesis

®Alesis and ADAT are wister,e trademarks of Alesis Corporation
AI -1, A1-2, BRC, ynth, ADAT Worldwide Nettoork,The ADAT Group and Focus on Compatibility are trademarks of Alesis Corporation
The ADAT Group of mansiacturers are developing products that are fidlycompahble with ADATs di ital and sync protocols They include Foster,
Timeline, Digidesign, Steinberg Jorra,JL Cooper, Apr.w.., Ampex, Syntkos, Mar* tithe Unicorn Ernagic and °filers.
ORBS and S -VHS are registered trademarks of 'VC ®Grammy IS a registered tmdernark of NARAS. All trademarks are the property of their respective holden

Sound Technology plc
Letchworth Point, Letchworth,Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND England
Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800
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be transferred to video and computer
graphics - namely that of being able to
draw on a library of raw material.

"In music, the time we spend creatively
is in putting together existing source
material to make something that matters,
not in generating that source," explains
Garry. "Whereas so far with video all
we've actually succeeded in doing is
generating some good source material. A
lot of the budget for 'Cascade' went on
generating imagery that in its present form
is not at its most potent. I believe that in
the future we will put some of those visual
elements, rather like samples, into a
context where we are actually making
something that is life -changing. Right now
we're not doing that with video, and that
upsets me because I believe our music
sometimes is life -changing."

Garry also feels that creative
techniques which he and Brian have
developed while working on their music
can have parallels in video:

"We can take bad -quality samples and
put them through reverb so that you're just
hearing the reverb coming out of the desk,
with a vague impression of the sample
way at the back of it. Well, I'm convinced
that you can do similar stuff with video.

In part 2 of our
occasional series charting
their growing involvement

with video and computer
graphics, The Future

Sound4Of London talk to
Simon Trask about the

parallels betwien musical
and visual creativity...

1

If you read the first instalment of this
series (MT January '94) you'll know
that in pre-FSOL days Garry Cobain
and Brian Dougans were audiovisual
pioneers, collaborating with video
outfit Stakker on MTV commissions

and the Stakker 'Humanoid' single. Now,
following a period of music -only activity
which established them as The Future
Sound Of London, Brian and Garry are
reinventing themselves as an audiovisual
outfit and working once again with

Stakker's Buggy G Riphead.
At Earthbeat, the group's 16 -track

studio in north London, the racks of
musical technology are augmented by a
Sony Betacam video edit suite, installed
towards the end of last year. Already,
Brian and Garry have started to take
control of their own visual presentation,
creating the video for their last single,
'Cascade', and infiltrating MTV with a 3 -
minute. audiovisual 'statement of intent'
which cuts up 'Cascade' edits with spoken
inserts from Garry.

As Garry pointed out in the January
issue, bringing some of the video
technology in-house has allowed he and
Brian to be rather "self-indulgent" in their
working practice - an approach which has
already proved successful for them
musically. Through further debate and
discussion, the pair have come to the
conclusion that another aspect of their
working method with music can usefully



The Future Sound Of London

scare attitude towards sampling visuals -
you just don't do it because there's this
attitude of 'Wow! It's so corporate we're
going to get fucked.' - or there's this bad
sampling going on."

"There is a new consciousness towards travelling: physically going with the video rather
than being brought down to earth by edits."

"I believe that in the future we will
put visual elements, rather like
samples, into a context where
are actually
making something that is
life -changing"

"Whenever I talk to video people they
say I shouldn't be making these
analogies, because video's 10 years
behind sound. I can't imagine that it is; I

think you could take a bit of sky, change
the orientation of it, whop it through a
cube, stretch it, put it behind a piece of
other action, and it would be unnoticeable.

"However, I haven't seen a really clever
use of video sampling yet. I think we can
take sound and make it so that it's
impossible to legally sue over it; now, with
visuals I'm not finding that that's
happening. There's either a complete

Stills taken from the 'Cascade' video, produced 'py vliKa
available on Virgin Veil ow.

Garry characterises the visual style
which Stakker developed as
"corporate", a "big bang aesthetic"

full of "brutal edits".
"I thought at the time it was a really

groundbreaking aesthetic," he recalls. "I

mean in terms of logos: Stakker-logo-
wham!-corporate. Presenting itself as a
big corporation through video - very
emblematic. I believe that that aesthetic
could have sold fashion, could have sold
anything from lip gloss to artworks."

Today, however, the corporate punch
and aggression which so characterised
the '80s is giving way to a new aesthetic
of depth and fluidity - an aesthetic which
is more in tune with what Garry wants to



Fully trained - Knowledgeable staff
 Main Agent status with all our suppliers

7 day Money -back Guarantee'
Massive stocks of all the latest gear

 PA and Instrument Hire
 Superb Part Exchange Deals

Best prices paid for used gear
 Guitar set-up services available in all store
 Credit facilities available

olive
Sys 61 all 6 ABC SIMMS!

ABC Music Trade-in offers NOT to be missed!

 528 stunning 01/W sounds
 16 part Multi Timbral capability
 6Mb PCM wave memory
 32 voice, 32 oscillator (Single mode)
 16 track on -board sequencer
 Large 10 song memory
 2 digital effect systems

We'll
give you

£300
for your old
synthesizer
when you

buy!

oNLyi1395

Yes its amazing!
We'll give you

£300 for your old
keyboard when you

buy a
Korg SG -1D

for ONLY £1495!
ALSO

We'll give you £300
for your old synth
when you buy a

Korg 0-3
for ONLY £1395!

All we ask is that all
keyboards are in
working order!!

Mega -Exclusive Al offer !!!

Roland PC -150
The PC -150 MIDI keyboard  Six octave note range
controller is ideal for data  49 note keyboard
entry or recording real-time  Pitch bender/modulation
performances in to your  Excellent
computer sequencing set- MIDI spec
up & it's extremely portable. Only

Boss DR -5
A complete rhythm section in a box
PLUS Amp simulator and guitar tuner.

174 quality rhythm sounds inc
TR8,08/909
23 guitar sounds  16 bass sounds

 On -board 4 track sequencer

The ultimate Sample replay
system with 8MB of sounds! We just

can't believe it. how can Emu cram a Proteus 1
AND a Proteus 2 AND digital effects AND a superb
keyboard in a box and make it this affordable. The
Proteus sounds are legendary and in the MPS, you get a
maximum of 500 stunning presets. Add to this great
sound shaping capabilities and what a bargain at £1399.
But ABC goes further. Fora limited period you can buy it
for only E1099 -

off the SRP. at ABC Only 1099that's £300

HI

Y 
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2 Akai 52800
16bit linear sampling

5 up to 22seconds
32 voice polyphony

1*i

O

I
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Akai SO1
Sampler

8 note polyphonic
8 part multi timbral
operation
Editing features include Loop,
Reverse, Trim, Level
16 bit sampling 0 32kHz

 1562 secs sampling time

At ABC

`1999

1D

Quality acoustic grand piano
with all the control needed,
 88 weighted keys  ROM card
 12 stunning voices
 MIDI, Volume and Equaliser controls
 Built-in chorus  Variable dynamics
 The Rolls Royce of sampled pianos!

We'll
give you

£300
for your old

keyboard
when you

buy!

ONLY f1495
Roland NEW Products!!

Roland 3V35 AT ABC,/
 61 synth weighted keys

with velocity and
aftertouch

 28 voice polyphony
 Easy to operate  16 -part multi-timbral
 Built-in tones for instant playback r,
 Easy to read

selectors AT ABC
N W

Roland JV50
The JV50 comes with a
3.5" floppy disk drive for
recording and playback of
SMF sequencing data
 61 synth weighted keys with velocity and aftertouch
 24 MBit waveform memory

NEVi 16 -part multi-timbral
 28 note poly. AT ABC

41)
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Roland JV90
The Roland JV90 is
the ideal keyboard
for amateurs and
professionals
 24 MBit waveform memory  24 note polyphonic
 6 -part multi-timbral
 All the assets of the JV35 and
 Another

Roland wonder!! AT ABC

40>
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Roland JV100
 76 Synth

weighted keys
with velocity and
aftertouch

 152 preset wf.
 18 -bit DA output  Built-in sequencer
 For live performance you

can chain up ONLY f1499to 99 songs

LIMITED
OFFER

F
`.1995

Zoom 9001 8199
 Easy to use stereo effects
 40 patch locations.

Ideal for recording
 Easily arranged into stunning

effects types
 2 pitch changers. Tone oscillator

 2Mb memory Yamaha VL1
(expandable)  New Harmonic enhancer
4 audio outputs  32 Oh digital signal processor
44.1 kHz sampling rate  128 new and innovative voices

Yamaha SY35
 128 superb presets
 On board effects
 Vector controlled. AWM 8 FM
 61 initial & aftertouch keys

RY10 Save MOO
 28 note polyphony
 Stereo outputs
 On -board tuner/250 sounds
 50 programmablefedrtable styles
 A Rhythm section that's in time

and sober'

Yamaha TG300
 456 high -quality voices
 9 excellent Arum kits
 195 waves with 6Mb ROM

Yamaha SY85
 Realtime tone control
 Superb AWM2 sounds
 90 types off on -board digital fx
 61 key initial8 aftertoucb keys

Bristol 32 Alma Vale Rd 0272 238200
Exeter 68 Bartholomew St West 0392 425125
St Albans 130 London Road 0727 856351
Kingston 56 Surbiton Road 081 546 9877
Oxford 44 St Clements 0865 724820
Slough 324 Farnham Rd 0753 822754

ABC MUSIC WANT YOUR USED KEYBOARDS - FOR MONEY OR P1X - NOW!

The Future Sound Of London's studio looks familiar, but a Sony
Betacam edit suite has now been added.

achieve visually.
"Stakker didn't quite have the flow and depth of image that

I

required," he says. "I wanted the shapes in the videos to fly off
into the distance and go through different landscapes and
environments. Now that aesthetic has come about at last.

I think
there is a new consciousness towards travelling, physically going
with the video rather than being brought down to earth by edits.
The kind of virtual reality consciousness which is hovering
around, nobody quite knows what it's going to bring but
everybody has their own perceptions of what will happen."

Rather than jump straight to what Garry terms the "virtual
reality, put -on -a -helmet" approach, the duo are more interested in
exploring the new audiovisual aesthetic possibilities within a
conventional linear format.

"As a musician and an audio-visual artist
I can't deny the

possibilities of virtual reality," opines Garry. "But I believe there is
a bridging product before we get into this complete virtual reality
thing, an educating product which TV and consumers will lap up.
There's a certain point at which things actually have impact, and
it's not always at the cutting edge.

"I think the ideas we have for products in this interim period are
also conducive to when we get to virtual reality. What we have in
mind is this kind of weird environmental travel, submersion thing,
but it's a filmic thing as well, with a plot; it's a new kind of
audiovisual television without being just a passive wash and
passive shapes rotating.

"There's a problem in marrying the depth of a good film, the
complexity of a plot, with the computer world, which is quite
retinal, it's about passive stimulation, floating off into another
world. The kind of product that we want to create is really a very
clever manipulation of both approaches." 

R new Future Sound Of London
single, featuring the Cocteau

Twins' Liz Frazer on vocals, was
released on 21st February, with a

new FSOL album, tifeforims, to
follow on 14th March.
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Double CD Set - Capsules 1 & 2
!oth Capsules - £80 Single Capsule - £49.95 Purchase of second Capsule - £35
UNIQUE FRESH LIBRARY OF SAMPLES SPECIALLY CREATED BY GARRY

UGHES & NICK FISHER - IDEAL FOR OR - OR
NYONE THAT NEEDS INSPIRING, CUTTING EDGE ORGANIC ANALOGUE

SOUNDS. FEATURES MANY UNIQUELY MODIFIED ANALOGUE SYNTHS. GET
THESE SAMPLES AND USE THEM BEFORE EVERYONE ELSE DOES, THESE
CDs ARE EXTREMELY HOT - YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.
FEA AMBIENT PADS - ETHNIC VOCALS, FX & INSTRUMENTS - SYNTH
LOOPS & PERCUSSION - BASSES - BLIPS - BLEEPS - TRANSFORMED DRUM
& PERCUSSION LOOPS - WEIRD DIALOGUE - SUNG VOCALS - ANALOGUE
SEQUENCES - ANALOGUE FX - ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION - MANY
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Volume Twelve -
Keith Le Blanes
Kickin' Lunatic Beats

This volume sets new standards for drum
sample CDs. It features a wide range of
styles inciding Hip Hop, Funk, Jazz,
Rock, Reggae, Swing Go Go, Fusion,
Cyberpunk etc. After starting his career
as in-house drummer with Sugarhill
recordsi; working on such classics as
Grandmaster Flash Si: Melte Mel's 'The
Nlessag,e. Keith has gone on to lay down
the heat for James Brown, REM, The
Rolling Stones, Annie Lennox, Seal, 808
State, Malcolm McClaren, Bomb The
Bass, ABC and many more. He has also
moved into writing, production and
remixing, working with such artists as
Charles & Eddie \ lalcolm X, Living
Color, The Cure \ IN, and many more.
lie also found time create the unique
sound of Tackhead with Doug Wimbish
and Adrian Sherwood. The superb
performances featured on this CD were
recorded at Orinoco and The Aquarium

so, as you can imagine, the recording quality is absolutely state-of-the-art.
Aside from tons of choice grooves (all bpm-ed as always), we've included a
comprehensive set of matching single hits so you can create your own. Not
that there's much chance of you doing that for a while, because after you hear
these Kickin' Lunatic Beats you're going to be using them for years to come.

Killer Drummer, Killer Studios, and
Killer Production. These are beats that just won't quit!

MEGABASS REMIX! - JJ JECZALIK'S ART OF SAMPLING
NEIL CONTI'S FUNKY DRUMS FROM HELL - SKIP TO MY LOOPS BY NORMAN COOK

PETE GLEADALL'S SAMPLOGRAPHY - COLDCUT'S KLEPTOMANIA
CUMMINGS' & BOULD'S RHYTHM OF LIFE - DAVID RUFFY'S DRUMS - PASCAL GABRIEL'S DANCE SAMPLES

Alt tradenarnes are the pro of their respective holder.. Benuees of the copyable nature of most of our products all refundefaitchanges
are et the discretion of G. person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be ppuuretied to the fullest extent of the
law. 'Producer Series' and The d Foundation. are tradenamee of AMG. All picas and epedfimdau are subject to change without
prior notification. 0 AMG 1993. Trading addreas, no visitors whhout appointment 70 Broomleaf Road, Farnham, Surrey.
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any things w
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ised for C
yberseed. B

illed as
"B

ritain's first cyber-festival", it aim
ed to draw

 together

state-of-the-art virtual reality system
s, com

puter
*

gr
.lics, film

 sfx, cyber art, video gam
es, cyber groups,

robots and cyber fashion w
ithin a club

environm
ent

com
nletP

 w
ith sound

stem
s

and
lit. video

m
ixin

0
riginally set to take place at B

agley's S
tudio over tw

o days in O
ctober last year,

C
yberseed w

as put on hold at short notice w
hen the venue ow

ners suddenly
decided they w

anted £10,000 upfront. N
ot to be put off, event organiser B

rian
D

avis began negotiating for another site, w
ith the result that C

yberseed took
place a couple of m

onths later at T
he F

ridge in B
rixton. O

nly by this tim
e the

'festival' had turned into a one-night club event, and C
yberseed w

as only able to deliver som
e

of w
hat it had first prom

ised. T
he m

om
entum

 w
as lost, the m

om
ent had passed - and the

dam
age w

as done.
W

hat's m
ore, in stark contrast to the publicity blitz w

hich had surrounded the original event,
C

yberseed at T
he F

ridge had only low
-key publicity, and ended up attracting only a relatively

sm
all audience. F

or the venue ow
ners, m

ore used to hosting packed -out regular club nights, it
w

asn't enough, and T
he F

ridge w
ill not be putting on another C

yberseed night.
B

ut w
hat exactly w

as C
yberseed? A

nd w
hat did the 'cyber' label actually m

ean? W
ell, the

event seem
ingly took its cue from

 the cyberpunk ethos of W
illiam

 G
ibson's S

praw
l trilogy and

G
ibson's fam

ous dictum
 about the street having its ow

n use for things. "C
yber is the

underground, a com
pletely global experience," B

rian D
avis proclaim

ed from
 T

he F
ridge's

stage as he opened the night's proceedings, adding that "the technology is com
ing out of the

hands of the m
ultinational corporations and into the hands of the people - dow

n to the street."
C

lubs, he said, had a key role to play in the em
ergence of the new

 "cyber culture", and then
w

ent on to describe a vision of global raves taking place over the Internet (the 'netw
ork of

netw
orks' w

hich allow
s you to go online to the w

orld for the price of a local phone
call).
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We pride ourselves on
providing the very best

midi files available.
Whether it's full -

professional tracks for
gigging bands,

compilation midi -
disks, or tuition

packages for beginners,
we have all the midi
software you'll ever

need.

We also stock a
comprehensive range
of tuition videos for
keyboard, guitar and
drums, as well as an

extensive catalogue of
technical handbooks.

Our service and
technical back-up are
second to none, with

musicians on the other
end of the phone, not
just order takers. In

fact, we're so confident
of the quality of our

goods, that we offer a
7 day, no quibble,

money - back
guarantee.

(Not applicable to
ROM Cards)

* No Minimum Order
Quantity

* 48 Hour Despatch

* Money - back
guarantee

PRO MUSIC
The Midi Specialists

Soloist Midi Files

* The sharpest midi files in the
business, available direct to you

at only £5.95.

* No minimum order
quantity, & satisfaction

guaranteed!

* Over 800 files, and
growing.

* Everything from popular
standards, to the very latest

chart hits.

* Check out our free
catalogue for a full listing of

songs, or give us a call.

lvtk,S14, s

0011'New Titles
FERNANDO - ABBA

A WHOLE NEW WORLD - ALADDIN

I HAVE A DREAM - ABBA

HERO - MARIAH CAREY

KNOWING ME KNOWING You -

ABBA

U GOT 2 LET THE MUSIC -

CAPELLA

SUPER TROUPER - ABBA

BABE - TAKE THAT

THANK You FOR THE Music -

ABBA

WATERLOO SUNSET - THE KINKS

Synth Sounds

BEST SELECTION
AVAILABLE

ROLAND, VALHALA,

VOICE CRYSTAL, PRO REC

& SONGWRITER

(ATARI SELF -LOADING DISKS)

ALSO NEW!
GREAT ORGAN SOUNDS -

VALHALA

ORGANizer SERIES

Now AVAILABLE
KORG 01/W FD - DISK £29

SCREAMIN' B3 ORGANizer

ROLAND D5/D10/
D20/D110/D50 ROM £45

Band in a Box KORG M1 - ROM £49

NEW!
FOR ROLAND INSTRUMENTS WITH

`GS' MARK:
STYLE DATA ROM CARDS FROM

Videos8 songs with full arrangements
and printed music and lyrics.

ONLY £12.99!
"Getting The Most Out
Of The KORG MI " -

Currently available: Exceptional guide for M1 users THE 50's & 60's TO LATIN -

Michael Jackson with FREE disk available with £64 EACH

Phil Collins Madonna 200 NEW sounds.
Eric Clapton Abba VHS video - ONLY £24.95! Books
The Police Sting

AT LAST! -

Midistar IT'S REALLY HERE!
"The Complete Cubase Handbook"

- The most concise guide for
"Beginning Rock Keyboards" -

Cubase users -
8 songs with full arrangements

and printed lyrics.

ONLY £8.99!

All you need to know about
learning keyboards in the

rock style - ONLY £12.99

ONLY £24.95!

"Music In Sequence",
Currently available: PLUS MANY MORE "Classics In Sequence"

Classic Hits Pops TITLES AVAILABLE! ONLY £12.95 each -
Easy Listening Beatles Great guides for sequencing

WHY NOT SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE?
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS!

PRO MUSIC
Dettingen Way,

Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk. 1P33 3BR.

0284 765765

Name

Address

Town

County Postcode

Tel. No

I enclose a cheque/P/0 payable to Pro Music

Card No.

Exp. date

Signature

Or debit my AccessNisa

Please allow 5 days
for cheques to clear.

TO ORDER

System/Format

Please attatch additional
orders to this coupon.

P&P £1.00

Total

Please send me:
Pro Music Catalogue

Video, Audio & Technical Catalogue

MT

Access ORDER HOTLINE 0284 765765
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Yamaha
1Z

TG300
General MIDI sound module

YAMAHA =',901=1
TONE GENERATOR

PEAK '

MASTER VOL INPUT VOL

PHONES L R

OK/YES

SHOW

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314 1516

PAGE/PART

+
I

PLAY

EDIT

UTIL
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SON /..OFF

A more expensive cousin to their budget TG1 00, Yamaha's newest TG is

a General MIDI module in name - but as Simon Trask discovers, it also

adopts many features of Roland's more sophisticated GS format spec...

 he General MIDI standard was introduced to provide a certain
degree of, well, standardisation between hi -tech instruments.
The idea was that a multitimbral MIDI sequence created using
one GM instrument would automatically be playable on any
other, with (broadly) the correct sounds and the correct
number of voices and parts.

In essence, GM provides a lowest common denominator:
one bank of 128 predefined patches, one 'drum kit' consisting
of 47 drum and percussion sounds, 16 -part multitimbrality with
dynamic voice allocation across the parts, minimum 24 -voice
polyphony, and response to certain MIDI controllers. The actual
sounds might be different - each manufacturer is free to use
their own samples and their own synthesis system - but the
instrument types are engraved in stone - or, rather, silicon.

So, when you see the GM logo on the front panel of
Yamaha's TG300 module, you have some idea of what lies
within its smart black casing. You also know that any sequences
which you compose using the 300 will play back intelligibly on
any other GM instrument - and equally, that you can draw on
the many libraries of GM -compatible MIDI songfiles which exist
today.

But with all this equality in GM -world, how come the TG300
will set you back £649 while the company's budget TG100

GM module costs a more modest £399? Part of the answer lies
in the physical presentation of the two instruments: the TG300
is twice the height of its cheaper cousin, a fact which allows it
to sport a much bigger LCD - and provide an altogether
friendlier user interface. The 300 adopts some of the GUI
(Graphical User Interface) -type features which Yamaha
introduced on their QY20 walkstation, including an onscreen
'mixing desk' for the multitimbral parts.

Start playing with the module's patches and it becomes
apparent that the extra pennies also buy you a cleaner sound
and improved samples. Dig a little deeper and you discover
128 user -programmable patch memories, in-depth sound and
drumkit programming, and extensive System- and Part -
programming capabilities. Indeed, it soon becomes apparent
that the TG300 is more than 'just' a General MIDI instrument,
and benefits from the professional features you might expect
from an instrument in this price bracket.

Crucially, there are other ways in which the TG300 extends its
capabilities beyond straight GM. For one thing, it has a C/M
multitimbral mode (selectable via Multi/Single in the Utility
menu) which sort of turns it into a Roland MT32 with Yamaha
sounds (ie. it adopts the MT32's patch mapping plus, on MIDI
channel 10, the MT32's 'drum kit' with added CM64 sfx sounds).
The 300 also has a Single mode which allows you to play a single
patch at a time, limited to MIDI channel 1 only; in this mode,

Hard Fax
Patches: 456 preset, 128 programmable
Effects: 32 preset, 16 programmable
Multitimbrality: 16 -part
Polyphony: max. 32 -voice
Source sounds: 195 in 6Mb ROM
LCD: 8 x 21 -character, backlit
Connections: L/mono and R stereo out (1/4" jacks), Left and Right
stereo in (phonos), stereo headphones output, MIDI In, Out and Thru,
To Host connector (for direct connection to Mac and PC computers)
Dimensions: 3.6" (H) x 8.7" (W) x 10.1" (D)
Weight: 4.2Ibs
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each of the programmable patches has its own effects settings -
the multitimbral modes, in contrast, employ a single effects patch
for all 16 parts, with individual send levels for each part.

Select GM -A or GM -B mode and you can access a lot more
preset patches by using MIDI Bank Select commands. The
TG300 effectively becomes a GS Format instrument once it's in
GM -B mode, so Yamaha are rather doing it down by only
labelling it a General MIDI instrument. Like the TG100 (and just
about every other GM instrument), the 300 also includes all the
GS Format -specified 'drum kits', which, in addition to the
Standard kit, include Analogue, Power, Electronic and Brush.
See the box -out Why GM -A and GM -B modes? for a lot more
detail on the GM/GS aspect of the TG300 and its use of MIDI
Bank Select commands.

programming on the new TG provides access to all the
oscillator, filter (including resonance), amplifier, LFO and

envelope parameters you could want; despite the 300's sizeable
LCD window, editing is still parameter -list -based rather than
graphic - but at least you can take in more parameters at once.
Any patch can be used as a basis for programming, but you
have to copy preset patches into the user (RAM) patch memory
before you can start editing them.

Yamaha's drum and percussion sounds have a punchy, gritty
quality which makes them very effective at imparting energy
and attitude to a rhythm track. You can assign a TG300 'drum
kit' to any of the 16 available parts/channels, not just to MIDI
channel 10. An assigned kit can also be edited, including note -
specific coarse and fine tuning, filtering (with resonance),
effects send levels and attack/decay settings; you can also alter
the sound assigned to each note. However, you lose these edits
as soon as you select a different drum kit for the relevant part.

Effects processing is well provided for on the TG300, and is
of a reasonable quality. The module can provide up to three
digital effects simultaneously, namely reverb, chorus and
variation (the latter including distortion, compressor, flanger
and exciter). The chorus and variation sections can use two

effects, feeding the first into the second; in addition, the
variation output can be fed into the reverb and/or chorus
section(s).

The character of the TG300's sounds will be familiar to
anyone who has used a TG100 or one of the QYs. There is an
overall warmth and vibrancy to the sounds when they're used
in ensemble which is very satisfying. Atmospheres and pads
(including ensemble strings) are among the most effective
sounds on the 300, often with a wonderfully rich, enveloping
quality to them - check out, for instance, 'Soundtrack', 'Warm
Pad' and 'Halo Pad'.

Many of the solo instrumental sounds are a little lacking in
body and realism - but do tend to work very well in an ensemble
context, which is after all what the TG300 as an instrument is
intended for. On the whole, I find Roland's Sound Canvas/GS
sounds support solo performance much more effectively -
Acoustic Piano 1 and Jazz Guitar being cases in point.

The TG300 scores over its cheaper cousin, the TG100, in
quality, versatility and accessibility. Yamaha have done a

good job of expanding on the capabilities set out by the
General MIDI spec, not least in the 300's programmability
(something which is allowed for within GS, incidentally). But at
£649 the TG300 is priced quite highly for the GM/GS market;

Why GM -A and
GM -B modes?

GM -A and GM -B include the same bank of 128 General MIDI patches,
but both modes go beyond the General MIDI spec by providing
further patches in subsequent banks. The number of patches is
different in each mode, with GM -B providing those in GM -A (in the
same bank layout, too) plus many additional patches - including
Roland CM64/MT32 patch maps and the TG300's own set of 128
programmable sounds.

In fact, selecting GM -B effectively puts the 300 into Roland GS
Format mode as far as patch mapping is concerned - though you
won't find Yamaha admitting to this in print! GM -A mode also uses the
bank concept to 'infiltrate' additional sounds into General MIDI, and
does so in a GS-ish sort of way; however, it isn't intended to be GS
Format -compatible.

Now we come to the crunch: both GS and non -GS instruments use
MIDI bank select commands as a means of calling up additional banks
- but they do so in different ways. For those of you with some
understanding of computer jargon, this is the difference: the MIDI spec
says the LSB (Least Significant Byte) should be used to indicate banks
0-127, but Roland in their infinite wisdom decided that GS Format
should use the MSB (Most Significant Byte) instead.

So, it seems that the real reason why there are two modes, GM -A
and GM -B, is that GM -A responds to the official MIDI Bank Select
format while GM -B responds to Roland's format. However, you won't
find any of this explained in the TG300's manual, which is rather
unfortunate. But then if Yamaha explained it they'd have to admit they
were adopting GS Format on the quiet.

You can choose Bank Select numbers as well as patches from the
TG300's front panel in both GM -A and GM -B modes, and the module
takes care of the format. For remote selection, however, you really
need your sequencer or MIDI controller keyboard to be able to send
Bank Selects in either format. Notator Logic, for instance, lets you
choose the format you want (Control 0 is the Roland format, Control
32 the standard MIDI format) when you create a Multi Instrument.

The TG300 comes with a Sound List & MIDI Data booklet which
lays out in a handy chart form all the extra sounds available via Bank
Select, but I can't help wondering if this extra sonic flexibility will
remain a, er... closed book to many users of the module.

at the same time, this market is more crowded than it used to
be, and the competition tougher. Korg's slightly cheaper
05R/W, for instance, is well worth checking out, not least
because it draws on the excellent sonic capabilities of the
company's much more expensive 01/W -series synths. And, if
you're looking in the TG300's sort of price area, then at around
£150 more Roland's new SC88 Super Sound Canvas XP is
worth checking out for the extra capabilities it offers (such as
64 -voice polyphony), as is the company's forthcoming MT120,
which combines GS, sequencer and MIDIfile playback
capabilities in one unit.

The TG300 is a very capable all-rounder with an appealing
full and warm ensemble sound and a useful element of sonic
expandability. All in all it's a good starter instrument for anyone
working in music or multimedia who isn't on too tight a
budget. 
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Sound Pool

'LLct .1_\4 (LsAL-c
direct -to -disk recordin
for the Atari Falcon

Could the Falcon be to tapeless recording what the ST is to MIDI

sequencing? More software to support the case, reviewed by Ian Waugh.
hilst not exactly inundated by new music software for Atari's
Falcon there has certainly been a spate of direct -to -disk
recording systems. The built-in DSP (Digital Signal Processor)
makes the Falcon an ideal machine for direct -to -disk recording,
as the chip can do the business without the need for any extra
plug-in cards (we've covered this in detail in previous issues of
MT). This, of course, means that a Falcon -based DTD (direct -to -
disk) system is quite a bit cheaper than its counterpart on other
platforms.

Audio Master is yet another program from yet another
German company. It is copy -protected by a dongle which
plugs into the cartridge port (rather inconvenient if you also
want to connect a music program dongle) and is compatible
with hardware such as the Screen Blaster resolution enhancer
and the KAT (also distributed by Q-Tek), plus lots of nice
utilities including MultiTos, NVDI (a screen enhancer), the UIS
III file selector and the Sleepy Joe screen protector and multi -
accessory (with which, I confess, I am not familiar).

Audio Master has only one main window with a menu bar
above it. Additional functions are accessed by clicking on

buttons within the window. The program can only handle
1- track recording, albeit in stereo, but it does work with
markers and cue sheets and uses non-destructive editing (unlike
DigiTape, for example, which we looked at in January's MT).
The basic operating procedure is: record material, set markers
and create a cue list.

As with all DTD recording, you'll need a fairly large and
pretty fast external hard disk. No actual data access or transfer
speed requirements are listed in the manual, but it does
recommend a couple of drives, including SyQuest removable
disks which seems a little optimistic, but I suppose the
programmers should know. For single track recording the
speed demands may not be terribly great but the software also
performs real-time processing which ups the ante a bit. If the
disk can't handle a process (such as real-time crossfades) then a
little disk error button appears. A bit late, however, if you've
already bought the drive.

A peak meter display lets you monitor the volume of the
incoming signal and, if it's arriving via the Falcon's analogue
input, you can adjust it using gain sliders. Volume level of the
Falcon's analogue output is also adjustable (and you can switch
the Falcon's internal speaker on and off for simple monitoring),
digital input data arriving via the S/PDIF, however, is not.

The program supports the usual Falcon sampling rates -
8.194, 12.292, 16.490, 20.770, 24.584, 33.880 and
49.170kHz - as functions (and limitations) of its internal
circuitry. The much more useful 44.1 and 48kHz rates are only
available if you use the S/PDIF. After selecting the sample rate
and adjusting the volume level, click on record. You're
prompted for the drive or partition in which the data will be
stored, and the program tells you how much disk space there is
and how much recording time that allows.

Audio Master basically works with only one sound file at a
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AIM File Cuelist Marker

u io Master 1.3 (F:\SMP.AUR)

00:00:00 begin 0

00:28:24 end 1277952
00:00:88 start 15663
00:86:10 introend 283341
08:06:10 verse 283341
00:22:11 verseend 991142
00:22:11 chorus 991142
00:01:18 chorusnd 76351

MIME 11111

OO.00.00

Mixer

0

dB

0 0
L ATTENURTION R

L + R

L...00r1]

00.02200 OO:OdrOO
Loop

Effects

OdB

MIDI IC

'MonitorI

1111
00:00:00 44.1 kHzmoinimmommm

-

Ms 

CUELIST ENTRY

Name: intro___

Startmarker: begi

Endmarker: end

Volume

begin
end

start
introen
verse
yerseend
chorus
chorusnd

OK

Left: If you don't
want to scrub
your way
through the
samples you can
enter markers on
the fly.

time; the Record function overwrites any existing file. To add to
a file you use the Record Next function which appends a
recording onto the end of the existing one. This works fine, but
means you can't cut out unwanted bits of a take such as pre -
and post- silences to free up disk space. It also means you can't
redo a bad take and leave the others intact, unless it's the first
one. The waveform of a recording appears in a small area in the
top right of the window and each take is indicated by a line
below the display. You can zoom in on it but only by a single
factor - which isn't particularly helpful.

aving recorded various sections of music, the next stage is
Ito define the sections you want to use with markers (you

get begin and end markers for free and these are not editable).
Markers may be created by clicking over the waveform with the
mouse and then dragging around to frame the bits you want.
You can scrub through the recording and play up to and from
the marker position and also insert markers on the fly.

I particularly liked the way the program creates new names
for you automatically. Call one marker 'Versel' and the next
one will automatically be called 'Versel'. However, it also

Left: All of Audio Master's
facilities are available from
the one window.

Right: With
the S/PDIF interface

connected, the sample rate
options expand to include

44.1 and 48kHz.

Left: To create
a cue you
simply select
the start and
end markers
which define
the part of
the recording
you want to
play.

-int,c1k-
49.170
33.880
24.584
20.770
16.490
12.292
8.194

48 kHzkHz
k

e44xt

.1

dig
Hz

48 kHz
44.1 kHz

Above: There are three types of
crossfade for which you can set a
duration ranging from 250ms to eight
seconds.

Below: The zoom function has only one scale and
shows the sample very close up indeed.

L .1. R

Loop

increments the last letter of a name so 'Verse' leads to 'Versf'
and 'Chorus' to 'Chorut'. Isn't computer intelligence
wonderful? Of course, if you use 'VerseA' and 'VerseB' all will be
well.

The marker list can display the time in bars instead of
minutes and seconds, which should give some musos a more
comfortable timing reference - even though it may not be as
accurate. However, the program can't sync to anything,
(internally or externally), so using minutes and seconds is just
as convenient.

With your markers defined, you then need to assemble a cue
list. This simply involves inserting cue points in a list in much
the same way as you inserted markers. Here, however, you are
presented with a series of start and end markers which define
the beginning and end of each cue and you can adjust the
volumes of the left and right channels. This, of course, makes it
possible to create fades and crossfades; there's a choice of
hardcut (that is, no fade at all), linear, exponential or reverse
exponential fades with a duration range from 125ms to
8000ms (eight seconds).

The system works well enough, but a more visual )1.

is
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MUSIC SUPERSTORE
395 COLDHARBOUR LANE

BRIXTON

LONDON SW9 8LQ

TEL: 071-733-6821

SELL USIC OFTWARE
We also sell keyboards, sound modules, recording equipment and most
kinds of musical instruments - so when it comes to making music we
can advise you better than a computer shop.

STUDIO 49 Master Keyboard by FATAR

Velocity sensitive MIDI controller for only
Roland PC1 50 MIDI controller keyboard
Roland PC200 MIDI controller keyboard

E -Magic Micro
For Windows

Music Sequencing and Notation

£125 inc. VAT
lIc__Roland

SC7 Sound Canvas for PC is a desktop music system
with Band in a Box and Ballade

£369 inc. VAT
 TURTLE BEAC4 MULL laltited CALL
Multimedia soundcard based on Proteus 1/XR. The
Multisound has 126 CD quality, 16 bit digital samples of real
instruments, it can sample at 44.1, 22.05 & 11.025 Khz in 8 or

' 16 bit resolution mono or stereo. For those who know the
-difference E585

 TUF1111. BEACH TAHITI -0NitTAL A11010 CARO

Tahiti is perfect for any recording, authoring or presentation
where audio quality is a requirement. Tahiti features the
Motorola DSP chip giving 20 MIPS of processing power,
SaMpFes at 44.1, 22.05 & 11.025 Khz in 8 or 16 bit resolution

tar sem Audio converters use 64x oversampling,
16 left £398

- - " -, 4-inil-,MER CARD
24 voice wavetable General MIDI soundcard based on Proteus

g 1XR and includes Samplestore. Samplestore enables the user
to turn sampled sounds into instrument patches.
With MPU 401 compatible MIDI Interface C199

ACH WAVE FOR WINDOWS

Graphics software package for recording, editing and playing
back digital sound. Once recorded, with its professional

, features WAVE for Windows lets you shape your audio data to
perfection D16

i.. n . or .,.111trimEma
Tools to make the most out of your soundcard. Wave Tools

.I

MAY Editing, recording and playbacplayback.MIDIsoft recording
session notation based MIDI sequencer, Soundattach - attach
MIDI or .WAV files to Windows events. Tune up - MIDI file
editor. Keyplayer - record and play music using computer
keyboard. Supplied with Sound Bank CD with over 1500
sampled sounds......................................_...:1 /

Hard disk recording and editing of WAG tiles under
Windows 3.1 119

25 wan PMPO active speakers .C35

80 wan PMPO active speaker with bass, treble and volume
control .....

PROFESSIONAL inn 2.0
256 track MIDI sequencer that can integrate digital audio

playback, includes score printing, real time editing and
multiple edit screens
 CAKEWALK DOS
256 track MIDI sequencer with a variety of
graphical views
 SAW SOF fWARE A111)10 WORKStint
4 -track professional hard disk editing, recording and
multitrack mixing software for Windows. Supports
Multisound and Soundblaster 16 ....... .......... ............

 PERSONAL COMPOSER
256 part notation, scoring and sequencing program
responds to musical marks and expressions so the sc
plays as written
 MUSIC QUEST PC MIDI INTERFACE
Industry standard MPU 401 compatible MIDI interface
 MUSIC QUEST M0X32M
MPU 401 compatible MIDI interface with dual ports and
SMPTE/MTC syncronisation
 MUSIC (WEST 2 PORT SE
Professional parallel port MIDI interface with 32 clan
SMPTE/MTC support designed for laptop, notebook m
desktop IBM compatibles
 51101 ENGINE FRAMELOCii
SMPTE syncronisation module for MIDI. mul
taping and audio/video sync
 SUPFRJAM
A powerful MIDI band program for the tone deaf and talented
alike, Superjam is a fun, easy and powerful tool for creating
music. Never before has creating music been so easy.....
 NOTEPLAY
Program to teach sight reading and keyboard skills for DOS
and Windows
 RHYTHMPLAY
Program to teach musical rhythm and timing for DOS
 PLAY IT BY EAR
Ear training and pitch training program. Leam to recognise
pitches and melodies
 PIANO WORKS
Develop and improve music and keyboard performance skills
through a series of interactive courses

-11.M0 n;

41 INi-lCubase N:16. Roland
ATW10 'New

Lyte
....- -44....

....., g , ,s,,, Soundcard/

£99\_ Sampler

111 k\

tadenza \ Band
for "4116- In A

-ow Windows ` Box

1/64i9k 4,t1k

0 4 /
Cubase

-"ow- for
Windows

140k\0 4 /
MIDI
Card-NOP'

ITS

MIDI Interface for Laptop Musicator sequencing and notation for windows 6200

Roland CN20 Note Entry Pad 0 -Base score for Windows.

Phonic 8 into 2 mixing console with MIDI through .. 0 -Base handbook

Tascam Porta 07 four track cassette recorder Roland SCC1 Soundcard........... .

Educational Discount of up to 40% on all 0 -Base products

Audio Master
irsterface

The S/PDIF (Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format) is an optional extra
which plugs into the Falcon's DSP socket via a short cable. It comprises
a small back box with coaxial and optical Ins and Outs which you
connect to a DAT or CD player (if it has digital Outs).

As the unit communicates directly with the Falcon's DSP chip and
bypasses the computer's own audio circuitry, there is a vast
improvement in sound quality. Note, however, that this is a digital
interface - as the name says. There is no analogue input so you can't
plug a mic or mixing desk output into it. However, once connected,
you can virtually forget about it. (That's my kind of device.)

When using the S/PDIF, the range of sample rates available alters to
include 44.1 and 48kHz and, though you can't boost the incoming
volume of an input from DAT, for example, you can record it and
boost it on playback.

The documentation claims the S/PDIF will work with Cubase Audio,
Trade It's DigiTape, Compo's Musicom 2 and AudioSlide (another
German program of which we have not yet had the pleasure in the UK).

representation of the track would, I feel, be even better (I'm
thinking in particular of the way Session 8 displays its data - see
MT November '93). OK, so I've been spoilt by some of the
more up-market programs, but let's face it, the software is
going to have to compete with the pro systems if the big boys
are going to take the Falcon seriously. Anyway...

The manual is a mere 30 pages long. It's not well laid out or
organised and it doesn't use terms consistently. Wouldn't it be
nice, just once, to see a manual which actually reflected the
price of the software? More to the point, wouldn't it be great to
find one that was easy to read and lead you gently by the hand
through the operation of the program? Thankfully, once you've
sussed out how Audio Master works, operation is easy enough.
But that's not the point.

A Readme file was included on disk (in German, but hopefully
translated into English by now) listing new functions but
making no reference to the Analyse or Effects buttons in the
main window. Presumably this means they're included in
anticipation of updates.

A udio Master, it must be said, is a little on the basic side -
r1single track, irreversible recording, no effects or EQ, limited
zooming and no synchronisation facilities. However, it does
have several things in its favour - non-destructive editing and a
relatively low price as DTD systems go. For simple editing
functions on stereo data, it's also easy to use. As with the other
Falcon DTD software, we can presumably expect updates; the
package which will eventually emerge as winner will almost
certainly be the one which offers the most features at the lowest
price. As it stands, Audio Master is somewhat behind the
competiton, but if you don't need frills it might still be worth
looking at. 
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Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

rMore from
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Fairly traditional DTD operation, hindered by
poor manual

Follows a tried and tested route

Reasonable, but rather lacking in features

Has potential if it is developed a bit more

Audio Master £225 Audio Master S/PDIF f325
Together f499 All prices include VAT

Q-Tek  99 Douglas Street  Dundee DD1
SAT  Tel: 0382 200808 rl Fax: 0382 201111

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS - MAIL ORDER WORLDWIDE
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STATE OF THE
A

CD ROM Sample Player
- a few ex demo models left

Classified/6s THE NEW AND
USED SELECTION

KEYBOARDS V
Ensoniq SQ2 (used). £599 (B)
Roland R/1000
Fatar Studio 901- .1499 (B)
Roland R/1000 (expanded) 11849 (D)
Roland JD800 .11199 (D)
Roland FP8 Piano

Roland R/80  "Pop" Board
Yamaha SY85 (used) (M)
Roland1V80 (used)
Casio C71000 (used).
Yamaha SY85 (used)
Roland JX1OP (superb analogue/digital).............................£699 (S)
Roland Alpha Juno 2 (used)

GemW52 Workstation (used) ..£699 (5)
Casio CZI Polysynth. .1249 (S)
Peavey DPM3 Workstation. £799 (K)
Yamaha YS200 Synth (used). £299 (K)

V MODULES V

Roland D I 10 L.A. (used)
Korg Wavesttion A/D (signed by Rick Wakeman!)........£1149 (D)
E -mu Proteus 1.. .1429 (D)
Korg Wavestation SR .

Roland SB55 Sound Brush (used) ..£299 (H)

Roland SC55mk2 Sound Canvas (used) f 389 (E)

Roland JV880 .1599 (E)

E -mu Vintage Keys .1699 (E)

Roland D550 (multi timbre! - used) ...................................£549 PAT

Kurzweil Pro 1....
Kurzweil K2000R
Korg MIR (used)

V SAMPLERS V
Peavey DPM SP Sample Player..... ....f649 (D)
Ensoniq ASRI 0 Keyboard.......... _11749 (L)
Roland 510 (used)
Peavey DPM SP SX Sampler Package .... (N)

Ensoniq Mirage DSK £349 (K)

V ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
Simmons TM1 Brain (used) £149 (B)

Simmons Mono Pads (4 only) ..................................£24.99 each (B)
Roland TR707 .1149 (D)

Boss DR110 (used) ......................_............................139 (H)

Roland TR505 (used) 159 (H)
Yamaha RX21L Latin (used) .149 (H)

Roland R8mk2... £499 (H)

Yamaha RY30 ....1329 (H)

Yamaha RX21 (used). . ......149 (E)

E -mu Procussion. ....1499 (L)
Yamaha RY30.. .1299 (L)
Roland R70 Drum Machine. ...1499 (M)

Roland R8M (used) .£249 (K)

VEFFECTS PROCESSORS V
Ibanez DM1000 Digital Delay (B)

BBE 411 Sonic Maximiser ....£149 (B)

Roland SDE3000 Digital Delay (used)........ ......... ................£199 (D)

£339 (W)

V SEQUENCERS V
Opcode Vision (Mac) £99 (B)

Korg 5001. ... 199(0)

Roland MC50mk2 ('the king!) 1649 (H)
Boss BLS Bulk Librarian 169 (E)

.1229 (L)
_199 (L)

Kawai Q80 (used)..... _199 (I-)
D2D 4 track HD Software for Atari Falcon .......................£199 (M)

V RECORDING V
pr JBL 4206 Monitors
Allen & Heath GS3 Console (16
Ensoniq KMX8 Midi Patchbay

Yamaha NS1OM Monitors (damaged corner) ........

pr Yamaha NSI OM Monitors
Fostex 812 Desk__
Kenwood DX7 DAT Recorder
pr Tascam 0100 Monitors ..............
Teac AX5000 Amp...
Studiomaster Proline 16-4-2 Mixer (used)........

M.O.U. 7s Mixer (used)..
Fostex R8 ( inc. 2 Ampex tapes 4- ext. cable )..........
Fostex 350 Mixer (slight damage)
TascamTSR8 (as new)

STORE KEY:

...1239 (B)
01999 (13)

1199 (D)
....£999 (D)
....1199 (0)
-.1199 (E)
....169 (E)

.12795 (M)
_1249 (M)

1799 (M)
.....1429 (M)

f99 (VV)
£199 (W)
1699 (N)

...1129 (N)
1279 (N)

_11149 (S)
.1199 (5)

_11799 (S)
....1299 (5)

(B) Birmingham (D) Derby (IA) Hemel Hempstead

(E) Leeds (L) Leicester (M) Mansfield (W) Norwich

(N) Nottingham (S) Sheffield (K) Stoke

Why should YOU

buy from Carlsbro?

0% FINANCE
available on a good selection of stock!

Call for full details!

1.1f your gear breaks down and you need help whilst we are repairing

it, we offer you a FREE HIRE SERVICE. The only thing that we ask is

that you originally bought the gear from us.

2. All Carlsbro gores are staffed by musicians, fully qualified in

helping you purchase the correct item for your needs. However,

if you get home and for any reason you feel uncomfortable with

your purchase, come straight back to Carlsbro and you can

exchange it for an alternative item. Under normal circumstances we

allow upto 14 days for you to return your goods (subject to condition of item.)

3. If there is anything we have not done to help you with your purchase or rf you are not happy

with any aspect of our service, we urge you to tell us. We do not want you to be satisfied - we

want you to be DELIGHTED! ...all this AND we will match any geniuine written quote!

VAILAB

CALL YOUR

NEAREST

CARLSBRO

SALESLINE NOW!

We Accept:

CM-VISA

YAMAHA
Full range in stock at
new low R.R.P.s ie.

SY85 NOW £1199

ATARI
FALCON
now in stock in
selected stores.

Call for a
demo!

T
ENSONIQ

CENTRES
now at

Nottingham &
Birminghami

JV OWNERS..

WANT A I I
Roland JP8, ARP Modular, Oberhe m 08,

Sequencial Circuits Prophets, Korg, DX

YOU CAN HAVE THEM ALL!
with the new SR1V80 04 Sound board from

Roland
255 Breathtaking samples of the greatest

analogue synthesizers and keyboards all on
one superb board!

£249
Runs on selected 11.1 models only

NEW E -MU

MORPHEUS

MODULE
" The Biz" - Z Plane

Synthesis for

£1195

YAMAHA WEEK at Carlsbro
March 7th - 12th 1994

 Special Yamaha/Carlsbro clinics at our Leeds,
Sheffield, Derby and Birmingham stores

(call for details)
 First U.K. demonstrations of the hot new VL-1
Synthesizer and QY8 / 300 Music Sequencers

 Free Yamaha Merchandise with any Yamaha purchase made during
the week

AT USICNINS NEED
4 Smallbrook. Queensway. BIRMINGHAM:
w 021 643 4655
77-79 Osmaston Road. DERBY:

Tr 0332 348156
71a High St., Old Town, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD:
w 0442 217541
3-4 York Towers. 383 York Road, LEEDS:

w 0532 405077
22 Humberstone Road. LEICESTER:
w 0533 624183

182-184 Chesterfield Road Nth. MANSFIELD:

Tr 0623 651633
2 Sovereign Way. Anglia Square. NORWICH:

Tr 0603 666891
11-13 Hockley. NOTTINGHAM:
Er 0602 581888
720 City Road. SHEFFIELD:

0742 640000
35-39 New Hall St. Hanley. STOKE ON TRENT:

Tr 0782 205100
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Blue Ribbon Soundworks

Bars Sr Pipes Professional
v.2 sequencing software for the Amiga

Stuffed with original features and

with its own idiosyncratic

approach to sequencing and

multimedia, could this be the

software Amiga owners have been

waiting for? Review by Ian Waugh

he Amiga seems to have been wandering around in a bit of a
musical wilderness of late. Perhaps Commodore realise they can't
compete with the Falcon, PC and Mac in the music computer
stakes. Although Steinberg ported Pro -24 to Amiga - eventually! -
Cubase never made it and Emagic (C -Lab) have totally ignored it.
Commodore don't seem to want to promote the Amiga in this
direction and have even stopped loaning machines for review so
we can't tell you how good - or bad! - the 4000 series is. Shame!

But as any dedicated user will tell you, the Amiga is jolly good at
graphics and there's no earthly reason why it can't be used for
music with the aid of a good sequencing package. That, of course,
would open up its potential as a multimedia machine, too. Enter
Bars & Pipes Professional Version 2. This program is actually an
update of the original Bars & Pipes which was launched, ooh...
back in 1990. Not only does it have lots of squiffy new features, it
also has plenty of hooks for multimedia. So let's plug in and play.

The first thing you have to do is install the program onto a hard
disk or floppies. The box says you need 1 Mb of RAM, but it lies.
The program will run with 1Mb from floppies but some bits won't
load. If you have a hard drive you'll need more than 1 Mb of RAM
anyway. But the manual doesn't point this out and you'll sit
scratching your bum for an hour wondering why the thing won't
boot after an apparently successful install.

Really, you need at least 2Mb of RAM, preferably more. If you

want to write any-
thing longer than
jingles, you'll need
3Mb plus. Apart
from that, the install
routine is totally
misleading and so
we got off to a bad
start, B&P and I, but
I won't let that stand
in the way of a dev-
eloping friendship.

If you like graphic -
oriented programs

you'll love B&P. The
main screen is the
track list. The music goes in

J
1
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the left side and comes out on the
right. Inbetween are pipes. The idea is to process the music by
plugging various tools between the input and the output. A simple
example would be to insert a transpose tool to change the pitch.
You can plug several tools into a pipe so this could be followed by
a quantise tool, a harmony tool, an inverter and a reverse tool -
although God knows what the output would sound like!

The point is, with the exception of dedicated music languages
and the Environment window in Emagic's Notator Logic, there is
no other program which makes it so easy to change data, and
many of these tools work in a musical way so the results are
musical, too. Relatively.

It's a neat concept and one which works well. However, if your
Amy isn't supercharged and you use a lot of tools - and who
doesn't on a warm spring day? - the processing can effect
playback integrity. Something to bear in mind.

B&P can show music data in several formats - notation, hybrid
notation, piano roll, guitar tablature and in an event list. Hybrid
notation is a cross between notation and a piano roll and shows
the notes as blocks on stave. The notation side supports lyrics and
will even save them with the music in a MIDI file. However, it's not

B&P has umpteen tools, far too many to even list. They load as separate
modules so the more RAM you have, the more tools you can use at once.
You can also construct hybrid tools of your own by combining existing ones.
Tools are broadly divided into music and multimedia categories. Here are
some of the more interesting ones...

Music tools
Accompany B: creates a rhythmic accompaniment.

Alternator: switches alternate notes between tracks - can create some
superb effects in all kinds of music from dance to new age.
ARexx RealTime In: converts ARexx messages into MIDI events - one for the
programmers.

Arpeggi-8: creates a riff based on a set of eight pre -defined pitches.
Chord Player: generates chords or plays those already entered.
Counter Point: creates a counterpoint to a music line.
Echo: enables a wide range of echoes to be created and sync'd to the
tempo.

Event Converter: powerful function which converts one type of MIDI event

to another.

Event Scrubber: removes redundant MIDI events such as duplicate
pitchbend data.

Harmony Generator: creates two harmony notes for each note it processes.
Inverter: squeezes notes into a preset range.
Reverse: reverses all MIDI events, effectively making a sequence play
backwards.

Subdivider: divides a note into smaller notes -a whole note into half note
triplets, for example.

Multimedia tools
ANIMal: performs ANIM animation files.
Command Performance: used to control other hardware and software
devices through ARexx or by sending text strings.

Freeze Frame: freezes and unfreezes pits generated by the GVP Impact
Vision IV -24 card - use it to strobe video to the music.

G-LOCKenspiel: commands to control the GVP G -Lock genlock unit.
The Last Slide Show: displays IFF pictures.

POD People: controls the Panasonic Optical Laser Disk.
Sample Phone: plays 8 -bit IFF sample files.

Scala: controls a Scala performance.
Toasty: controls the NewTek Video Toaster.
Yak: controls the Amiga's internal speech device.
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Above: The Master
Parameters window
lets you set up global
time signatures, lyrics,
scales, chords,
dynamics and rhythm
changes.

Right: The Media
Madness window

gives you multimedia
tools for incor-

porating video and
animation into your

music.

Left: Bars & Pipes main screen showing the
route your data takes on its way to the outside
world. Note the faucet icons (under the fast
forward button) which switches the track
between play and thru modes.

Left: You can even
create your own scales
in the Define Scales
window.
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MIRE Left: You can create a complete
automated mixdown of your performance
using the Mix Maestro window.
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Right: lust a few of the host of other windows
Bars & Pipe has to confuse the beginner and

give the more seasoned user so much control
over their music.

quite a scorewriter.
The program uses windows and lots of

'em. As well as the main track window,
there are windows for the editing tools,
adjusting the master parameters and
setting the metronome. There is a mixer
window, a mini transport window, song
construction and tempo windows plus a
window for letting you create your own
scales. If you're wont to use lots of
windows at once then a larger than
average screen would be useful.

Tracks may be grouped together and treated as a self-contained
unit and there are sophisticated global edit functions such as
quantise and a system of 12 flags which let you specify certain
points in the music where you want to 'do something' such as
punch in and out, loop sections or edit markers. There's also a
moveable stop button which lets you halt playback at any position.

Below: You can alter and create
tempo changes using the Tempo

Map

Left: The Song Construction window lets you
cut, copy and paste sections of your recordings
into a song.

Praerans:Bars&PipesP f l/E Songs/Brandenburg Deno song

Set Flags
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0001.81.06
0001.01.00
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Tool:MIDI In
Track:Viola Ripieno

Total Free Men:4416312
Free Chip Mem:1773072

Notes fillocated:3000
Free Notes:1127
Song Length:0023.00.00
Song Time:00:01:10.28
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B&P handles multimedia through its Media Madness tool. It uses
a track -based approach common to most multimedia

presentation programs; you assign various events to each track so
one might play an animation, another might control the Video
Toaster and others play a MIDI score. Media Madness integrates
each media type using a tool designed for that particular medium.
So, for example, the toaster tool controls the Video Toaster and an )0-
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>IFF tool called The Last Slide Show controls the display of images.
There are lots of record, playback and edit options and there is

support for most of the multimedia devices you can use with the
Amiga - everything from showing IFFs and playing ANIM
animation files to controlling a Scala performance and hardware
such as Panasonic Laser Disks, the SunRize 12- and 16 -bit boards,
the GVP Impact Vision IV -24 card and G -Lock genlock unit and so
on. And just in case they've missed something out, there's always
the ARexx tool if you have the urge to type in commands.

In fact, it's easy to get so wrapped up in B&P's more exciting
features that you forget about the basics. Musically it supports
everything you would expect in a high -end sequencer - tempo
maps, MIDI clock and SMPTE synchronisation, SysEx data, and
Standard MIDI Files formats 0 and 1 (this is handled by a separate
utility program). It also has a song arrange function (although it
could have been better implemented) and a mixer, Mixer Maestro,
which gives you real-time control over any MIDI controller. Mixing
volume and pan settings are probably the two areas it will find the
most work.

At 380 pages the manual is lengthy but it's well written (apart
from the installation guide) and helps you work through the

various parts of the program. With its advanced sequencing
section and decent index, it's one of the better sequencer
manuals around at the moment.

But is Bars & Pipes one of the better sequencers around at the
moment? More to the point, can it help establish the Amiga as a
computer for serious music and multimedia work? Yes and no.

To get the niggles out of the way first... Aside from the
installation problem, B&P also has a few rough edges in certain
areas. For example, the screen redraws each time you perform
an edit which slows things down and can be annoying. And,
perhaps because of the program's wealth of features, certain
functions and operations do appear overly complex. It's a
shame, too, that the notation side of things isn't more
comprehensive and sophisticated as there's a dire lack of good

sequencer-cum-scorewriters for the Amiga. Also, you really need
a lot of RAM to get the most out of the program, and an Amiga
somewhat faster than a bog -standard 500 would help, too,
especially if you want to use Media Madness.

But for all that, B&P is one helluva program. It's certainly one
of the most interesting sequencers on any computer platform
and definitely the most innovative on the Amiga. You can't fail
to be impressed by its range of tools and the various individual
touches which make you think that the developers had dined
out more than once on mulligan stew. Of course, the
'plumbing' approach may be just a touch too radical for some
musicians and the program is rather idiosyncratic. But to help
persuade anyone still sitting on the fence, the distributor has
recently knocked a hundred quid off the price which may just
tempt users up a notch from some of the £1 00+ programs.
Certainly, for sheer creativity Bars & Pipes Pro is hard to beat. If
you're into sequencing on the Far Side, you'll love it. 
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Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

The basics are easy but advanced use requires
application

Never seen anything like it in me life... your
Honour

On a pound -per -feature basis it's stonking

Nothing to touch it for music and multimedia
on the Amiga

f199.95

Meridian Software Distribution  East House
 East Road Industrial Estate  East Road 
London SW19 1AH  Tel: 081 543 3500 
Fax: 081 963 0624
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PLATINUM

AWARD

Your music career starts here! Whether you're a
"pro"or just starting out is all you need to
create an exciting multimedia symphony - and it's
great fun too!

Need Hardware? Why not complement
with one of our "SeqWin MultiMedia Systems" -
hardware and software in perfect harmony.

is written in the UK, so you're assured of
the best technical support. n

What the Press say
about

"SeqWin is excellent value for
money, offers a wide range of
features and is very simple to
use"

"For the new recruit to MIDI,
it's an absolute joy"

"A great way into sequencing
with multimedia on the PC.
No serious alternative yet. A
joy to use with some
innovative features"

MultiMedia
Systems
Complete audio solutions
comprising:

SeqWin MultiMedia

0 8 or 16 -bit MIDI and Wave
Sound Card

0 Touch Sensitive MIDI
Keyboard

0 Speakers, Microphone &
Cables

All you need to get into
multimedia sequencing - just
add your creativity and !CI

For more information about:
SeqWin v2 (£99)

SeqWin MultiMedia (£129),
SeqWin MultiMedia Systems (from£179)

and other great multimedia products contact LWA at:
Spirella Building, Letchworth, Herts., SG6 4ET

, n
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PC MUSIC
1:14.1.1=J

111111 Classic 3000
PC Sound Card

OK, the Roland card's the best but this is pretty damn close & you
can use it with virtually every game as well! And we'll throw in
Cubase Lite (normally £89) + MIDI interface cable (normally £16)...
All this for an introductory price of £219!!!! including VAT
Buy the above with any MIDI keyboard and
take another £20 off the price!!

Ik=-2Roland
PC-200GS keyboard £189
SCC-1 GM music card £369
ATW-10 GM + sampling £409
CS -10 stereo speaker £89
MA -7 speakers, per pair £149
MA -20 speakers, each £105
DTM7-WAT package .£339

THE BEST PACKAGE
CD quality GM module, Steinberg
sequencer/notation software, MIDI
jukebox, 20 FREE songs and cables.
No card needed, runs from serial
port only £349

FATA R
Brilliant MIDI controllers, all touch
sensitive, CMS61, 900 & 90+ & have
pitch bend & mod wheel.
Studio 49 £105
Studio 61 E1 85
CMS61 £279
Studio 900 £599
Studio 90+ £639
W. 1:19 1%1
6-2 mixer £119
8-2 mixer £209
SE206 monitors £89
SE207 monitors £159
Call for brochures & price list.

We are the Roland experts!
New RD500 piano £1999
New S760 sampler £1699
New JV35 synth £975
New JV50 synth £1199
New JV90 synth £1375
JV-1000 workstation £1695
JD -800 mega synth £1129
All the above include FREE semi flight case!!
Boss DS330 module £299
New Boss DR5 £329
A-30 £349
JV880 module £629
P55 piano module £425

Noutioll OdSS Sig1011

Brilliant new dual
oscillator bass synth.
Forget buying old,
unreliable, non -MIDI

synths!

Great fat sounds with
full MIDI spec -

ONLY £349 inc. delivery

H 0 M E
RECORDING
CENTRE
Fostex X18H £309
X28H £409
280 £635
3805 £725
Tascam Porta 07 £369
Yamaha MT120 £399
Yamaha MT8X £1099

ALL THE ABOVE
COME WITH

TOK TAPE & HOM
ECORDIN(

TECHNIQUES BOOK!!,

We are now
MU!

agents
Proteus FX £629
Proteus 1 £599
Proteus 2 £720
Proteus 3 £575
Vintage Keys £825
Morpheus £1099

All the above include FREE
SKB case worth £109!!!

Performance... £290
Performance + £339

OUR
FAVOURITE
SOFTWARE

TRAX 2 £49
TRAX Ver.3 £109
CAKEWALK PRO 2 .£249
MUSICTIME £199

ENCORE £409

Call for full price list
PC SOFTWARE

Cakewalk Pro 2 £249
Cubase Score £399
Cadenza £199
Musicator £245
Wave Windows £109
Band in a Box £79
The Pianist £45
Encore £419
Musictime £199
Trax £109
Cubase Windows £180
Cubase Lite £89
Procyon 32 track £45

Lots of other software available
PC HARDWARE

Logitech 16 card £129
Acoustic Research AV -22 £65 pr
Acoustic Research AV -42 £115 pr
Fatar Studio 49 keyboard £109
Fatar Studio 61 keyboard £185
Yamaha TG -100 £299
Full range of keyboards available Call
Musicquest interface £79
Key Serial Interface £105
Turtle Beach Tahiti £397
Turtle Beach Maul £197

Coll for brochures

I
uk

ESSEX COI 1TH TEL/FAX: 0206 769176



York University

MIDI Gesture &
interactive music controllers

MIDI control through gesture - sounds a little far-fetched. But this is
no April fool, just an intriguing new idea waiting to be picked up and
exploited as a fascinating performance device. Review by Ian Waugh.

INe quite often get letters about MIDI control devices, most
complaining about the lack of versatility. Jean -Michel Jarre's
Laser Harp tends to figure highly in such correspondence as an
example of what could be possible. But as things stand 95% of
MIDI controllers are keyboards. Most of the others are MIDI
guitars or percussion instruments and there's a smattering of
wood and brass MIDI adaptations making up the numbers. This
is reasonable enough, given that MIDI was basically designed
around keyboards. However, the quest for alternative means of
controlling sounds continues.

The result of one designer's quest has lead to the
development of MIDI Creator, a novel device which, in simple
terms, converts voltage messages into MIDI data. It has 14
inputs into which are connected the voltage sources that trigger
the MIDI Creator and produce a range of MIDI messages. The
input devices can be virtually anything - a simple on/off switch,
a footswitch, a potentiometer, a pressure mat, a pressure strip or
a beam such as infra -red, light or ultrasonic OM Jarre clones
form an orderly queue, please). The Creator currently contains

jurgtou buster
A couple of terms used in this review may be unfamiliar (even to MT
readers!) and require explanation...

Proportional input: Many of the messages the Creator produces
require a varying voltage such as that produced by MIDI Gesture or a
pressure strip. A varying voltage is typically converted into a series of
notes such as a scale or an arpeggio. Devices that can produce varying
voltages are known as proportional controllers.
Single switch: In contrast with a proportional input device, a single
switch simply generates an on/off message. This would be used to
trigger a sound such as a drum, a bell (as in Program 7) or a chord.

eight presets which you cycle through by pressing a button -
the current preset number is displayed on a LED.

Each of the inputs can be programmed to transmit a wide
range of MIDI data depending on the voltage being generated.
So, for example, walking down a pressure mat attached to input
1 could play a scale in C. A mat attached to input 2 could play a
scale in D minor. A single switch connected to input 3 could
play a walking bass line and a footswitch connected to input 4
could play a chord. See the panel for a full list of presets.

The user cannot currently modify the programs although
Creator does have provision for a plug-in expansion card and the
manual claims that programmability will be a future option. The
box also has MIDI In and Thru sockets, again for future expansion.

MIDI Gesture is an ultrasonic device which is sensitive to
movement and generates voltages according to the

degree of movement and how far in front of the unit the
movement is. It has three ranges - near, medium and far -
which you set with a slider on the side of the box. The three
ranges work around 1 m, 2m and 3m distances.

Gesture is a proportional controller and a very fun method of
inputting voltages. When it's used with Program 4, for example,
you can almost generate simple tunes - well, at least interesting
runs of notes. Children would absolutely love it. In fact, it should
be pointed out now that these devices were developed with
Special Needs children in mind and are already used to great
effect in schools.

The output you generate depends entirely on the program
I selected in the Creator. Using proportional inputs it's not easy

to trigger a particular note so playing 'melodies' is not high on
the activity list. To get the most from Creator you need several
input devices; as mentioned earlier these can be simple switches
but you get far more interaction with proportional controllers.
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MIDI Creator
But, really, it's up to you and your imagination. Even with the

one Gesture we had for review, I spent hours running through
the different programs. And imagination ran riot. Imagine a
room with several Gestures - the music and sound would
change according to how many people were in it and to where
and how quickly they were moving. Imagine connecting a
system like this to a computer that could generate graphics or
animation. Several sequencers already have the ability to run
slide shows and play animation. How difficult would it be to
control this via MIDI? Not very difficult at all, I'd say. A
performer - or even a participating bystander - could then
control both audio and visual effects. Of course, the system
would need some development or extensions to accomplish
this, but the potential is there.

I suspect that for serious performance use you would have to
create special programs. However, I believe the developers are
quite approachable and would be amenable to helping with
such a project. As I said, the potential is there.

Of course, you might be thinking, all well and good, but
what earthly use is this in terms of conventional music?

Well, that's what I thought too - until I looked at a software
package called Rock Rap 'N Roll (to be reviewed in next month's
issue). This very cleverly generates a backing track, instrument
solos and vocal parts (admittedly, from preset arrangements),
simply by letting you select options on a computer screen.

If the Creator was programmed to select accompaniments
and arrangements in a similar way, perhaps using pre-recorded
grooves in a sampler, you'd be able to do a similar thing. Instant
music in rock, rap, house, rave - or any other style - but also
continuously variable according to the movement going on
around it. Here's a wild vision - the dancers on a dance floor
being actively responsible for the music they are dancing to. Bio
feedback would have nothing on this!

CreatorThepresets
The Creator has eight programs numbered 0 to 7. Each of the 14
inputs plays a different note, chord or scale which differs from program
to program. The MIDI program -change messages they transmit are set
up for GM -compatible instruments.
Program 0: Requires a proportional input. The inputs play different
types of scale over a two -octave range using different instruments.
Scales include Major, Dorian, Phrygian, Pentatonic and Eastern.
Program 1: Similar to Program 0 but sustained sounds continue
playing after input stops.
Program 2: Plays major, minor, seventh and diminished chords in a
variety of keys.
Program 3: For use with single switches. Each input triggers a different
drum sound.
Program 4: Requires a proportional input. Plays arpeggios based on
major, minor and diminished scales over a four -octave range. This is
the closest to 'playing' an instrument by gesture that you can get using
only one input device.
Program 5: Produces chords, all in the key of C, but jazzier than those
in Program 1 -C sus 4, C6/9, C7/9, Cm/maj7 and so on.
Program 6: A more complex program in which each input plays part
of a 12 -bar blues. Single switch inputs play drums, others produce
arpeggios; some produce a walking bass line and others play scales
using overdriven guitar, sax and harmonica.
Program 7: A campanology bank. Using single switches, each input
triggers the sound of a bell - ideal for teaching the art of bell ringing,
or playing Christmas carols!

The Creator and the
perfortilirtg- carts

Although MIDI Creator and MIDI Gesture were developed with Special Needs in mind,
they are ideally suited to the performing arts. A dancer could alter and influence the
music he or she is dancing to, giving the choreographer and the dancer a unique
opportunity to create a totally integrated theatre/dance composition. A booklet about
the Creator lists several areas of performance possibilities.

1. Movement can trigger sounds or effects from a sampler or recorded on a hard disk.
2. Movement can trigger complete music sequencers. Opcode's Vision sequencer, for
example, allows remote control of up to 128 sequencer operations. You can start
playback of up to 32 sequences each containing up to 99 tracks, transpose sequences
and change tempo.
3. Use a device such as MIDI Gesture to change timbre. This would require a different
Creator program - one using SysEx messages - but the possibilities are boundless. You
could change the cut-off frequency of the filter of a sustained sound, you could
change vibrato speed or change the pan position of a sound so it followed the
performer. Hooking several inputs to the sound -generation system of a synthesiser
would let the performer create new sounds by movement. This would work
particularly well on instruments with some sort of vector synthesis control,

The only niggle I had with the package was that the
photocopied manual is not particularly good: it's brief and

doesn't fully explain some of the options. The connections -
and there are quite a few to make - are relegated to the back
page, with no reference to them elsewhere in the manual. Two
of the pages were even the wrong way around. At a guess I'd
say it was written by the developers who assume everyone
knows as much about the products as they do. Operation is not
difficult, but better documentation would certainly be in order,
especially as the units are not primarily aimed at the hi -tech
user.

Dawsons are apparently developing several alternative input
devices along with a Pro Creator (although I'm not sure if that's
the name it will eventually be given) which will be a 3U 19"
rack -mount version of the Creator. It's scheduled to appear this
summer.

The Creator and Gesture work extremely well together and if
you're one of the many who have bemoaned the lack of
alternative MIDI controllers here's your chance to try something
different. It could be the start of a whole new art form -
interactive music. 

TIRE I -AS 11' WC) It II

Value for money

Star quality

Wave, jump, press or flick to make music. How easy do you
want it?

The kind of innovation we see too little of.

A large number of input devices could cost quite a bit.

Fun, educational, therapeutic and performance -oriented.
What more could you ask?

MIDI Gesture f199 inc VAT  MIDI Creator
Both f435 inc VAT
Educational discounts available

249 in( VAT

Dawsons Music  65 Sankey Street Warrington Cheshire
WA1 1SU  Tel: 0925 32591  Fax: 0925 417812
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MAIL ORDER HOTLINE - 0533 545456 g'S FAX: 0533 546686

INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

=MUM
Yamaha SY85 £1299 Yamaha SY35 £599 Korg X3 £1299
£109 dep £70 monthly £99 dep 10 x £50 £109 dep £70 monthly

r EDIT
Yamaha TG500 £1075
Yamaha TG100 £375
Yamaha RY30 £480
Yamaha MT8X £1175
Yamaha MT120 £425
Korg 01R/W £999

£425
£645
£345

AD .£1495

Yamaha QY20
Yamaha TG300
Yamaha MDF2
Korg Wavestation

TEL: 0533 545456
FOR A QUOTE!!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg i3 £2199
£799 dep £70 monthly

ALesis
SR16 £299
Microverb 3 £249
MIDIverb 3 £339
Quadraverb + £499
Quadraverb GT £599
D4 £399

r FREE CREDIT
AVAILABLE ON SELECTED

ALESIS PRODUCTS

TEL: 0533 545456

FOR A GREAT

DEAL

0533 545456

INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

1111111 III 11111111

FREE
TURBO

KIT

Gem S2 £1675 Akai SO1 £775
£275 dep £70 monthly £75 dep 10 x £70

WHY BUY FROM INTASOUND?
 Open 7 days a week
 Telephone Helpline
 24 hour delivery*
 On -site service department
 Expert advice given before you buy!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg 01W Pro £2250
£850 dep £70 monthly

SOFTWARE
Cubase Lite

Cubase 2.5
Cubase Audio
Cubase Score
Notator Logic
Notator SL
Creator
Atari ST + monitor

£99
£399
£799
£499
£499
£329

Ensoniq ASR1O-R £2345
£545 dep 18 x £100

YAMAHA QY 1 0
£269 ONLY E169
£349

MICROPHONES
Shure SM58 Call
Shure BG10 POA
Shure BG20 POA

Wireless systems
Call 0533 545456

Korg 01WFD £1750
£350 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Boss DR660 £399
Boss SE70 £645
Mackie 1202 £345
Mackie CR1604 £945
Gem S3 turbo £1875
Korg 05R/W £575
Korg 03R/W £649
Yamaha RM50 £645
Korg
Wavestation SR £1049

TEL: 0533 545456
FOR A QUOTE!!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg X3R £1175
£125 dep £70 monthly

Yamaha DX7 £375
Roland JX8P £425
Yamaha DX27 £175
Roland MC300 £295
Yamaha TX81Z £175
Korg M1 £650
Teisco mono synth £100

 SOUND CARDS IN STOCK MANY MORE IMO
IN STOCK!!!

TEL: 0533 545456 AKAI SAMPLE LIBRARY
IN STORE

 MEMORY EXPANSIONS
AVAILABLE

TEL: 0533 545456

111: 4'i(4h

AND SWITCH ORDERS RECEIVED

BEFORE 4.00PM



GRI-Soft

CP-Gen
universal MIDI controller for the Atari ST

Adopting a one -size -fits -all approach gives this new synth editor the

potential of universal appeal - but there is SysEx to contend with.

Review by Ian Waugh.

T he trouble with modern synths is that they can be so difficult
to edit. Even if you've managed to get to grips with the
hierarchical form of architectural synthesis it uses, you usually
find yourself pouring over a small LCD screen for hours to alter
the parameters. Which is why third -party off -the -shelf sounds
are such as good idea. Er... sorry, wrong review. Which is why
computer -based synth editors are such a good idea. Assuming
you do want to create your own sounds, you can't beat having
a graphic representation of the parameters and seeing several
at once on a monitor makes life immeasurably easier.

The trouble with modern synths (stop me if I'm repeating
myself) is that they are all different. So much so that you
usually need a separate editor for each one you own.
Expensive. Which is why universal editors are such a good idea;
editors like CP-Gen from GRI-Soft for example...

CP-Gen - or Control Panel Generator - to give it it's full title,
needs an ST with a high-res mono monitor and 1Mb of RAM.
The program uses a key disk for copy -protection: the files are
copyable but the program asks to 'see' the master disk before
it will save a file or load a file saved by another version of the
program. Clever, eh?

The program has several devices which are used to transmit
and receive MIDI messages. These are large and quite

attractive designs selected from a menu and dragged around
the screen in order to create your own control panel layout.
This is fun. You can create up to 10 screens or pages using
these devices. Let's say you want to create an editor for a synth
with eight tones, elements, parts, partials - or whatever. You'd
hive off to the Devices menu and select those devices which
represent the parameters used by the said partials.

For example, in the case of the Roland D-110, you might
select some slider devices to control the level, velocity, filters
and so on. You'd want an envelope device for the envelopes,
some more sliders for the LFO control and perhaps a few
digital displays for settings such as key follow and PCM wave
selection. Throw in a couple of button switches for parameters
such as the bender and you're well on your way towards a
customised partial editor.

Of course, there is a little more to it than that. You have to
program the devices with SysEx messages which will transmit
when activated. For these you must refer to the manuals
supplied with your gear. Of course, if you find yourself
struggling to read a MIC (MIDI Implementation Chart) you're
not going to get to first base with the SysEx section. In fact,
those little bytes of hex and binary have been known to make
grown men cry (ever wondered why most computer
technicians are usually thin on top?).

There are various internal variables for parameters such as
MIDI channels and the program supports mathematical and
logical operators. You can connect devices with pipes which let
the value of one device alter the value of another. You'd need
to do this to create a Roland -style program change device, for
example, which selects sounds with bank and number values
instead of a single numeric value.

devices
CP-Gen has 13 devices divided into three categories:

Transmitters
Transmitters send out MIDI data...
Character contains a single character.
Digital shows a digital readout and is controlled by up/down
buttons.
Envelope is a graphic representation of an envelope with up
to six
points controlled by up/down buttons and by clicking and
dragging.
Keyboard is a single octave piano keyboard for transmitting
notes.
Keypad is a calculator -style numeric keypad.
Slider is a fader -type device.
Switch is a simple on/off toggle switch.
Text devices are used for entering a text string for naming a
voice and so on.

Receivers
Receivers receive and respond to MIDI data (although there is
currently no means of recording a string of MIDI messages such
as voice data)

Gauge is a receiving version of the Slider.
Lamp is a receiving version of the Switch.
Readout is a receiving version of the digital counter.

Passive devices
Decorative or Passive devices are used for information
Labels are used to identify a device or area of the panel.
Sub -Panels appear as a shaded box and are used to move or
delete devices as a group.

The manual is well laid out and explains the program's
functions, but lacks a tutorial. If you're conversant with SysEx
messages then you'll have fun with CP-Gen. If you're not then
you'll struggle. GRI-Soft are currently considering a step-by-
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What one of the edit pages for a Roland D-110 might look like in
CP-Gen.
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step tutorial which is definitely needed if the program is to appeal to
the less experienced user.

The program is currently version 1 (v1.04 to be exact) and there
are several additions which would be rather nice if they found

their way into an update. For example, there is no way to actually
get a voice from a synth into the editor. A name device would be
useful - one which could actually show parameters by name such as
a list of waveforms or reverb types. It would also be useful if the
program could run as a desk accessory so you could edit and tweak
while within your sequencer.

A handful of instrument profiles are supplied with the program
including some for the Roland D-110 and Yamaha TX81Z. There is
also a MIDI mixer and a MIDI monitor which reports incoming MIDI
messages. The nice thing about CP-Gen is that it can be used to
control virtually any MIDI device, even something well outside the
mainstream like a MIDI lighting system; it isn't restricted to use
simply as a voice editor.

Apparently, GRI-Soft are currently working on new profiles, and
the company hopes competent programmers will develop profiles
for their own instruments and release them into the public domain,
too.

The major drawback with CP-Gen at the moment is that you need
a degree of expertise to edit it. People who simply want a tool and
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who are not prepared to get involved with programming (and I

suspect that accounts for the vast majority of musicians) will be
relying on profiles for their instruments to come on line. But if the
idea interests you then I can definitely recommend that you spend
£3 (refundable if you order the program) on a demo disk.

There are not a lot of universal editor -type programs out there;
certainly none at this price and definitely none which promise free
profiles. CP-Gen has a lot going for it and could be the opportunity
you've been waiting for to finally get to grips with MIDI System
Exclusive. 

THE I -AST 1A7()R1_30
Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

you're conversant with SysEx or not.

An excellent graphic approach to editor design

With free profiles - it's a bargain!

It could shine, given time...

f79.95

GRI-Soft 0 P.O. Box 488  High Wycombe  Bucks
HP13 511 0 Tel: 0494 443266
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Music Maker Exhibitions
Present

the
First Ever
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11 9 4411\41\

9-10 April 1994
R.D.S, Ballsbridge, Dublin

Saturday 9th - 10am to 6.00pm

Sunday 10th _11am to 6.00pm

The first Irish National Music Show is full of the latest equipment & services,
& you can get "Hands On" experience.

Demonstrations by top artists in the Live Music Hall.
Ample parking and within easy walking distance of all bus and rail routes.

Admission £3.00

Admission Price
with this voucher
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Bluepoint Corporation (UK) Ltd

S EX Classic 3000
sound card for the PC

Aware of the many competitors in

the field, the manufacturers of this

new sound card for the PC have

designed a more flexible system

that puts quality high on the
agenda. Review by Ian Waugh.

here are currently more PC sound cards out there than crooked
politicians. Most of them are for games. Sound cards, too. But that's
not their only use. Take the Sound FX Classic 3000, one of the latest
cards to hit the streets. It's a high -end design with its origins in the
UK (though it's built in the Far East) and already a considerable
reputation in Germany, where it made a name for itself in the first
few months of its launch.

Bluepoint, the UK distributor, have decided on the rather unusual
tactic of giving purchasers a choice of bundled software. We actually
have one of the first cards in the UK and the final selection is still
being made, but all packages will include the 2020 Sound Editor and
a headphone/mic set. The current option is a choice between
Cubase Lite for musicians and a game called Humans for games
players (hrrrmph - Ed).

Bluepoint also have a master keyboard which, for the £99 it is

likely to cost, seems fairly well specified. It has four octaves of mini
keys, an octave -change switch, MIDI channel select and preset select
buttons with adjustable velocity level (it's not velocity -sensitive). It
also has a sustain socket and built-in stereo speakers so you can play
the card through the keyboard itself. Oddly, for a master keyboard, it
also has a couple of built-in demo tunes which, of course, you have
to play through the card. As well as an optional extra, the keyboard
may also find its way into a sound -card bundle which may, costs
permitting, be some way under £300. Since no other sound card has
a keyboard option, this could do very indeed, especially in the
burgeoning PC sound market.

So let's see what the fuss is about. The Classic 3000 is a 16 -bit card
and requires a 16 -bit slot in your PC. It has a mini jack mic input

plus mini jack stereo sockets for Line In, Line Out and Headphones
plus a headphone volume control. These are labelled on the chassis
which saves you hunting for the diagram in the manual when
plugging your gear in.

The board has pin connectors for both a MIDI socket and a
joystick port and these are supplied on flying leads connected to one
of the metal plates which you screw over the end of the PC's card
slots.

You get a MIDI adaptor with the system; it's not an optional extra
as with some cards. The lead is a reasonable 2m long and terminates
in MIDI In and Out plugs. This lets you plug into a keyboard and play
- as long as it's within 2m of your PC - but if you need something
longer you'll have to buy a couple of extension adapters.

The card also has built-in connections for Sony and Mitsumi CD-
ROMs and apparently the final version will also support Panasonic
drives. Again, these are extras with some cards. Other connectors
include an Audio In for the CD-ROM which leaves the Line In free for
another sound source; there's also an Aux In on the board and a
connection for the PC speaker. So the card is very well appointed.

Plugging it in is easy. The software installation routine, however,
was not the best I've seen - though the company is preparing a new
one with, I'm told, an uninstall option. This gets 11 out of 10 from
me: why are uninstalls so rare? You can set the IRQ and port address
from software during the installation and change it later if required.
There's a jumper on the board to change the IRQ and address but the
defaults'are sensible and I suspect they'll work fine on most machines.

The MIbI interface is MPU-401 compatible - you simply use the
driver which comes with Windows - and there's a special driver for
the card's audio facilities. Once installed, the card will play WAV and
MIDI files.

The Classic 3000 can record and play back stereo 16 -bit digital
audio up to 48KHz and the quality is absolutely excellent. However, I
did have a problem with the card's audio on one PC, although on
another it worked fine. The troublesome PC had a lot of drivers and
associated garbage clogging it up and I suspect if I'd cleaned it up
the card would have worked fine . But it just served as a reminder
that all PCs are not equal.

The
only software in the review pack was the 2020 Sound Editor

and a Sound FX Mixer. The Mixer lets you balance the various
sections of the card - digital audio, the inputs, Sound Blaster and
GM emulations, CD audio and so on. It has pre -mix controls so you
can control the level of incoming signals prior to recording. The
2020 also has some nice editing features. For example, there are two
waveform storage areas so it's easy to copy and paste sections of
wave from one to the other. The Locator is used to mark points in a
waveform, allowing you to recall and play back the wave directly
from that position.

Full zoom and scroll facilities are included, plus a useful 'fit to'
function which expands a selected part of the wave to fit the
window. Audio processing functions include the ability to impose an
ADSR envelope on the waveform - although the only effects it has
are reverb and echo - and there's the ability to mix down up to eight
waveform tracks into one. It's similar to the system used by pattern -
based sequencers in which sections can be dragged around the
screen into different positions. It works a little like the Waveform
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The Sound FX
Mixer lets
you balance
up to seven
sound
sources.

You can

record and
play back
digital audio
tracks using
the 2020
Sound

Editor...

... but a quick
click on an
icon expands
the window
into a
waveform
editor.

The FX

window gives
you basic
control over
reverb and
echo effects.

The ADSR

functions lets
you alter the
envelopes of
part of a
waveform.

The Mix
function lets
you combine
up to eight
tracks of
audio files.

Composer in Roland's Audio Producer (see review in our February
issue) and, as in that program, you can't actually hear the tracks until
they've been mixed down. 2020 also supports animation files
compatible with Autodesk's Animation Player and there are (very)
basic synchronisation facilities.

For a bundled editor the 2020 works well enough, though when
working with long files which must be read from disk it can take a
while to do its sums. If you are serious about audio work you'll
probably want something like Turtle Beach's Wave For Windows
(which, incidentally, the Classic 3000 manual recommends!) or the
even more upmarket SAW (Software Audio Workshop), a review of
which is coming your way in MT very soon.

The Classic 3000 has no less than seven emulations - Ad Lib,
Sound Blaster (although not Sound Blaster Pro), Windows Sound

System, the Roland SCC-1 and MT -32, GM and GS - and seven
drum sets. The card actually contains a mixture of PCM wavetable
sounds and FM sounds courtesy of the Yamaha OPL II chip. It's 24 -
partial polyphonic which is the same as most GM units, although the
manual doesn't tell you how many partials each sound uses.

There are 317 PCM sounds stored in 8Mb of ROM - the basic
GM/GS set plus a few GS variation tones and an MT -32 set. Although
the card has GS sounds, it has no reverb or chorus effects, but a
version is currently being developed which does. As it stands, the
3000 contains some of the best sounds I've heard on a PC card -
wavetable synthesis is a great improvement over FM sounds. Some
of the GM MIDI files sounded absolutely excellent. Just bear in mind
that this is a PC sound card and not a Sound Canvas.

One thing which you will notice if you play third -party MIDI files is
that they don't always sound quite right. This is a growing problem
with GM and MIDI files. The more the programmers tweak a file in
order to get the best out of a Sound Canvas, for example, the greater
the danger of the files not performing well on other GM machines.
This is most noticeable with drum sounds and where modulation or
a lot of controller info is used to add expression. Some files sounded
great on the 3000 while others produced anomalies. But then, I have
also played files which sounded great on a Sound Canvas and not so
good on a TG100. GM isn't quite the standard it purports to be.

he review package, while not quite pre-release, was an earlyT version and without the final manuals and all the associated bits
of software. A new manual and easy installation routine is currently
being written. Bluepoint are very much aware of the competition in
this field and are particularly keen to put a good, effective package
to-gether - not just for the games player but for the PC user keen to
get into music. The choice of package and the key -board mean you
can start straight away at the level you wish with the option of
adding to it later.

The company have already opened a technical helpline to support
the card. In fact, after reporting the problems I had, I received a
phone call from one of the technical guys in Taiwan! Okay, so they
want to make sure the review card works, but I call that dedication
above and beyond the call of customer service!

The 3000 has several smaller siblings - the SFX16 and SFX Pro, (to
name but two) have a few less features. Check them out if you're
primarily into games; otherwise it's the 3000 you should be looking
at. It sounds excellent, the digital audio is very clean and it has plenty
of hardware extras which are options on most cards. In all, an
impressive card if you're looking for quality audio. 

THE LAS -1- WOREO
Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

Will be easier when the new manuals arrive.

Lots of hardware extras included - there's
original!

Good sounds at a fair price.

Could be the one to watch.

£235 MRRP

Bluepoint Corporation (UK) Ltd  17-19 lames
Way S Milton Keynes MK1 1SU  Tel: 0908
277007  Fax: 0908 277002
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THE BEST
SOUNDCARDS

: i FROM EUROPE
ROM RAM DISK

Korg MI/Mir/71,2,3 6 cards + GM available £46 £65

Korg T 1,2,3 1 card/disk (T format) £46 £65 £39

Korg M9r 3 cards available £46 £65

Korg Wavestations 2 cards available £46 £65

Korg 01W/01W FD 1 carcVdisk +GM £59 £39

Roland D50/17550 3 cards available £46 £65

Roland 1770 1 card £46 £65

Roland J0800 2 cards available £46 £65

Roland JV80 1 card £46 £65

DX7 Mic2/T)0302 1024 sounds on 1 disk £39

SY22/TG33 2 cards available £65

SY55/TG55 1 card £65 £39

SY77/11277/SY99 4 cards/disks available £65 £99

Ensoniq VFX SIM 2 cards available £46 £65

Ensoniq 501/802 1 card + GM £65

Kawal K1 1 card £65

Kawal K4 1 card £65
Gem 32/89 100 sounds 10 performances on disk £45

KORG 01W FD, WR, PRO, PRO X
200 NEW PROGRAMS 200 NEW COMBINATIONS
ALL ON 'I ROM £59 FD DISK £39

SAMPLES
FROM METRA SOUND ON 3.5 DISK FOR

ROLAND AND AKAI SAMPLERS PLUS
KORG DSSI, YAMAHA TX16W, EMAX II,
ENSONIQ EPS 16/16+, ATARI, AVALON

SAMPLE CDS JUST £39 EACH

1/2. ..,
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D50 SOUNDS BY SOUND SUPPORT
64 CLASSIC SYNTHESIZER

SOUNDS ON ATARI OR PC FOR
YOUR ROLAND D50
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UK distribution by Sounds O.K. 10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley, i ,, 1

Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JX. £1.00 P&P on all orders. Please quote LAM1
MT on orders. Cheques should be made payable to Sounds O.K.
Please include Tel. No on orders.
Callers welcome by appointment. Tel: 0276 22946 VP 11
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Volumes One,
Now in its

Turn a good song into
Paul White has condensed 15 years'
into an indispensable series pitched

home enthusiasts.

Volume One: Effects
A complete guide to outboard equipment

details on each piece

Volume Two: Microphones
An explanation of how different types

Volume Three: Acoustics,
How to create the optimum monitoring

use your

"I shall certainly be recommending Creative
at Gateway and Kingston

(David Ward, founder of Gateway School

 shows the tricks and techniques
 concise, with minimum
 sound recording

Volume One: Order
Volume Two: Order

Volume Three: Order

Also: if you haven't
Studiowise A Musician's Guide to
A wealth of useful hints and shortcuts

more efficiently and produce
"Could save you a small

(Neville Marten, Editor,
"I've ordered two copies, one for myself

(Gordon
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sixth edition!
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Each volume of CREATIVE RECORDING costs just £9.95 plus p&p. Order
any two books direct from Music Maker Books and we'll reduce the

price to just £21 inclusive of p&p or buy all three for only £30 inclusive
of p&p- (U.K only)

CREATIVE RECORDING is one of the best studio investments you can
make, so order your copies now and get serious about your recordings!

Special offer subject to availability.

To order any of these books simply cut out or photocopy this form and
send it to: Mail Order Dept., Music Maker Books, Alexander Nouse,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF or fax it to 0353 662489. To order by Access
or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Orderline on 0353 665577
(9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) and speak to Cheryl or Jenny.

U.K
1 or 2 copies - Code B
Volumes 1, 2 & 3 - Code F

Overseas:
1 or 2 copies - Code B
Volumes 1, 2 & 3 - Code C

POST & PACKING
UK Europe & Overseas(surface) Europe & Overseas (airmail)

B ....£1.50 £2.00 per book £6.00 per book
C - £2.50 per set £7.50 per set
F Free postage (UK only)

I

Please send me the following books:
CODE TITLE AMOUNT

Add postage (see panel)

TOTAL

enclose a cheque/postal orders for £ made payable to Music Maker Books,
or please debit my AccessNisa credit card number

/ / / Expiry Date

Name... .

Address....

Postcode Daytime Phone Number .

/

Overseas payments must be made in pounds sterling drawn on a British bank. It is essential that you include your
correct postcode to ensure prompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone number in case of query.

Orders are dispatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery. Also available from all good music
shops. Distributed to the music retail by IMP.
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BEAT THE PRICE INCREASES
THIS MONTH ONLY

KORG X3
INTEREST FREE CREDIT
DEPOSIT £147
18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF £64
Three reasons to buy Korg X3 keyboard NOW
* Save f100 off RRP
* Get 600 extra sound on disk free
* Spread your payments over 18 months

KORG
KORG KEYBOARDS ON

KORG X3
deposit £199 12 months @ £100
KORG X3R

deposit £199 10 months @ £100
KORG 12

deposit £536 18 months @ E123
KORG 13

deposit £669 18 months @ £100

AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER

KORG z.4.mr2m:

Ik )Roland

YAMAHA FOSteX E -MU

TASCAM CASIO 77\2,,

AKAI GEM

Give us a ring NOW
and speak to the

professionals

THE NEW 8 TRACK FROM YAMAHA

THE YAMAHA MT8X
8 TRACK CASSETTE RECORDER

AVAILABLE NOW
ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Deposit f239
+ 12 monthly payments of f80

ARRIVING THIS
MONTH

ALEsis
76 note keyboard

16 megs of waveforms

64 note polyphonic

Quadraverb effect built-in
SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY OFFERS

NDERTONS
M,.4,;4

58 & 59 WOODBRIDGE ROAD  GUILDFORD  SURREY Gin 4RF

TEL: 0483 38212  FAX: 0483 38211

HARD I
Soundscape Multi -track system

New upgrade has 8 real
time digital EQ sections

CALL NOW
TO BOOK DEMO

AKAI DR4d DIGITAL MULTITRACK CUBASE AUDIO
FOR THE FALCON

NOW IN STOCK
Packages with

Atari Falcon available

PC Music Software
Steinberg Cubase in stock at all four levels

prices from £99.00
also available packages from: Cakewalk, Musicator,

Passport, Max Pak, E -Magic, Micro Logic, Coda.

KORG Ir'Roland
AG10 SC -7

£399 £385

KORG YAMAHA
05RW TG300
£599 £649

YAMAQ44.4.,0
LATEST SOUND MODULE

TG300
456 voices
9 drum kits
large LCD display
6 megs Rom
Custom DSP chip
16 part multiimbrality

Interest free credit offer
deposit £159 10 months @ £49

FAST MAIL ORDER

SEPARATE DEMO
ROOMS

INSTANT FINANCE
ACCEPTANCE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

PART -EXCHANGES

CREDIT CARDS
WELCOME

HOME CORDING
YAMAHA MT1 20

Limited stocks available

Behringer Studio Effects
* Behringer Autocom compressor/limiter MDX 1000

Auto processor programme detector
* Switchable soft/hard knee characteristics
* Channels can be linked for true stereo
* Best processor for the money

only CAI), PF,

also available:

Behringer compressor @ £339
Behringerauto quad @ £429
Behringer headphone amp @ £299
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Whilst MIDI control of stage lighting remains the ambition of most
gigging bands, sophisticated effects are possible without the aid of a
sequencer - or even your hands. Review by Ian Masterson.

M
ost gigging musicians would recognise the value of
having a well -designed lightshow to complement their
music during live performance, but for the vast majority,
the luxury of a custom lighting rig operated by a
dedicated engineer remains well out of reach. With their
long track record of making clever lighting effects
accessible to those on a restricted budget, Pulsar have
addressed themselves to this problem and in the Zero
4001 system have produced a controller with a range of
design features intended to make it more 'musician -

friendly' than most comparable units. Apart from its role
as an integrated controller/4-channel dimming pack, the
Zero 4001 has been designed to work in conjunction
with Litefoot, a remote control unit which effectively puts
all of its functions under the control of your size -10s.

With its capacity for four channels of 5 -amp mains
dimming (though there is a maximum total current of
15 amps), the Zero 4001 will run a reasonable number
of lamps in a chase sequence at any one time (roughly
1000watts per channel works out at four small 250watt
Parcans, or two chained 500watts lamps - more than
enough for the average small gig). Of course, you are
by no means limited to one Zero 4001 in your rig;
running two or more would offer much greater
flexibility (not to mention more light), and because the
unit includes a remote function that allows you to use a
standard dimming board, it's not just limited to effects
lighting - you can use it to provide general illumination
and washes as well.

The connections on the back panel of the Zero 4001
are straightforward. A remote control socket allows

the use of either a Litefoot or dimming board to control
any or all of the channels on board, while sound -to -
light information can be inserted via a 1/4" stereo audio
input (Pulsar also provide an audio 'thru' for chaining to
further units). This audio input is ideally taken as a high-
level stereo feed, since the unit responds to a relatively
wide frequency spectrum, and works better when both
sides of a stereo signal are presented. The mains
outputs to your lighting rig are presented on Bulgin
sockets, although IEC, U -Ground and Harting
connectors are also available as options at the factory.

The unit as a whole is controlled by means of a
Standby/Go switch and a Master Dimmer that affects the
level of the lamps on all the channels. In Standby, patterns
can be set up an explored across the channels by means
of the mimic LEDs without activating the full lighting rig.
Pulsar have included 11 cross -fading chase patterns on
the Zero 4001 - from the simplest '1-2-3-4' step sequence
of 'Light', to the more sophisticated flickering -and -

reversing effect of 'Dance'. All of these are selected on a
single rotary. None of the patterns are particularly
surprising (we are dealing with a mere four channels
here), but stepping through all 11 via the 'Auto Change'
function provides a surprisingly interesting and animated
light show. Once you are happy with your chosen
pattern(s), hitting Go brings on the mains outputs and
the results of your twiddling are revealed to all.
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Each channel features a function selector rotary, which allows
you to choose various modes of sound -to -light reponse, chasing

and dimming. Three static dimming levels are available - off,
half and full - alongside a Remote position which places the
control of that channel under the Litefoot or remote 0-10v
dimming desk. The Chase function connects the channel to the
chase pattern selected on the Pattern switches (see above) while
Sound -to -Light makes each channel respond to a particular area
of the frequency spectrum (bass, tenor, alto and treble).

This particular mode of operation can be useful when the
audio signal contains relatively simple and defined information
in particular frequency bands, but intensive use can make the
lightshow appear random and blurred. For this reason alone the
chasing functions are perhaps of more interest to musicians;
however, the ability to at least choose how each individual
channel is controlled is a bonus, and extends the potential of
the 4001 considerably. And, should you so desire, the channels
can be isolated from the chase and fading circuitry of the unit,
leaving you to control them manually by punching the
dedicated Flash buttons.

The final controls on the 4001 relate to the Slope Pattern and
Speed of the various chase patterns. Here, 'Slope' refers to

the manner in which the 4001 switches the channels on and off
in a sequence, and is variable between smooth crossfading
effects and more abrupt switching. If you have set a channel to
'Sound -to -Light', this rotary also governs the contrast between
the various 'pulses' a lamp will produce when fed with audio
information - you can opt for a sharp, staccato effect, or
something slightly smoother. 'Speed' is perhaps a little more
obvious, regulating the speed of the chase and switching from
around 10 Mins per step at Minimum, to around 50 steps per
second at Maximum. (Needless to say some compromise
between these two extremes is probably more useful in the
average gig...) You can also set the chase to respond to the bass
audio beat, with a particular number of steps per thud of the
kick drum.

Having read through all the above and being reasonably adept
at mental arithmetic, you may well have reached the

conclusion that the 4001 offers a substantial number of lighting
control permutations and effects - and you'd be right. When
used in conjunction with a Litefoot (which offers Go, Chase,
Soundlite, Run Chase, Step Chase and Chase Single Step
switches to control the 4001's principal functions) the Zero 4001
provides an extremely simple and effective way of controlling a
small stage lighting system. Indeed, for such a straightforward
product, the number of control options is quite remarkable.

It has its limitations; for a start, four channels of dimming hardly
constitutes a nightclub - particularly when those channels are limit-
ed to 1000watts each. But it would be unreasonable to expect the
4001 to run The Orb's entire rig. What Pulsar have created is an
integrated, cleverly -featured budget lighting controller for the
musician who has little time, and no hands, to spare. Now, the
strumming guitarist or twiddling keyboard player can tell their light -
show to start, stop, enter chase or sound -to -light mode, step
through a chase or switch to being governed by a further dimming
board all by stomping on the required portion of the Litefoot. It's
pleasing to see a lighting company actually thinking about the best
way to integrate a musician with his or her visual environment. 
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Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

anuaI?

About time somebody thought of this

It'll leave change for the lamps

It shines - and flickers and chases and..

Zero 4001 f295  Litefoot f79 (both exc. VAT)

Pulsar  Henley Road  Cambridge CBI 3EA 
Tel: 0223 66798  Fax: 0223 460708

From

£2499!
Only £224 per month

on

0% Finance

If you're serious about direct to disk recording - You owe it to yourself to check out

MULTITRACK HARD DISK RECORDER
4 to 64 tracks of CD quality audio

Can run simultaneously with Cubase
& C-LAB/Emagic
Back up to DAT

Data storage to IDE hard disk

Front ended from IBM PC
Sync master or slave via MTC & MIDI song pointers

 Analogue in -10dBv/+4dBv
Digital in/out RCA, S/PDIF, AES/EBU (Optiona
Cycle record mode with stacked takes & pre -roll

It is our continuing policy at Babel Systems to make the latest technology available
instantly to the end user, with Soundscape we can provide a complete system,

available immediately on 0% finance. For more information and to arrange a
demonstration of Soundscape please contact Andy Hope at Babel Systems

. 4

0% FINANCE: For a deposit of £249 followed by 10 monthly pay-
ments of £224 you'll be recording, arranging, undoing, cutting,

copying, repeating, deleting, fading, merging, reversing, equalis-
ing and sequencing all your musical desires in a way you could
only dream of before. (Price applies to basic 4 track system.)

7 Goldhawk Mews London W12 8PA
63 Tel: 081 749 8222

All prices include VAT - Finance available to UK Residents only.

SPECIAL
PACKAGE PRICE
We have put together a

special package at a very
special price:

Soundscape 4 track unit
and internal

DAC 214 meg drive

DAC rack mount 386SX PC
42 meg hard drive and

2 meg of RAM with
14" VGA monitor

Ready to run installed with
Windows 3.1 and DOS5

to
run £36
on 0% Fin

or a deposit
£375 and
10 monthly

payments
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Manchester
institute of
Science &
Technology
(UMIST)

Renold Building, Sackville

Street,

Manchester

Saturday 21st May
10am to 6pm

Sunday 22nd May
11 am to 6pm

More than 60 stands of all
the latest Musical

equipment & services. Get

`Hands On' experience with
all the latest gear.

Demonstrations by top

artists in the Live Music

Hall. Ample parking and

within easy walking distance

of Tram & Bus Stations.

Admission £3.50

:::MUSIC

Admission Price
with this voucher
One voucher per person
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Sunrise Software

PC Drummer
drum pattern editor

Tired of trying to write rhythm patterns with

a score editor and keyboard? This new drum

pattern editor could make life much easier

for PC owners. Review by Ian Waugh.

rum pattern editors are by no means new, but for such a useful

program, it's surprising how rare they are. They're not even de

rigueur in sequencers; Steinberg are one of the few companies who
remain committed to the idea and even they only include it in their
flagship sequencer, Cubase; users of Cubase Lite still aren't given the

option.
So when a dedicated drum pattern program appears, there is

good reason to sit up and take notice, particularly when it turns out
to be a Windows proggy for the PC - still the fastest growing
computer platform amongst musicians.

The program has an automatic installation routine and operates
around a series of windows. These appear inside the main PC
Drummer window and can be resized and repositioned in the usual
way. Essentially, there are three stages in constructing a song -
defining patterns, defining sections and then defining your song. (A
section is simply a collection of patterns which are grouped to create
a verse or intro and so on.)

Included with the program are 500 pattern slots and about 70
predefined patterns; you can't load new ones but you can redefine
existing ones. If you do need more patterns you can move the
PAT.DAT file out of the PC Drummer directory and the program will
give you a set of 500 blank patterns, but you still can't move patterns
from one pattern file to another. Neither can you load in third -party
drum pattern MIDI files, which is a shame.

Operation is easy but not totally intuitive - you'll have to read the
manual at least once. Let's say you have created some patterns (we'll
get to these in a minute). It's then necessary to open the Section
Definition and Pattern List windows, select a pattern and click on
Append to add them to the section. You create a song out of sections

in the same way.
There's a certain amount of saving to be done here. For example,

after creating a section you must click on Save in order to store it
(although the program doesn't save it to disk in a re-loadable form, as
you might expect), then click on New to define another section and

save that, too. If you simply delete some of the existing patterns and

I 1,r111111,

file ,Qonflguration Window Help

li,triiriient I 1,1

Side Stick

Acoust Bass Drum 35
Bass Drum 1 36
SideStick
Acoustic Snare
Hand Clap
Electric Snare
Low Floor Tom
Closed HI Hat
HI h Floor Tom

38
39
40
41

42
13

Low -Mid Tom
Acoustic Snare
Bass Drum 1

130 I

160 1

90

1127 1

T

0 nil
lb Main

0 Intro

0 Ending

Length
®1 02

11111
11111
1 111
11111

111111111111 111111111111
11111111 111 111111111111
111111111111 111111111111
111111111111 111111111111
111111111111 111111111111
111111111111 111111111111
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111111111111 11111111111
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11111111 111 111111111111
11111111 111 111111111111
11111111 111 11111111111
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1500 instruments to the pattern gnu [rum we instrument list...

rename the
section, you'll
lose the original
one.

The instru-
ment list

comes configured
to General MIDI
standard and
shows the 47
GM drums assigned to note numbers. You can redefine the list
you can't add more drums, which seems a little short-sighted.

The patterns - now we're getting to them - are constructed on a
grid as is usual with these things. You can create 1- or 2 -bar patterns
of two, three or four beats per bar and with 12 or 16 divisions per
beat. You have to create odd time signatures such as 5/4 and 7/8 by
creating more than one pattern and linking them in the Section
Definition window. Some sort of on -screen line to divide the 16
sections of a beat into blocks of four, for example, would have been
useful and so would the ability to select smaller divisions (dividing a
beat into four is quite adequate for many drum patterns). Even more
inconvenient, however, is the fact that no copy pattern facility has
been included, which given the repetitive nature of rhythm
programming, is a quite glaring omission.

You are allowed 15 drums per pattern and these are added to the
Pattern Definition window from the Instrument List window in the
same way that you add patterns to the Section window. However,
you can't alter the order the drums appear in once added, other than
by deleting them and appending them again. And unfortunately, you
can't edit a pattern while it's playing, either - at least you can, but
the changes don't sound until you stop playback and start it again.
This, in my opinion, is one of the program's major shortcomings.

Once you've created a song it can be saved as a Standard MIDI File
and subsequently loaded into a standard sequencer. But this is saved

but

PC Drummer

file onfl oration Window Help

Name

Style

1Heavy Beat 2

'Rock

Be ::ar
2 - 4 14 1

slons/B
12 0 16 *

Type

0 nil
® Main

0 Intro

0 Ending
Bar

®1 02

Bass Drum 1
Acoustic Snare
Closed HI Hat
Open HI Hat
High Floor Torn
Low Floor Torn
Hand Clap
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DRUM1: ...create some patterns by clicking hits onto the grid...
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PC Drummer
Ile LonlIguration Window Help

Pattern List
Style Reps Name Beata Bars
Rock F Rock Fill 4 4 1

Rock Count In 4 1

Rock Basic 4 beet 4 1

Rock Harry Beat 1 4 I

Rock Hem/ Bast 2 4 1

Rock Rock 1
Rock Rock 2
Rock Rock 3

Section Name Break PLAY
Shuffle M Shuffle 1
Shuffle M Shuffle 2
Swing M Swing One

Pattern Name Repeats Bars
Rock 1 1 1 SAVE

APPEND INSERT LOAD Rock 2 1 2

Rock 1 1 1

ock 2
Rock 3 1 2 DELETE

Rock 4 4

NEW

DRUM2: ...add patterns to a section definition from the pattern list...

as a format 0 file which puts all the drums on one track rather than
having individual drums on different tracks.

All in all, PC Drummer is easy enough to use but can seem a bit of
a faff if you have a lot to do. Although the pattern -to -section -to -

song idea works well enough, the implementation is rather peculiar
and leaves you wondering if there isn't a simpler way to assemble a
set of patterns into a song. Maybe not.

Nevertheless, PC Drummer is still a useful utility, particularly if
you're not into playing drums from a keyboard and happen to be a
GM -type person. If you already own a software sequencer which
lacks a drum edit page, it could be just what your looking for.
Providing you're aware of its limitations, it could help transform your
method of creating interesting rhythm patterns - a process still seen
as something of a black art by many people. 

Elle QonflouratIon Window Help
PC Drummer

- Section List OD
Intro INSERT I
Choruo

I APPENDnerammommVerne

LOAD I

DELETE I

HELP -

+I Song Definition 171.

Name Demo Song

Tempo 120 Lti Li - td

Section Name Repeats

Intro 1

Chorus 1

Verse 1

Chorus 1

1=1.11111111111MIMNIM

- PLAY DELETE HELP -

DRUM3: ...add sections to the song definition from the section list

H A S "I- IN O R

Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

Easy, but read the manual

An old idea repackaged

About average

Useful, but could be even more so

£57.58 (inc. VAT)

,.--....-

PC Services  78 Beckenham Road 
Beckenham  Kent BR3 4RH  Tel: 081 658
7251  Fax: 081 658 8867

MOO

KORG
DISGUISE KIT
FOR OTHER
KEYBOARDS.

If you hanker after Korg-quality sound but

can't afford to trade in your existing keyboard, the

new Korg 05R/W could be the answer.

Basically, it's the heart of the 01/W

workstation keyboard squeezed into a half -rack

module. Plug it into your existing MIDI keyboard

and it gives you 6Mb of high -quality samples,

Ale synthesis, 100 user programmes, 100

combinations, 128 General MIDI programmes,

stereo programmable digital effects, 8 drum kits

and a serial interface which lets you connect to a

PC or Macintosh for multimedia and sequencing

work. In other words, it'll make just about any

other keyboard sound like a Korg. Even better

news, it'll cost you just £599.

And there's no disguising the value of that.

KORG
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

For more details write to Korg (UK) Ltd., 8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 2YR or phone 081-427 5377.
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CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE SOUTH

D9 DRAWBAR ORGAN NOW ONLY £479.
D9E DRAWBAR EXPANDER ONLY £329

LOWEST PRICES

FATA R
Low Cost High Performance

Master Keyboards.
Full Range In Stock.

_E 1.1*SIZEN

JO -E31:1171
LOWEST PRICE EVER!!

KURZWEIL

Version 2 Sortware and Sample Option Now Available.
Check our Prices on Memory Expansion.

NEW

YAMAHVNE'7 C3 LOW
PRICE.

SAVEfffs KOPF
AVESTATIOk

SOUS 1000.S28000.S3000
S3200.CD3000.DR4D.

BEST AKAI PRICES!!

AKAI

H 11 0
51100 + S1100 EX MEGA DEAL
LIMITED STOCKS AT £2999
Professional Features Include 32 Voice Polyphony.
32 Individual Outputs . SCSI. SMPIE Interface.

4 Meg Ram (Expandable To 64 Meg) Internal DSP.
Time Stretch \ Compression . Direct To Disc Option

4

T

SONY
Hard Drives.
Removables. From
Opticals. £399

X3.i3.i2. CHECK OUR PRICES!!
Best Prices.

ALL NOW
-EV

-)V BO
JV BO

Down In Price.!!

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

ilia

CALL!!

\kli) I I()

SQ I +
CHECK

OUR
PRICES.

AX -1/A-50
AX - 1 £379

Digitech
Vocalist II

Vocal Harmony Processor

ALI. PRICES SLASHED
Rm. VHM5. DSP256. DSPI 6. GSP2 I

KORG 01/W £1099

SP
FOLIO

Full Range
Available
Call For A

Quote.

New Folio SI
vailable Now

New Folio 4
Now In Stock.

AVE MONEY
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT

Yamaha QX5FD _1299 Korg OIWFD £1299 Kawai M8000 £499 r./D
Yamaha PF85 £799 Korg M1EX £899 Roland JD800 £999
Yamaha QY 10 £149 Kawai K3 £299 Zoom 9001 £189 cf .1
Yamaha TX802
Roland D50

£499
£425

Diamond 8-2 £239
Kawai Q80 £325

Fostex 812 Mixer .1799 .Ez,
Korg T3EX

RolandW30 £849 Roland A30 £299 Kawai Spectra £299
Roland TR707 £129 Roland MC300 £325 Ensoniq SQR £399 0 EL,
Roland U20 £499 Korg 01W Pro £1575 C -LAB Notato £199 cr)
Yamaha RM50 £499 Alesis MMT8 £179 Procession £349 ii z
Tascam 38 £1199 Yamaha QX5 £149 Kawai K3M £299 . 1--,
Tascam 32 £749 Yamaha RY30 £319 Roland DIO £299 Z
Korg MI £799 Yamaha SY99 £1699 Roland IX1 £269 ",
Allen&Heath GS3..£1889 Yamaha TX 81Z..1175 Akai SO1 £675

12" HIRES /1/ON/TORS FOR ATARI 1040 £149.

EFFECTS
Alesis Quadraverb + £299
Alesis Quadra verb GT £359
ART Multiverb LTX £189
Digitech VHM5 Used £639
ART Multiverb Alpha 2 £299
BOSS SE70 In Stock POA
ART SGX 2000 EX £599
Yamaha SPX990 POA

Roland SDE330
NOW IN STOCK .

NOTATOR £269. CREATOR £195

BASE V3.I £279. CUBASE LITE £79

Stainbarg

lexicon
I API 5 EXPI PCX170 ALEX. Best Deals

ATARI® ST
Falcon in
Stock
Check Our
Prices !!!

1040 ste + High Res onitor
12"Monitors £79

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES. FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. Dgellr



GT
FULL SIZE 88 NOTE
YAMAHA DIGITAL

PIANO.
SUPERB VALUE £84

Limited Stocks
Original RRP £1299

Dl INCLUDES
FREE

SAMPLE
PACK.

CALL FOR
DETAILS

JV-1000
music PFK:ICIUCTICIV SYSTE9v1

VE- GS I EXPANSION BOARD'
NOW AVAILABLE.

CHECK OUR PACKAGE PRICES!!!

01/Wrm
MUSIC WORKSTATION

Limited Stock at £1599

JADRAVERB

YAMAHA

THE ULTIMATE .
AWM2 + AFM & RCM Synthesis.

16 Track Sequencer. 63 Effects.
16 Part Multi timbral + Drums.
We Have Obtained a Limited

Quantity of SY99 at an
Unrepeatable Price. Call Now!!

ANEW

LAST STOCKS £359

,Nir11.1/I

C-A4c:2-;., I
AMAZING FEATURES

ONLYf449

M 36%
2 Band EQ.
3 Aux Sends

3 Stereo Returns

DNR System
Reduces

Background
Noise Giving

Extremely Quiet
Performance.

UAD +
TILL

99

KAUAI
Origird, RE!'

Limited Stock,
£369

88 note Fully Weighted
GM Control Keyboard.

The C80 Retails At £1199.
We Have A Limited

Quantity Available At £899

32 MIDI CHANNELS

10 SONGS.
320 TRACKS.

SMF COMPATIBLE.
MIDI/TAPE SYNC.

15 DISC DRIVE.

RRP £549

£399
KAWAI
BEST VALUE EVER!!!

ORLA PACKAGES
ORLA C80 +ROLAND JV88011299
ORLA C80 +ROLAND SC155 £1249
ORLA C80 +YAMAHA TG100 £1099
ORLA C80 +YAMAHA TG500 £1599
ORLA C80 +KORG 05RW £1249
ORLA C80 +EMU PROTEUS £1249

ORLA C80 +AKAI SOl £1449

6 Tracks.
0,000 Note Mem.

SMF Compatible.
3.5" Disc Drive.

oun, s.
14 Note Poly.

128 Waveforms
4 Pan Multitimb
32 Drum Sound

Best Value
Expander
Currently

Vail le

18
nIy

DJ -70 SAMPLING WOES- DOWN INKSTATION

PRICE!!
£999 + VAT

£1173 INC VAT.
Limited

Stocks !!!

Roland DJ -7D

R8 MKII. RY10.RY30.
DR660.RM50.D4.
BEST EVER DEALS!!!

SONY DATS FROM UNDER £400
TCD-D7. DTC690. DTC670.

ALSO TEAC SAVFfffs

ANY EXCLUSIVE DEALS!!!
JW-SO
MUN.IL WORK: STAri04

NOW ONLY 899!!!

VINTAGE KEYS 111

Lowest Prices On All EMU.

beVerdYnaMiCIll

BEST PRICES ON
ALL MICS.

SM58 £99
SM57 £89ViuRELI

ACCESS.

DCM100
MIXTAB

PACKAGE
£379

R8+812
BEST
EVER
DEAL

Call Now
Model 280
New Low

Price!!

VISA. CREDIT FA

11111111111111111111111111

MDK 61 Motherkeyboard Exclusive Offer £225
61 Keys. Touch Responsive. Pitch Bend. Assignable Modulation Wheel.

Programmable Multi Patch Memories. Pedal Funtion.
PACKAGES. MDK61+JV880 £799. MDK61+SC155 £695.

SE -70 SUPER EFFECTS PROCESSOR

New Low Price On This Stunning
Digital Effects Processor.

CALL NOW SAVE MONEY

CALL US
BEFORE YOU

BUY!!!

SC155
SOUND

CANVAS
£499

SC -155
Sound Canyon

317 Sounds. 9 Drum Kits. Digital Effect,
16 Part Multitimbral. 24 Voice Poly.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE CALL US FOR A QUOTE
CHECK OUR

ADAT
PACKAGES.

Y SERVICE
APHEXSYSTEMS

9120. 9001.9002. 9000S. 9200.

9120 Mega Deal £299 £899
Series 5 16-8-2 U.sclusive

AST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.



MAKING MUSIC LTD

Keyfax 4:
Synthesisers,
Samplers lk
Controllers
by Julian Co'beck.

The first edition of Keyfax, Julian
Co!beck's guide to the world of hi -tech
musical instruments, came out way back
in 1985. Keyfax 2 followed only a year
later, adding an index, omitting some
previously -included instruments and
covering the advent and growth of
affordable sampling, the Atari ST and
16 -bit MIDI sequencing software. Keyfax

3, published in 1988 by our own Music
Maker Books, dropped the monosynth
and organ coverage and gave more
prominence to computer -based
sequencing software.

While essentially keeping to the same
formula, then, Keyfax has always shifted
its coverage to reflect the changes
which have taken place in the industry.
Some six years on, Keyfax 4 continues in

the same vein, only this time the shift is
much greater: as the book's title indi-
cates, its coverage is confined to just
three areas. Apparently, other areas such
as digital pianos and keyboards are to be

KEYFAX 4
SYNTHESISERS, SAMPLERS & CONTROLLERS

A GUIDE 10 f Vf RY DIA1CAR FROVSSIONAI KR BOARD
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covered in Keyfax 5, which will be more
a complementary book than a successor

to 4.
As in previous editions, each featured

instrument gets a header picture fol-
lowed by a spec list which includes
information on polyphony, multi-tim-
brality, effects, onboard memory and
outputs together with release date, orig-
inal price and second-hand price. This is
followed by a sometimes quite lengthy
review/retrospective section in which
the author describes the instrument's
functionality, useability, strengths, weak-
nesses and historical position. Rounding
off each instrument's coverage is some
information on editors, sound cards,
books and videos.

The synth section of the book covers
keyboard, workstation and module ver-
sions, but, while it includes a good
selection of analogue polysynths,
monosynths haven't been reinstated - a
fact which will no doubt disappoint a lot
of people, given the current resurgence
of interest in these instruments. You'll
just have to hunt around for an old
second-hand copy of Keyfax 2 - while
the 'Warehouse' section of MT will give
you as good a guide as any to current
prices of second-hand gear.

Although the sections on samplers
and controller keyboards take up only a
third of the book between them, they
still manage to be fairly comprehensive.
Of course, it's always going to be pos-
sible to nitpick with a book such as this -
no Akai MX73 or MX76 controllers, for
instance, while Novation's dinky little
mm10 and mm10-X controllers are
included but not Roland's useful entry-
level PC200 Mkll.

In a vain attempt to avoid being
instantly overwhelmed by the tide of
change, Keyfax 4 includes a number of
'pre-release reviews' eg. Alesis
Quadrasynth, E -mu Morpheus, Novation
Bass Station and Roland 5760 sampler.
However, already there are synths such
as Yamaha's innovative VL1 and a whole

swathe of new Roland JVs which pre-
sumably were unknown to the author at
the time of writing. But then, being up-
to-date is a function of magazines, not
books.

Like its predecessors, Keyfax 4 is inci-
sive, well-informed, balanced and acces-

sible, and a valuable addition to any
hi -tech musician's bookshelf - where it
really needs to sit alongside the comple-

mentary rather than redundant Keyfax 1,

2 and 3. Simon Trask 

Price: £12.95

More From: Making Music  20
Bowling Breen Lane  London EC1R
080  Tel: 71 251 1900  Fax: 71
251 2619

MUSIC OF LIFE

George Clinton:
Sample some of
Disc sample
some of DAT
Volume Two

Produced by George Clinton! 99 killer
classic sample -tracks from the undis-
puted heavyweight champion of funk!
Ensemble and solo instrumental tracks!
Wow! Perhaps George has got hold of
the original P -funk master tapes and
decided to give all the sample freaks a
dose of The Real Thang, instrument by
instrument.

Alas, no. Anyone expecting raw
undilut-ed '70s P -funk will be sorely dis-
appoint-ed. This is the real world, after

VOLUME TWO

all, where major artists don't have con-
trol over their own material (just ask
George Michael).

Basically, the format of this sample CD
is: ensemble track lasting up to two min-
utes (guitar, horns, keyboards, bass and
drums) followed by several 15-20
second tracks which isolate individual
instruments or various combinations of
instruments from the ensemble. You



want to sample that funky guitar riff but
not the bass and drums? No problem.

Yes, there are some reasonably funky
guitar riffs on this CD, along with some
reasonably funky drum beats, basslines
and horn riffs. But, this is studio -clean
session music without attitude, every-
thing that the original P -funk wasn't.
Words like 'bland' and 'bloodless' spring
to mind.

If they were honest, 9 out of 10 sam-
pling musicians in search of a funky
groove would choose Pedigree P -funk
any day. And don't think that just
because this is a 'purpose-built' sample
CD it comes with a licence to use its
contents for free in your own commer-
cial recordings. No, it comes complete
with a 5 -point instruction booklet enti-
tled 'How to license this record for
sample use'. George intends to be paid
in full, y'all...

In its favour, you can get this CD for a
normal album price rather than the
more usual £30-40 charged for sample
CDs. If you want to check its sample
value for yourself, try putting it up
against your favourite Parliafunkadelic
album/compilation and see which gives
you most sample satisfaction. Simon
Trask 

Price: £12 inc. p&p

More from: Music Of Life  22 Hanwag
Street  London W1P 900  Tel: 071 631
31346  Fax: 071 436 0715

QUE CORPORATION

Windows Stuff
Microsoft
Forgot!
By Ed Tiley

Have you noticed how many PC books
have 'grabber' titles these days - DOS
For Dummies, I Hate PCs - and so on.
Makes you wonder if the authors actu-
ally like PCs. Anyway, here's another
grabber title... Windows Stuff Microsoft
Forgot!

Of course, no one would argue that
Microsoft forgot lots of stuff when they
were designing Windows. Forgot to give
it a decent user interface for a start. The
book doesn't actually mention this,
leaving Windows users blissfully unaware

of how friendly a good interface can be.
In fact, the book tackles none of the
main issues and contents itself with out-
lining the utilities Microsoft forgot. To

which end it includes a disk of 16 pro-
grams, most of which are Shareware.

Windows makes much use of icons
but has no icon editor. "Windows uses a
bewildering array of initialisation files"
(to quote from the book) but no easy
way to edit them. So there are utilities to
do these jobs for you...

Meta -Mouse helps improve the visi-
bility of the mouse cursor by changing
its size and making
it blink (ever had
problems with your
cursor, missus?).
Other utilities in-
clude indispensable
functions such as the

ability to cycle
between windows
with the right mouse
button instead of the
Alt+Tab, alternating
screen savers and a
util to play several
WAV files one after
the other.

Changing your
desktop and creating
animated icons is the

sort of thing nerds
do in the office
when the boss isn't
looking. Normal
people may try it but
most go back to the
originals when they
realise how much
RAM/disk space the
utilities consume.

OK, so this is

lightweight stuff but
there are heavy-
weights here, too.
FontSee lets you take

an inventory of the
fonts you have

installed; NoteBook
can load files larger
than 64K (unlike

NEN

Windows' NotePad); Paint Shop Pro is a
superb graphics utility which converts
between most graphics image formats
and has many manipulation functions;
WinBatch is a batch language for
Windows (for Power Users, this one);
and WinZip manipulates compressed ZIP
files. There are also utilities for launching
your most -used programs.

The book is essentially about how to
use the programs - the sort of hand -
holding Mac users have come to expect
but isn't so common for the PC.
Personally, I think the fripperies out-
number the serious stuff, but you may
disagree - in which case I heartily rec-
ommend you rush out and buy it. In

any event, the program plus written
instructions are pretty good VFM. Ian
Waugh 

Price: £113.77

More from: Computer Manuals  50
James Road  Tgseleg  Birrn-ingham 011
2BA  Tel: 021 706 6000  Fax: 021 706
3301

AZ Icon Edit - aces.ico
Image Qptlons Help

II

The essential icon editor from Windows Stuff Microsoft Forgot!

Search Specification

File Names:

".doc .txt 'Agri

amp String:

MT'

-Files must be...

Days Old
_

< 1±1 attributes

Bytes in size El Hidden

0.. II..1 El System

"Grog Options

D Number each Line

El laity matching lines

El Match the* lines that slate' match

If Hunter can't find your file it doesn't exist.

is.
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Demos reviewed by Danny McAleer

Delph
Roland JD800; Ensoniq EPS; Yamaha
TX7; Boss SE50; Fostex DCM100 MIDI
mixer; Atari ST and Cubase; Fostex A8

One thing about this demo
immediately grabs your attention:
where the hell is the audio in the right
channel? Is it a deliberate, artistic
omission? I think probably not.
Otherwise, it's a competent se. .

pieces created by Kevin John and
Steven Smith, who are Delph - delving
into the world of classic four -on -the-

floor drum beats with swirling pads,
synth bleeps et al.

The first track 'Tatra' opens with a
chordal riff which is the theme for the

whole piece, during
which it is repeated,
expanded upon and
altered. There are also
some nice synth surges
complementing the
overall atmosphere,
presumably created on
the. JD800. The only
thing that lets this piece
down, in fact, is the
drum programming and
mixing. The bass drum

is not nearly loud enough, and gets lost
when more parts are introduced, while
the rhythmic ideas themselves are a bit
bland and could do with spicing up a
bit, maybe by adding a few breaks or
more percussion parts.

'Walker' begins with a rather sinister
vocal sample, introducing a

combination of acidic synth riffs which
probably would have sounded better if
they had been spread out over the
stereo spectrum, each occupying their
own unintrudable space. The rhythm is
better on this track, although it still
doesn't leap out Ind exclaim its
presence in any formidable fashion.

If this demo needs anything (aside
from a right channel) it's more
prominent and inspired percussion
ideas - though not too many. As it
stands, it would make a perfectly good
soundtrack to any video production
work Delph are planning.
Contact: Delph, 061 248 7403
(Manchester).
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Nex2Us
Kurzweil K2000; Mackie CR1604; Akai
S950; Boss DR550; Casio DA100 DAT
recorder; Roland TR707, TB303, TR808.

Amongst their list of equipment,
Nex2Us mention the works of Freud,
Jung and Sagan as being an essential
element in their creative processes, and
this is quite apparent in the use of
some really deep and meaningful
sampled vocal snippets.

All the tracks feature some
impressive drum programming, and
some choice drum sounds too. In
particular, there is a break in 'Zigguratt'
that sounds as if the programmer had a
field day clicking all over the drum edit
screen, and it oozes quality. The piece
also has an element of Miami Sound
Machine in its mix of synth sequences
and carnival brass stabs. The rhythmic
(16s) gritty filter -synth sound chugs
along from left to right as a riff is
manipulated using a chorussed guitar
sound.

I fully expect John Lennon to
mumble some satanic message in 'Raise
My Soul Up', which features a rather
menancing phrase sung by a choir.
When played backwards, however, said
phrase doesn't say a word about
worshipping Beelzebub. There is only
one minor flaw on this track: the
strings passage towards the end sounds
a little out of time. A quicker attack or
fewer effects on the vocal would
probably sort this out.

'Energy And Consciousness' features
a stereo chorussed TB303 bassline that
squelches on all the way through,
keeping all the synth ideas and

Send your CD, audio-

cassette, video -cassette
or floppy disk to
Dare!, MT, Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely,
Cambs CB7 4AF.

panning vocal snippets coherent.
Despite the length of the pieces, they

easily maintain interest from beginning
to end by adding new synth phrases to
the main themes constantly. Another
device used for generating excitement -
most apparent in 'Signet' - is a bridge
that introduces a whole new theme, so
that when the original idea is re-
introduced later on, hey presto! - it
sounds new again. Smashing stuff.
Contact: Nex2us, 64 Bestview Drive,
Willowdale, Ont. Canada, M2M-2X9.
(416) 250 7471/323 9585.

Captain Splat
Korg DW8000; Yamaha TX81Z; Casio
VZ8M; Roland U-220; VCS II custom
synth; Cheetah SX-16; Atari ST and
Cubase; collection of home -built filters
and tone units; home -built bass;
didgeridoo.

Captain Splat, as he'd like to be known,
invites you on an adventure into rapid
pitchbending and fanatical improvised
mayhem on this, the first of many
promised voyages. Underneath the
sometimes chaotic melody is a rigid
sequenced part, but not necessarily one
sympathetic with the main tune, which
incorporates some rather bizarre
sounds. Captain Splat lists some of his
sample sources, the most obscure
including boiling tomato soup, falling
cutlery and a bursting condom.

There are, however, some moments
of consistently structured musicality. In
particular, the aptly titled 'Autumn
Gold' is a warm, almost solemn piece,

THE

ADVENTURES
OF

CAPTAIN

SPLAT!



featuring a wonderful cheap -sounding
piano sound in cohesion with a real
guitar. Also, the epic 'Northern Lights'
features a mood -swinging, poignant
flute solo that wouldn't be out of place
in a Lloyd Webber musical.

There are nearly 60 minutes of
madcap synth music on this tape, and I
must confess to having consumed a
whole afternoon at the MT office
listening to it a few times. There's a job
with The Clangers for this man.
Contact: Captain Splat, 0954 780335
(Cambridgeshire).

Guy Evans
Atari 1040ST and Cubase; Roland D-110;
Casio FZ-1 sampler; Alesis Quadraverb; 8 -
track reel-to-reel and mixing desk

In our house we had a biscuit box,
always full of tasty varieties. Sometimes
my mother would buy a packet of
particularly cheap cream biscuits which

would make all the rest taste awful, no
matter how good they were originally.
The point of this seemingly irrelevant
anecdote is to metaphorically describe
what happens to some otherwise nice
musical ideas when a tape contains one
all -consuming flaw - in this case,
constant distortion from over -recorded
bass.

That aside, Guy's "experiments" with
the gear in the City Centre Youth
Project studio in Cardiff, where he has
been employed as part of an
employment action scheme, are quite
promising. The basslines are good,
notably in the third piece where an
almost dub riff underlays some
Vangelis-style string -synth chords. I
think if the drum track could be more
suited to the bassline it wouldn't
detract from the overall effect. As it is,
it does seem to clash.

The main theme of the second track
is centred around a sampled rhythmic
acoustic guitar riff repeated throughout

1:11 \/.1141--tcrttey

with other parts overlaid upon it. When
the pad swishes in it does rid the guitar
part of any tonal qualities, which isn't
such a bad thing as I
don't think it's quite
pitched properly. The
harp melody really
isn't interesting en-
ough to be a main
theme, more a count-
erpoint in search of a
stronger melody on
top.

Side one having
carried you into a
state of pleasant
sleepiness, side two comes as a bit of a
disappointment. The ideas simply
aren't as creative as those on the first
side, and aren't helped by sudden tape
stopping. A little attention to endings,
even if it is only a fadeout rather than
stopping the tape, is perhaps something
to consider. Contact: Guy Evans, 0222
731995 (Cardiff).

The Third Man
Abundant with synthesiser blips and squidges, this demo moves ably along with the aid of some fine percussion sounds and
sequences. The most notable of the three pieces, 'Proto', has an almost hypnotic element with a subliminal vocal hook
buried in amongst the SH101 sounds.
Contact: Mark, 071 729 2925 (London).

Artemis Rise
Describing themselves as a progressive electro/industrial band, Artemis Rise have
submitted a well packaged 4 -track CD. The content reflects the style of Sisters Of
Mercy, with harsh vocals, guitars and rigid sequenced parts. The Revolute EP is available
from: Steve Fisher, 56 Royal Lane, Yiewsley, West Drayton, Middlesex, UB7 8DN, for
f3.79 (plus 45p P+P).

Wayne Avanson
There is a definite sense of Asian music meets Western pop in this 2 -song demo. The first
song, 'Wave', is well constructed with good vocals, broken by long passages of lush
instrumentation. The second piece flaws in places, particularly with the choice of

instruments, which is a shame because culture -mixing in music,
something which Wayne is planning with his next band
venture, nearly always produces some interesting ideas.
Contact: Wayne Avanson, 0254 202032 (Black

Ceejay
Bright, well constructed and produced songs in the Stock, Aitken & Waterman vein, material like this will always have a place
in the throwaway pop music market. The stronger songs appear on the first side, in particular 'That Song', which reminds
me of the last song they always play at discos. The vocals are impeccably sung and recorded using just the right amount of
effects and backing.
Contact: Ceejay, 031 669 5056 (Edinburgh).

The Julia Set
Swimming around in pools of ambience, The Julia Set proves that you don't need a
stockpile of gizmos to create a worthy demo. This offering provides synth bleeps,
sturdy rhythms entwined with melodic vocal hooks and strange effects - all
protruding from an Emax II, which Adrian Paveling hopes to add to in the future.
Can't wait.
Contact: Adrian Paveling, 061 8775617 (Manchester).

Tortus
Accompanying some amusing
lyrics is a bizarre collection of
idiosyncratic sequences and
protuberant synth sounds
incorporated into quirky

rhythms and effected
guitar. A bold and
successful venture
backwards into an
'80s feel, it's almost a
classic Depeche Mode
sound with a modern
tint. The album
Lexeme is available
from Tortus for £3.50,
payable to S. Watkins
at 29 Langham House
Close, Richmond,
TW10 71E.
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DIGITAL RECORDING SPECIALISTS
Software Audio Workshop

The professional production
tool for manipulating and
crafting audio on your PC
computer using WindowsTM .
Record & edit 16 bit CD &
DAT up to 48KHz. An
exceptionally versatile pack-
age with too many features
to mention!

Ref FM1941

£499 Plus
VAT

DR4D
4 Track Hard

disk digital
recorder with

facility to chain
up to 16 tracks.
Digital editing

function.

Ref FM1942

£P0A
Cubase Audio
MIDI/Digital audio from Steinberg. 8 tracks direct to disk
with 3 simultaneous real-time effex - reverb. chorus and
EQ. With all the features of the classic Cubase sequenc-
ing programme. Available on
PC, Mac, Falcon & Atari ST Ref FM1945

£799

Multitrack hard disk
recorder up to 64
tracks. Facility to
run with Cubase &
C-LAB/Emagic. CD
quality audio &
DAT back up with
data storage to IDE
hard disk.

Ref FM1943

£P0A

0 ADAT
Already an

industry world

I/I
standard. 8 track
S -VHS recorder.
Optional BRC.

< Digital in/out.
Expandable.

Ref FM1944

£P0A
NOTATOR LOGIC AUDIO

Integrated hard disk recording and sampling on
Macintosh with EQ and comprehensive sample
editing

Ref FM1946

£225

ti

COMPUTER SOFTWARE EXPERTS

Cubase

Notator
Wave

KORG
Ml

NOTATOR LOGIC

Sample Vision

ATW10

100 waveforms. 8
part multi-timbral.
61 key velocity &
aftertouch sensi-
tive. The classic
workstation at an
astonishing price

Ref FM1947

£899

Cakewalk

E1111111

Multisound

Cadenza

EPASSPORT

Card D

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES
Kurzweil
K2000

Classic synth from
one of the worlds

foremost keyboard

manufacturers. VAST

fast architecture.
RAM expandable.

SCSI equipped

Ref FM1948

£2399

Roland
JD800
6 part multi

timbral. Real time
analogue sliders.
Classic Roland

filters

Ref FM1949

£995

Korg
05RW

The sound of the x3

at less than half the

price! 16 part multi

timbral. 32 not poly-

phone. 200 sounds.
Computer Midi inter-

face built in.

Ref FM19410

£P0A

nN
v--1

r -

Yamaha
RY30

Classic beatbox
design. Real time
filter, pitch, pan,
modul. controls.
Additional sound
cards available

EXCLUSIVE PRICE

Ref FM19411

£344



RECORDING IN ANALOGUE

TASCAM 488 Ref FM19412

£P0A
Ref FM19413

£P0A
TASCAM

Porta 07

TASCAM
Porta 05HS

Ref FM19414

£299

Rfig5
Marantz
PMD740

YAMAHA
MT8X

Ref FM19416

£1199

Ref FM19417

£339 YAMAHA M112°

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

SAMPLING HARDWARE

-a

co

0
S-2800, S-3200, S-3000, CD
300, SO1 always in stock on
permanent demonstration.
Ask for prices

S-760
1 unit high. Rack

mount. 24dB
filters. SCSI

equipped and is
expandable up to

32 megabytes.
Optional CRT

interface

I Ref FM19418

£1599

OUTBOARD & EFFECTS
BEHRINGER

AUTOCOM
EX3000 ULTRAFEX

DUALFEX
DE NOISER

HA903 H/phone amp

APHEX
EXPANDER

TYPE C
EXCITER

LEXICON
LXT1, LXT5

LXT15, PCM70
ALEX

JAM MAN

ALESIS
MICROVERB 3
QUADRAVERB

QUADRAVERB GT
3630, LEQ230

MACKIE
CR1604
CR1202

OTTOMIX
8 BUS

MIXER MIXER

BBE
BBE 422, BBE 322,
BBE 822, BBE 462,

BBE 362

YAMAHA
EMP700, FX500

FPX900
FPX1000
GC202

TASCAM
TASCAM MM1

TASCAM MM200
TASCAM M2524
TASCAM M2516

20.24 DENMARK STREET LONDON

071 240 7696
VISA

DINERS

AMEX

MASTER
CARD

ensoniq
ASR1 0

31 note polyphonic up to
16 megabytes RAM.

Using standard SIMS.
SCSI equipped (rack

only). Fully compatable
with the huge EPS/EPS16

Plus

Ref FM19419

£P0A

WEST END DEALERS FOR
SOUNDSCAPE

EMAGIC
STEINBERG

YAMAHA
AKG

KORG
ROLAND
ENSONIQ

MOTY
SHURE
ALESIS

LEXICON
BEHRINGER

AKAI
SENHEISER
BIG NOISE
PASSPORT

CODA
TANNOY
FATAR

CELESTION
TURTLE
BEACH

TASCAM
TWELVETONE
WASHBURN

MAIL ORDER
24hr PRIORITY

DESPATCH

071 836 0111
INTERNATIONAL

ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Please Quote Reference No



Send your letters to: Stamp, MT, Alexander

House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

Size is everything

 Whilst wholeheartedly approving of the
changes which have overtaken MT in recent
months, I am writing to voice my concern at the
length - or perhaps I should say the depth - of
some of the reviews appearing in the magazine.
I can accept that there has been a tendency to
waffle on in the past and I'm aware of a
number of magazines that still do. However, if
it has been your intention to correct this, I feel
things have now gone too far the other way -
particularly when it comes to things like synth
and sampler reviews which need much greater
depth if readers are to be sure of what they're
buying before parting with their hard-earned
cash.

I realise that there are now many more
reviews in MT than previously, and that this is
why they tend to be shorter, but I for one would
be happy to pay more for the magazine if it
meant getting more pages. The last thing I'd
want is for MT to descend to the level of your
newer rivals who promise much on the front
cover but deliver little inside.

I realise these comments are unlikely to meet
with the support of the majority of your readers,
but as a reader who goes back to the days of
Electronics & Music Maker I feel I'm justified
in having my say. I've also got a grievance
about how the otherwise excellent A -Z of
Analogue has helped jack up second-hand
prices, but I'll save that for another time!
Dennis Hewitt
Wolverhampton

On the contrary, Dennis, I think many of
our readers would agree with your
comments on review lengths - at least those
who completed our recent Readership
Survey where the general consensus seemed
to be in favour of longer reviews. I'm not
sure I'd agree with you that the pendulum
has swung too far in favour of shorter
articles; I can think of no salient details that
have been left out of any reviews we've run.
But there'd be no point in having a
Readership Survey if we didn't take notice
of the results, so... expect to see some-
what longer equipment reviews in the
near future.
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What you musn't expect, however, is
reviews in MT - or any other magazine - to
do your thinking for you. A thumbs up from
us offers no guarantee that a particular
product is going to suit you. We go to
considerable pains to ensure that each
product is assessed on its own merits - the
only fair way of reviewing anything - but
this has its downside in that readers must
determine for themselves which equipment
will best suit their needs. In a nutshell - we
are the starting point for your enquiries, not
the final arbiters of what you should and
shouldn't buy. NL

Day the music died

 Congratulations Mr Lord, you've done it -
written an editorial for MUSIC Technology
without using the word 'music'. You must be
surprised to receive a letter from a human. Your
readership are obviously robots, like yourself.
Mike Atkinson
Oxford

 As you're so keen on words, Mike, why
not look up the word 'metaphor' in the
dictionary and try re -reading the last few
lines of the editorial that troubles you so
much. Then, when you've figured that one
out, perhaps you could apply yourself to the
thorny problem of where in this whizz -bang
world of ours the dividing line between
technology and music (or technology and
anything else) should be drawn.

And since you're already losing sleep over
the non-appearance of the word 'music' in
an MT editorial, you might also ponder on
its absence from a number of other essential
objects MT readers are likely to have lying
around the place. Where, for example, is
there any reference to music on the
common or garden computer disk drive? Are
mixing desks designed to accommodate the
needs of the musician or the sound
engineer? Is there any mention of music -
or 'musicality' - in the spec sheet of an
amplifier? I could go on.

The lines blur; musicians are no longer
able to work within the vacuum created

through their relationship with their
instrument - not if they choose to get
involved with hi -tech music, anyway. Our
change of title from Music Technology to the
rather more enigmatic MT was intended to
reflect this. Perhaps we only succeeded in
confusing you. NL

Speed kills

 I'm a 23 -year old boy who loves techno/-
trance/garage, does Ming at parties and am
also part of a group (no name yet) playing
trance music which is expected to release a 12"
or a CD soon. The reason I'm writing this letter
is because I saw an article about Moby in
which it's written that he created a track
running at 1015bprn. I got thinking about this
and had an idea. Why not put more beats in
each quarter bar instead of the typical 4/4 (one
beat in each quarter bar)?

I started introducing notes of lower duration
to fill the quarter bar. So the bar would change
from 4/4 to 8/4 to 128/4 (the last one
represents 32 beats per quarter) - the lowest
resolution possible with Music -X (the note
duration was 6 and the bar resolution was
768). If we started with the tempo equal to
150bpm referred to the standard 4/4, now we
have a track with 150bpm-32bpq/lbpq =
4800bpm. Setting the tempo to 300bpm (the
highest value on the program) will produce the
ravest track of all - 9600bpm. Not bad huh?
Of course, we can sample this track and play it
at a frequency in order to get more
not the same thing as creating this track using
the computer or the sequencer.

I suggest that everybody try to do this, but
don't expect to hear something sweet because
you won't; I experimented with the usual 808
and 909 sounds and it got really nasty. But
hey! Don't forget to give me the credits!

Finally, for those who love programming the
808 and 909 and enjoy techno/trance like me,
don't use a lower duration than 24 for the kick
notes (8 beats per quarter bar or 32 beats per
bar) if you want the same resolution as the
better beat boxes and the ones normally used in
dance music.

Well, that's all for now; I hope I have been of
some assistance.
Pedro Vilas-Boas
Lisbon
Portugal

 9600 beats per minute...? You're a
dangerous man, Pedro. Kill your speed, not
a child. NL

Real time

 I am a reader and I try to buy every issue of
MT. I'm 14 years old and I've written and rec-
orded some songs which I've been told are quite



good by some people at Real World (Peter
Gabriel's studio). I wondered if would send me
some info on where to go from here.

Martin Badder
Chippenham

>0 We can't reply to letters by post, Martin,
but I would like some more information on
how you got to play your stuff to those busy
people at Real World - and which busy
people at Real World. You're obviously a
local lad and I strongly advise leaving
school at the earliest opportunity and
running away to Box. Make the tea, sweep
the stone floor or feed the ducks, it doesn't
matter. If you have a genuine propensity
towards music and recording don't waste

your time being anywhere music and
recording doesn't happen, and since one of
the best places in the world where music
and recording happens is just down the
road, try and get a job there. Failing that,
try every other recording studio or college
course in the land. PW

Rhino logic

 According to The New Penguin Dictionary
Of Music (Fourth Edition, 1977), Ambrosian
chant is a type of plainsong associated with
Bishop (St) Ambrose of Milan (340-397AD),
differing from Gregorian chant in terms of
melodic structure. So my question is this: what's

the difference between The James Last
Orchestra and a rhinoceros?

Martin X
Camden

). Even if I cared enough to attempt a rat-
ional connection between early eccle-
siastical monophony, German easy listening
and burly quadrapeds, Martin, I would not
be able to print the answer to your poser for
fear of libel action. NL

Opinions expressed in readers' letters are not
necessarily those of the Editor, who cannot be held
responsible for their contents and reserves the right
to abbreviate letters where necessary.

Frequency oscillation

Ian Bland and DF vocalist Debbie Sharp

Sharing a label with The Prodigy, Dream Frequency
similarly revolves around the raving energies of one
technology -dazed individual. Ian Bland has built up a
worldwide reputation from his roots in the Northern rave
scene, with tireless gigging and two Top 40 singles - 'Feel
So Real' and 'Take Me'. An album One Nation is also
available from Citybeat Records.

Faxtastic! This month: Dream
Frequency's Ian Bland

1 What was the first synthesiser you ever played?
"A Moog Prodigy.

2 Who is your favourite musical pioneer?
"There are quite a few... Kraftwerk, Bowie, Nutnan, John Foxx

and more recently Moby and Sven Vath."

3 What'i the difference between. Take That and
Stravinsky?
' Stravinsky never made a track with Lulu!!!" '

4 What's the difference between a drum kit and a drum
machine?
"A drum machine keeps in time and doesn't get pissed."

5 Playing live: why bother?
-Irgives YOU a buzz, not just the audience."

6 Which record says most to you about music
technology?
"Computer World by Kraftwerk."

7 What does the phrase 'multimedia' mean to you?
"Is this an IQ test??!"

8 How do you react to hearing a sample of your music
on someone else's record?
"Initially I'd say 'you cheeky bastards'. However, if it was used
intelligently and not just as a direct lift, I'd be quite chuffed."

9 What is the next piece of equipment you would like to
buy?
"An Akai S3000 and/or an Atari Falcon - with a direct -to -disk
recording package."

10 Will technology become invisible?
"No, just more compact and user friendly (hopefully)."
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The new Mac LC475 -a better bet?

MIDI, multimedia, DTD recording or
anlogue synths - Write to Grief, MT,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs

CB7 4AF.

QI am writing to ask your advice in setting up a computer -based MIDI facility

at home. My budget is no more than £2500 - I was thinking of a Mac LCIII

or the new LC.520AV plus sequencing software, maybe Cubase, plus a second-

hand sampler and MIDI keyboard. My knowledge of MIDI is pretty basic so I would be

grateful if you could advise me on which computer, software, sampler and synth would

suit me or whether my suggested setup is missing something.

This letter is not really intended for publication but if you do want to publish it please

use my initials. I would appreciate it if you could answer me personally.

AG

London

AWell, AG, as we've been saying for the last 37 years, we simply can't reply

to letters personally. Part of the small print that goes with the service, you

see. Jobsworth and all that. Sniff.

Anyway, hopefully some of your queries will have been answered by the
'Computer World' feature in our Dec '93 issue. However, you should really do

some homework and bone up on computers, software, synths and samplers. We

get many letters like

yours and there's no
way we can give a
comprehensive
answer short of writ-

ing a book, es-

pecially as the choice

depends so much on
what the user wants
to do.

The current mar-
ket would indicate
that you should go
for a PC or a Mac
although you can
buy an ST plus soft-

ware much cheaper -

and it's still currently

the most popular
music computer. Macs have a far better user -interface than PCs. The LC520 is not

an AV machine; if it ever got released in the UK it was swiftly forgotten. In any

event, it's rather under -powered and a better bet is the new LC475 (around £1050

with monitor and keyboard).

The same money will buy you a reasonable 486 33MHz PC (put any spare cash

into a larger hard disk). PCs are made up from dozens of bits and pieces and you

really need to know something about them before you let a high street store talk

you into buying a machine (it's WH Smith time). In any event, you'll get a better

deal by buying mail order. Many PC mags operate a mail order protection scheme

to help protect readers from unscrupulous dealers (there are a few, but most are

OK).

Dozens of sequencers exist for both the Mac and PC. Choice is such a personal

thing that it wouldn't be fair to recommend one. Well, OK. Cubase has the name

but the PC version certainly isn't as, er... complete as it should be. I've been using

Notator Logic on the Mac and a PC version is due for release soon.

As for synths and samplers, you don't say what you want to do, what sort of

sounds you like, what sort of music you want to make. Your best bet is to visit

some local friendly music shops and get a feel for the things yourself. There are far

too many to even list.
If you want to play third -party MIDI files you'll need a GM -compatible unit.

Even if you don't, check their multitimbral capacity (the number of different
music lines they can play at once) and polyphony (the number of notes they can

play at once). The first should be 16 and the second should be as large as possible.

In the absence of any further information, I'd suggest you plump for a
multitimbral synth and then add to your setup as you discover what other type of

sounds you would like. You'll probably want to record your music, so you might

also need to budget for a reasonable -quality cassette deck or a DAT recorder and if

you have more than one instrument you'll benefit from a mixer, too.

Check the 'Warehouse' ads in MT for secondhand equipment and if you want a

guide to features and secondhand prices, get hold of a copy of Keyfax 4 (£14.95 inc -

p&p from Making Music on 071 251 2622) which is the most comprehensive guide

to keyboards ever published. 1W

I've just had a brilliant idea! I realise that by telling you about it I run the risk

of everyone copying it but I need some information.With the phenomenal

growth in multimedia there must surely be thousands of people putting

presentations together who have no musical ability. What I have in mind is to produce

disks containing music which these people could buy and use freely. They'd pay a one-off

fee for the disk and could use the music for anything other than commercial resale.

What I need to know is the best music format to use and the best way to go about

selling it, etc. Could you let me know quickly before everyone starts doing it?

BJ Stonehouse

Tyne Sr Wear

A
That certainly is a good idea, BJ, but I'm afraid you've already been
pipped at the post. There are several companies producing copyright -free

clip music for use in multimedia.

Still, there's nothing to stop you producing your own or trying to sell it to such

a company. The music needs to be in Standard MIDI File format configured to GM

and/or a digitised audio format - for example, if it's for the PC then it's usually
Windows' WAV format. The vast majority of this is for CD-ROM - audio files sure

are big - and some disks include images plus complimentary sounds. I think that

for this purpose, floppies have had their day.

If you want to produce your own you're going to have to write an awful lot of

music. But if you think you're up to it, I'd suggest you get in touch with the
CD-ROM distributors who, if necessary, can put you in touch with the companies

who create the CDs.

There are now dozens of CD-ROM distributors. Here's a few to be going on with:

- Westpoint Creative (0743 248590), FOS-CD (0296 682233), Computer Bookshops

(021 706 1250), KimTec (0202 888873) and Optech (0252 714340).

You could, of course, produce a CD and market it yourself, but I tend to think

that the 90% or so that the manufacturers, distributors and retailers take from the

sale is worth every penny as you have no financial outlay and no marketing or

advertising to do - these are real bank account killers.

If you do get a CD together, send it down and we'll do the decent thing. But I

promise we'll listen to it first. IW
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Q0K, OK, OK... I'm convinced! Direct -to -disk recording gives you far

more control over your music than analogue tape. Me and some friends

want to set up a modest studio using a computer -based DTD system. What

I would like to know is - can these 16 -bit PC sound cards which everyone is raving

about produce as good quality results as the professional DTD systems costing £3000-

4000?

Also, we already work with MIDI a lot so how easy is it to sync the digital audio to

MIDI tracks?

Alex Benton

Stoke

AWell, Alex, it's a sad fact of life that you get what you pay for.
Nevertheless when a bandwagon appears - such as DTD - and people

start jumping on it, prices do start to fall.

The pro systems include hardware, which is why they are more expensive and

why they are designed to produce studio -quality results. But there's more to CD

quality than simply sampling at 44.1MHz and 16 bits. (For more info about this

refer to 'The Hard Edge' feature on DTD recording in our August '93 issue.)

PC sound cards tend to be jacks of all trades and include digital recording as

only one of their features. But in spite of that, the quality coming from some of

them is absolutely excellent, easily good enough for demos. Indeed, given that

many people these days are actively pursuing the goal of lower -quality audio as an

end in itself, who's to say it's not of production quality?

But then there's the software. It doesn't matter how good the hardware is, if the

software is a pig to use or simply lacks the features you need, it's not worth an ice

cream in a sand storm. And sadly, the DTD software bundled with sound
cards isn't really intended for serious recording use. However, there are editing

programs which will work with most sound cards so you can select a card and

software separately.

To sync to MIDI, the recording software needs to receive timing information

from a MIDI sequencer running within Windows or from a MIDI file. One of

the most elegant solutions can be found in Session 8 (see review in November's

MT) which has its own driver which you can select in a sequencer's MIDI Driver

option (although some sequencers don't have this function).

Check out also Roland's Audio Producer (reviewed in last month's issue)
which has excellent -quality recording, albeit two tracks, with a GM sound module

and a superb interface. It lets you combine digital audio with MIDI tracks by
dragging patterns around an arrange screen, a bit like Cubase. However, it plays

them back at the same time rather than actually syncing them.

If you want to go a bit more upmarket take a look at the range of cards from

Turtle Beach, distributed by Et Cetera (0706 228039). There's the Tahiti (£350) and

the Multisound (£468 - this includes a Proteus 1! - cards which you could use

with SAW (£586), Software Audio Workshop. This is a pro -quality 4 -track
recording and editing system (soon to be upgraded to eight tracks). SAW will also

work with a Sound Blaster card. We've a review of SAW coming up soon. It looks

the biz.

In order to sync SAW to a sequencer you need a MIDI interface such as the
MQX32M (around £200) which can handle SMPTE and MTC. Et Cetera
recommend the Cakewalk sequencer which, of course, they distribute, which has

the necessary sync hooks. That would give you a very powerful system and you'd

still have all your arms and legs to make music. IW

Q
As we all know, analogue is bigger than ever and Vince Clarke has proved that

MIDI isn't the only answer, although we're not all wealthy enough to own

half his gear. Sampler users should get his sample CD.

Anyway, I'm writing for information on the 'analogue-ish' Ensoniq ESQ-1. I need to

know three things:

1) If I bought one now would it be reliable as it's now quite old?

2) Could I use it as a stand-alone synth, as Adamski has been doing with an SQ-80?

3) I've had so many digital synths and was wondering if the sounds on the ESQ-1 were

hybrid digital/analogue.

I'd be really grateful for any info you could give me. Also, is the Kawai K4 just a more

expensive K1 with effects?

Yours in a world full of synths,

Alan Williams

Birkenhead

A
Nope, MIDI ain't the only answer. But then neither is analogue - as just

about everyone except Vince has proved. Anyway...

1) The ESQ-1 was released in 1986 so it is of an

age. No one can tell how reliable a secondhand

one is going to be. Depends on how much use

it's had, the temperature it's been stored in and

how many times it's been dropped, among other

things. There are lots of older synths still
working - mainly analogue machines - and I
suspect quite a few of those have had problems,

too.

However, the ESQ-1 has been known to be, er...

operationally challenged over the years. The
good news is that Ensoniq distributors Sound
Technology are well versed in the vagaries of the

ESQ-1, so if you have any major problems they

should be able to fix it for you.

You need to try any second-hand instrument
thoroughly, making sure all the bits work.
Preferably try it from cold and use it long
enough for the circuit boards to warm up. If
you're going to buy one, best buy one from a shop which will give you a limited

(usually 3 -month) guarantee.

2) If Adamski can do it, why not you? The SQ-80 is a bit more performance -
oriented with a built-in disk drive, aftertouch and a neat feature whereby when

you change sounds the old one runs its course. But ultimately, it depends what

you expect from it.

3) You mean you're considering one of these instruments and you don't even
know what it sounds like Sheesh! It uses digital waveforms with analogue filters

and envelope generators, and it has features such as hard sync and ring
modulation. There are three types of waveform: analogue, digital and multi -

sampled (complete with loops).

Vince Clarke - analogue or bust...

The Ensoniq ESQ-1 - operationally challenged.

But you really must listen to it before buying one. It was certainly a ground -

breaker in its day, but times, trends and technology have moved on...

As for the K4, it is rather more than a souped -up Kl, although they are both

based on the same general design. The K4 sounds and effects (effects only on the

Kl mkll) are different and there is digital filtering and resonant filtering, too.
Again, you should listen to them both, but personally I much prefer the K4 to the

Kl. In fact I bought a K4R (which has no effects but extra outputs) when they were

being sold off for about £250-300 and it's excellent for creating layered sounds.

Yours in a world full of confusion. IW

Unfortunately, we cannot answer readers' queries on the phone and we are unable
to reply individually by letter. All letters addressed to Grief will be deemed intended
for publication.
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We are authorised agents for every major brand, and as such, we can offer
an unbiased and objective assessment of products from an end
users point of view having worked with the product ourselves. Our

breadth of product coverage from MIDI to tape makes us the number one package specialist
and our system based approach pledges us to supplying you with a working solution to
include all the necessary accessories and peripherals right down to installation and training in
your studio if you wish.

Although our product range is probably Europe's widest under one roof - having fifteen full
time demonstrators enables us to train them in depth on particular products. (you've probably
dealt with stores who know little about what they sell but we're confident that if you have a
question or a problem using your equipment, we will have someone 'in house' who will have
the answer). We will never tell you to '...ring the manufacturer',

We are now the U.K.'s largest music dealer for most of the products we sell (ask the
manufacturers). In practice this means that our prices are the cheapest, often by a substantial
margin. More importantly our products are backed up by a staff of over 25 including
engineers, on hand long hours to provide a quality of after sales service that stems from
almost 40 years serving Britain's leading music professionals. Put simply we understand that
the equipment you purchase from us is used to produce music, often in a commercial
situation, and our first priority is to keep you working at all times.

We will train you in YOUR
studio. Over 85% of our
clients surveyed said they
achieved the greatest
increase in productivity
when trained on their own
studio system. Our tutor
looks at your equipment
setup and then puts together
the appropriate training
course -work to suit your
needs.
We also offer a range of
classroom type courses on a

Multitrack,
of top'. e.g. Basic

Multitrack, Studio
Techniques, MIDI. AN

241
HOUR COURIER
DELIVERY

% FINANCE BY
O MAIL / IN STORE

1:1 FREE EXPORTS
A SPECIALITY

II PRODUCTS 1ST
OR MONEY BACK

ElLEGENDARY
PRICE SMASH.,
POLICY

tdvnkey PRO
SOUNDCRAFT DC2000
MOVING FADER CONSOLE
The future of mixing now, utilising
the most advanced digital
technology. The DC -2000 offers
moving fader automation and a
host of software and hardwarefeatures
associated with
the largest

studio
consoles.
Add to this
Soundcraft's renowned
audio quality, sophisticated EQ,
and an aux section that can be
configured to suit a whole range
of needs. Call Spike Burridge or
Nick Thomas for details on 071
240 2041.

We realise that it is oven
necssary to sea your old
gar before buying new gear
At Turnkey, we at to make
his pros as trouble -free
es possible.es Our trade-in
prices are around the best
you'll get from a muse -store,
and we operate a 'nothing
refused" policy in store.
For a no-nonsense quote,
simply bring ,n you

ip

r

equment, preferably with
the original packaging. leads
arid manuals. and we'll do
the rest!

E -mu EllIxp MEGA RACK PACK
includes 8 Meg EllIxp, Syquest
drive with 45 Meg cartridge, CD-
ROM drive with 6 CD-ROMs, Mac
remote software, SCSI cables and
terminator

Once the legendary sound quality of the
EIII was the domain of only large studios

with a price tag to match. With
the release of the EllIxp, E-
mu have made this quality
and ease -of -use available to
the rest of us. Now Turnkey,
Europe's largest Emu
dealer, have bought a
quantity of units to bring you

this superb value package with
everything you need for a working solution.
Ell Ixp features include 32 note poly, 8
balanced outs, 10 octave distortionless
pitch -shifting, G -chip resonant filters, 8
Meg std expandable to 32 Meg, 2 SCSI
ports, Mac remote / librarian software, the
largest and best quality library (also Akai &
Emaxll compatible). If you are serious
about sounds, call now for more
information on this incredible machine.

DIRECT Disk
OurOur digital suite is up and running at all times
featuring all the leading edge technology.
we demonstrate and support applications
from AV sound eft ects/f oley editing, and
stereo mastering/12" remix editing , through
to hard disk multitrack integrated with MIDI.
We are the natural choice for any Mac based
system being fully Apple authorised. (99% of
pro audio dealers are not) Call in or make en
appointment with Nick Thomas or Spike
Burridge.

digidesign main dealers

r° TECHNOLOGY JUST

Ho,
ARRIVED & AVAII ARI E NOW 0%
ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Akai DR4D, Digidesign TDM buss, Lexicon
NuVerb, SMPTE slave driver, Macintosh
Track Manager software for DM80. New
Quadra 40MHz 68040 under £4000!

CALL
TO
BOOK A
DEMO

Digidesign
Session 8

E. reat
A breakthrough in direct to disk recording The new
Session 8 provides 8 track hard disk recording running
on the IBM® compatible PC (you'd be amazed how
cheap modern PCs wet) Built.in digital mixing with ECI,
and SP/DIF interface on entry level model, and
AESJESU on XERs with pro version. Muff -tasks web
some PC sequencing programs including MaxPak 020

SESSION 8
AUDIO MEDIA II

SOUND TOOLS II
PRO TOOLS

"Session 8" eight track re ording system for 386/486
PC compatibles running Microsoft Windows 11.
Audio Media II (LC) . Cub se Audio and StudioViston
Compatible, digital I/O cAy Sound Designer II software at
unbelievable price. (Also LC version for £1175)
Sound Tools Pro Master 20 - state of the art 20 -bit
digital recording
Pro Tools expansion chassis adds twelve NuElus,"
slots to your Mac II

AKAI DR4d
(hard disk extra)

£POA
ASK ABOUT OUR EX DEMO DR4d'

Exciting new 4 track CD quality hard -disk recording
system ate staggering price. This product is perfect or
those wanting a simple system which doesn't take ages
to team. A computer is NOT required, thus reducing the
cost significantly. Also, backup is to DAT, so Mares no
need to buy expensive tape streamers etc .. which are
necessary with some other systems. This is a winn r rl

ATARI
Falcon
CUBASE
AUDIO
AudioPack (Cubase Audio SMPII) £1350
Cubase Audio SPDIF £1173
Falcon 4 Meg RAM, 65 Meg hard disk £799
Falcon 14 Meg RAM, 65 Meg hard disk POA
Falcon compatible VGA screen £85
SPDIF interlace £349

Call for the best deals available.

KORG

cligldesign

Or191=Irli-r

31E3DINII

8 &16 Track
In true Turnkey 'Hands On' tradition, all
the popular desks and recorders are on
permanent demo. Don't take the so called
'advice' of the cardboard box shifters; -
Choice of Ea and Noise Reduction for
example is highly personal, features
should be carefully compared and specs
are often deceptive. Please come and
listen for yourself.

rHoT ARTVEDRE&s.rAvA4E.E,Ezvvr, 00/0

Alesis adat, BRC 8 SRC. Alesis X2 desk.
Allen 8 Heath GS3 desk.

TECHNOLOGY JUST

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT AUTO
The quality of the SPIRIT desk Is already legendary. Now

SPIRIT AUTO gives you professional studio automation at a
bane studio price. Fader automation is provided for every
channel with mutes for both monitors and channels.
Assignable software groups are also available through
Steinbergs excellent automation software which gives
graphic controller eurtring as found in luotator etc... and also
doubles the fader resolution. Available Now.

Tascam 2516 & 2524 desk WEAL

PRO T
Tascam DA30
Panasonic SV3700
Aiwa XD -S1100
HHB Pro 1

ALasisl
lif

In stock
Call

£779
£929

Casio DA7 new
Kenwood DX7

£699
£389

Wct-,

SONY
Re'MeiVIV

FOSTEX R8
& 812 EIGHT
BUSS DESK
MTC1 Available

£2199
NEW BOXED

Outsells the other 8 track 10 to 1. Dolby C first choice
for narrow gauge mulrack. Used with ground-
breaking MTC intedace you control tape transport from
MIDI sequencer. We've pioneered this interface and are
experts in the field 812 console is modular, MIDI mute
ready, has full bar -graph metering and UK designed EQ

A LESIS
ADAT

(BRC here!)

WHICH DIGITAL 8 TRACK?
or

TASCAM
DA88 ---r

CRAZY ADAT PACKAGES THIS MONTH ONLY
ADAT a SPIRIT 16 All new £4799
ADAT a MACKIE CR1604 All new £3999
ADAT 0 A & H GS3 All new £4999

Akal Demo Day - Ring for details

o 40.. OFF  SECONDHAND EX 05510  END
DEMO ADATS available Tascam 2500 POA
Alesis BRC 61279 Fostex G16S £3999

LL Alesis RMB new £629 Fostex 812 new £749
Fostex R8 £999 Soundcraft 1.8 tr. £799
Tascam 2385 E1399

o 1 an 1.10303 INV.I.SNI .  3EIVM1A05

JVC XD-Z1010TN
The DAT scoop of the year - we
have acquired a strictly limited quantity of these
excellent machines with an amazing £500 off (El 139
RRP). Features include : 8 x 18 bit DACs, bitstream
64x oversampling on inputs, high quality me inputs,
digital optical and co -axial ins and outs, 48, 44.1,
32kHz, digital fade mxing, high stability low
resonance transport, intro!.can, auto tracking, infra
red remote, LCD display, UK guaranteed for pro use.

EFFECTS
W.4164,9410341114144741144:18184

ART FXR £169 dbx 163xcomp newE159
ART Alpha 2 E285 dbx 266 New Low
ART Multiverb LT £135 Digitech VHM511 E699
AlesiOuadverb GT E359 Digitech TSR24 E750
Alesis 3630 new E239 Drawmer LX20 E199
Alesis ME0230 £195 Ensoniq DP/4 new £559
Alesis microyerb3 £159 LA 4x4 new £299
Alesis MIDIverb3 £219 Lexicon LXP1 8 5 £399
Aphex Type C II £259 Lexicon LXP15 £849
BEHRINGER ALL NEW Lexicon ALex £359
Behringer Comp00erE299 Roland SDE330 E449
Behringer Ultrafex £222 noendSRV330 0449
Behringer Dear. E125 Sony DP range lowest UK
Behringer Denoiser E105 Yamaha 5PX990 £599
Boss SE70 lowest UK Zoom 9001 £179
dbx boom box newE225 Zoom 9120 E269
dbx 363x gate new E249

QUADRAVERB+£299

ART MULTIVERB SE
NEW BOXED

24 bit, 20 kHz bandwidth. 90dB dynamic range. 50
effects, up to 4 et once. Control of up to 8 parameters
over MIDI. offer breaks all previous limits. No real
competition! H.R.P. 0499

ZOOM 9120 only £295

BBE 362/462 BEST UK POA
To insure the frequency components of any audio signal
reach the listener in the proper relationship, the BBE
process uses phase correction for the 3 frequency
bands. It does not add artificially created hammnics of
any kind. Both units are stereo and offer Definition and
Lo -contour adjustment, while the 462 has separate
controls for both channels.

FACTORY
DIRECT

IL

VISCOUNT STUDIO MULTI -EFFECTS
When our product specialists first I.

.11U.klIaKe heard the prices on this new range of
multi -effects, they were sceptical. A
brief listen, however. quickly
revealed the strength of Viscount's
custom VLSI technology. In key

departments like dynamic range, and signal to noise.
they out.perform units at twice the price. But most
impressive are the algorithms themselves
Developed in Europe by a team of leading musicians
to suit current up -front mixing techniques, they are
Characteristically smooth and free from the harsh,
grainy overtones associated with many of today's
budget units. Reverbs for example are clean, natural,
and spacious. And we're confident enough to say
that it you are not Maly satisfied return the unit to us
within 5 days fora prompt and courteous refund.
AS REVIEWED IN SOUND -ON -SOUND NOV 1993Mai EFX1

£239
True 16 bit digital, stereo in/out, 32 haracter back -lit
LCD, 95 dB dynamic range, THD 002% Full MIDI
control (in/out) Excellent sound qu ity, shimmering
reverbs. full editability, up to 8 simultaneous effects -
revert's, chorus, phasing, flange delays. echo,
distortion, pitch -shift 32octaves, compression, noise
suppressor, 128 presets (105 use spares) space
saving half rack design (rack mount ki available)

EFX2

£139
Sames processor as EFX1. 49 pr sets made from 7
banks of 7 sounds : reverb, dela . chorus/flange,
phase/pitch-shift, multi, guitar!, guitar2. All the
convenience of a preset machine with the advantage of
Kilning the most useful parameters e. reverb time, delay
time, chorus depth, etc... Footswitch control, -2044 dB
operation. 95 dB dynamic range, 0.02.4 THD, Peak clip
LED. Ideal for project studio users. Up to 6 effects at
once. half rack size (rack mount kit available)

ER256

£149
With similar sound quality to the e cellent EFX2, the
519256 is a dedicated reverb unit w ich offers a wider
selection of relined reverts and delays. As the name
implies, there are 256 different presets.

DJproducer

TECHNICS SL1210 industry p 0A
standard record deck inc cart.

40, OFF  SECOND HAND 8 EX DEMO  UP TO 4.

O Cu an  yoga X3 R ONVH 05004S  AdO

Gemini PMX12 E156 Vestax PMC-05T £239
Gemini PMX15 8210 Vestax PMC-1611 £299
Gemini PMX2000 £340 Vestax PMC-15 E443
Gemini PMX2500 £370 Vestax PMC-205L £548
Gemini PMX3000 E399 Citronic MasterMix E485
Gemini PMX3500 £420 Citronic SM150 9199
Gemini PDM1008 £350 Gamic SM250 £299
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MIDI hard
ware

AKAI S950EX
Package includes
 Time 8 Space CD with 1000 samples

 750k RAM expansion scoop purchase on
 50 floppy disks the last of these

industry standard machines and the best selling
sampler ever. 11 outputs  Timestretch  Exchange
disks with S1000  48 kHz sampling rate  Huge library
available  1.8 Meg RAM  SCSI 8 SP/DIF option cards

Full synthesis features. No other sampler gives all
these features at anywhere near this price. Turnkey
galactic exclusive. Flurry while stocks last !!!

S3200, S3000, S2800, CD3000, SO1
Unbeatable prices

quim
SCOOP

PURCHASE
xclusive

E -MU MORPHEUS

The most exciting new synthesizer or years
addition to the superb 16 -bit sound quality and
straightfonvard user -interface that Emu are famous for,
Morpheus' Z -plane technology offers new sounds and
expressive control that you've never experienced.
SOS Review t This instrument is the litth absolute
definite winner I have encountered in my lifetime - Sell
the family heirlooms, prepare your credit card and bank
account, pick up the telephone, get your order in now!
If synthesis is your game, Morpheus is THE instrument
to buy- Martin Russ, Sound on Sound, Dec 1993

ALESIS OUADRASYNTH Now IN
ROLAND

JD800
BELOW HALF PRICE

lowest
A unique product in digital synth history. Nothing else

combines the power and flexibility of digital synthesis
with the immediate and intuitive knob and slider
access of old analog synths. Using 16 bit sounds
sampled at 48 kHz as the basis, the JD800 processes
these through the famous Roland digital filter with
resonance to give stunning walls of sound to compete
with the greatest sonic blasts from the past.

We have secured an exclusive on the last ever
shipment of these dream -machines. Limited availability

Waldorf MicroWave NEW £899

MU=
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FATAR STUDIO
MASTER KEYBOARDS

The 49 8 61 synth -action keyboards offer full-size
velocity sensitive keys (128 levels) with a firm but light
action. Keys are designed for minimum flex and
positive seating. FATAR's flagship models feature a
fully weighted and counter -balanced action keyboard
with 88 piano depth keys. Both models have a split
capability, and the PLUS also has pitch 8. mod wheels.
3 separate outs, adjustable key -response curves, and
assignable footswitches and pedals.
We feel that these keyboards are the best. have played.
If you disagree, we will give you your money back.

Peavey Spectrum The ultimate Bass module.

Bass Synthesizer :,;;;'enfd7,'k,=°`

.sp 8.1 111110111111111111111111110

FUNCTION JUNCTION PLUS
16 x 16 Programmable MIDI Patchbay £269

NEW BOXED

Both these patchbays have a unique I3 -way merge
facility. Additional features include Zoning. MIDI
filtering, transposition 8 delay, velocity offsets, scaling,
compression, expansion, switch and cross -fade,
Controller remapping, MIDI 'panic' button provides
complete system reset. 64 user -patches can be recalled
using MIDI. This unbelievable offer will end .on !I!

SYNTHESISERS Akai 92800 new LOW
Boss DS330E new £299 Akai S1000 MOO
Ensoniq SO1 £799 Aka, SO1 E599
Ensoniq SO2 new £899 Akai 5950 lowest
Ensoniq SCR £449 Cheetah SX16 £399
Ensoniq KS32 £1399 Ensoniq EP5164 £999
Evolution EVS1 £149 Ensoniq ASR10 £1799
GEM 02 21299 Roland SP700 £1499

Roland A30 76 note GS master kybd E349

Kawai K.11 new £699 Roland 5760 DEAL
Kawai G -Mega newE449 9950 750k card £89
Newel Spectra £299 S1000 2M cards E129
Korg WavestnA/D £1099 ProteusMPS 0 £899
Korg WavestnSR lowest Proteus/1. 2599
Korg 01WproX £1999 Proteus/1 orch £645
KorgO1WFD £1350 Proteus/2 £599
Korg 05RAN lowest Proteus/2XR £799

Roland 5750 24 hit stereo sampler c2399

Korg X3 MEGADEAL Proteus/3 E449

Kurzweill(2000 £1979 Proteus/3 XR £645
Oberheim M1000 £399 Vintage Keys £749
Peavey DPM3 £1090 Proformance £239
Roland MKS8OprgE1799 Proformance, £295
Roland JD800 £949 MOTHER KBDS
RolanclJD800 new £1099 Roland A30 £329

Roland SC55 Mk, Sound Canvas C.1.1.9

Roland JD990 £999 Roland PC200Mk2 £189
Roland JV80 POA Roland FP8 POA
Roland JV90 in stock DRUM MACHINES
Roland JV30 £595 Alesis SR16 £199
Roland JV35 in stock Alesis D4 new £299
Roland JV880 POA Boss DR660 BEST
Roland P55 in stock EnuProassion £449

Roland DJ70 sampler . great for MCs E1175

Warldorf MicrowayeE899 Roland R8 Mk2 £599
Yamaha SY85 £949 Yamaha 0030 E349
Yamaha 9735 £599 Yamaha RY10 £199

1

YamahaTG500 £899 SEQUENCERS
YarnahaTG100 £299 Alesis Datadisk £299
Yamaha QY20 £349 Alesis MMT8 0199
SAMPLERS/PLAYERS Roland SB55 new £POA

£239
E W BOXED

VISCOUNT RD70 data filer
Records straight from your sequencer or plays back type
0 and 1 MIDI files from DD or HD MS-DOS disks from
1040STE. PC and Mac) Programmable playback abilities
similar to top CD playa . ect t cr kt gf
very large note capacity. Stores SysEx dumps.
Competitive units costing 50% more don't do most of this.

KAWAI EXCLUSIVES
whirs cocks last RRP DEAL

GAVIEGA 32 part, Synth Module £649 £449
K-11 great sounding fully editable 32 part synth with
resonant filters. vel 8 A touch keybd £949 £699
M0081 5 oct Master Kybd with aftedouch,
pitch and mod wheels £309 £239
0-55 MIDI sequencer 3.5. disk drive £409 £299
080E9 32 track MIDI sequencer. huge
memory. excellent editing facilities £549 £399
804 multi -ix unit with 4 stereo
ins and outs plus dig I 0 tantesu
quality unbelievable value 9809 £599

DREAM
GMX-1

General MIDI
sound module

The pedant module to Include in your first computer music
setup. 128 General MIDI sounds including full range of
natural and synthetic sounds and drums. Includes built-in
MIDI interlace for PC windows al, Macintosh and Amiga
serial pod. 16 part multi-timbral, 20 note poly, responds
to MIDI volume and pan for computer controlled
automated mixes. Must be heard to be believed.

GMX1 / PC200-II £315
GMX1 / Kawai MDK61 £369

KORG WAVESTATION SR !!! £799

Almost half pricel 8 part multi-timbral, 28 note poly
sample player (TG100 sounds), with 8 track sequencer
+ full MIDI spec - built-in keyboard, wide range of drum

d I f fp tptt q' d Id I

as writing tool / sound module / backing machine.
Smaller than a video tape - sounds on the move I Ideal
stocking filler. Runs from batteries or AC adapter
(ootional). These are the last units available anywhere
- order now, don't be disappointed . these will fly.

0Y10 / PC20041 £319
MI 0 / Novatlon MM10 £299
0Y10 / Kawai MIDIkey £379

VINTAGE
at Turnkey. We buy, sell,

SyNThology-- service, and provide tub
back-up for Analog

Synthesizers. We carry the largest inventory of analog
Including ARP, Moog, Roland Buchla, Serge, Oberheim.
Korg. Sequential - modular synths, polyphonies and
monophonMs. We can locate all rare synths and rare parts.
Unusual machines include 1920's RCA Theremin, The
Obermoog, the last brand new Xpandets and Matrix12s in
the world, Moog string filter.

Super Jupiter with programmer
Sequential Circuits Prophet VS raCk.............
ARP 2600 Modular System.

PPG Wave 2.2

Emu Emits.

1799
1699
1495
£699
7:9

E599

ANALOG HOTLINE : 071 240 6044
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COMPUTER

Macintosh
LC

DIGIDESIGN

SPECIAL
DEALS

Call to discuss
your Mac package

Apple Macintosh software
NotatorLogic Cubase Score Vision 2.0

£299 £399 £299
We have an in-house expert on each of
these packages, and can give excellent
comparative demonstrations. Call for details

PASSPORT MAC & PC SOFTWARE
Mastertracks Pro 4.9 (Easy to use sequencer) £199

Encore 3.0 (64 stave pro score package) £469
MusicTime 1.2 (Popular budget version of Encore) £229

Trax 3.0 (New budget sequencer with score) £116

OMEN ROLAND
ATW-10

PACKAGE
in stock !

with MIDI kit

Call!
Almost every PC owner we speak to is looking for some
way to combine proper hard -disk recording and MIDI
pl yb k Th ATW10 card includes 2 channels of CD
quality hard -disk recording, a full Roland General MIDI
synthesizer (like an SC7), and a multi -effects processor.
Bundled Sound Impression software offers full WAV file
editing, mixing, playlisting and integration with MID1files
and CD audio. You can use it with any MIDI sequencer.

COME IN AND SEE IT IN OPERATION IN

MIDI QUEST
version 4.0

Universal Editor and
Librarian packages

£219*
THE WIDEST MIDI DEVICE SUPPORT AROUND
For Atari, Macintosh, DOS, Windows and Amiga. Now
supports 185 MIDI devices, i eluding Vintage Keys,
Kawai 611 8 G -Mega, Wavestation SR, X3, i2 and 13,
Waldorf Microwave, SY85, TG500 and TG100, and
many more. .235 for the windows version.

1 MUSICATOR
FOR

WINDOWS
VERSION 2.0

£295
Now with 32 staves Instead of 16, Full mixer automaton
professional SMPTE sync facilties, multiple MIDI pods,
transcription of MIDI tuplets and punch in and out on the fly
Upgrades available for soloing customers, please call.

 FREE A RIE E ND HANDS
Steinberg Cube.. 279
Steinberg Cubase E289
Cubase Mac £375
Cuba. Score £425
Cubase Audio £699
Cubase windows £179
Steinberg Mex., £399

Atari Falcon from £499
Emagic Rotator Logic
new copy at £289
Emagic Creator £179
Emagic Rotator E219
Emagic Unitor2 £145
Saro Musigraph 239

FATAR
Computer

Music
Station

The CMS61
'Lmes with

use mat and
has recesses for
it and a standard
PC OWERTY keyboard (not included). Pilch and
ossignable control wheel, send patch and bank change,
ctave and semi -tone tranpose, sustain and control

pedal inputs. 2 MIDI outs, unusually responsive
mkeyboard action. The ultate in ergonomic design.

BOSS
DS330

"Sound Canvas"

IBM® PC COMPATIBLE I

1J",z4t2a111:2,0 MAXPAK
FOR

WINDOWS

MCI Mu! imedia Control  Sample
Playback  Real-time Drum Pattern
Editor JukeBox  Multi -stave
Notation  TrueType Print-out  200
control SysEx mixer  Generic Bulk
Librarian  MIDI Machine Control etc...

£235

SOUND FX Classic3000
16 bit sampling, high quality General MIDI wavetable
synthesizer, CD-ROM interlace and MIDI interlace. 24

note poly, 16 part multi-timbral. Suitable for PC hard -disk
recording. SCC1 / SoundEllaster compatible.

Turtle Beach Maui and Tahiti now in stock r!!!

CUBASE
FOR

WINDOWS
4 PC versions evadable

FACT : PC Cubase for windows is already the best selling
version of Cuba. worldwide. WHY? The PC is the only
true industry standard (ie all of industry). Reliability is
total, the PC is not a domestic home computer. Because
of ferocious PC competition, you can now buy a 486 PC
fora pittance. It is many times faster than an 8 MHz 1040.
- 32 bX chip, up to 66 MHz clock. IDE hard -disk, Industry
Standard expansion sots etc... There is no doubt that the
PC has the largest range of serous business software too!

OFFERS INCLUDE A FREE PC MIDI INTERFACE

Cubase Lite ludic only) £149
Cubase 1.02 (key, grid 8 drum Doty) £249

Band -in -a -Box 50
Cadenza DOS
Cadenza -Windows
Cakewalk Live
Cakewalk 4.0
Cakewalk Prof.
Cakewalk win 2.0
Coda Finale 22

PC MIDI interfaces
CMS, KEY, MIDIMan, Music
Quest, Voyelca, MOTU..

289 Digital Soup £99
£175 EZ MIDI Pro sequcr £69
£295 Finale Academic £345
£39 Logitech Sndman 16 £189

£115 MicroLogic £POA
£159 PC Drummer £45
£295 OuickScore Deluxe £115
£699 Wave for Windows £115

TUhl 4 TRACK Centre

It is fair to say that Turnkey Is the birth place of
personal Multitrack, indeed the company and its
founders were instrumental in the development of
the first Japanese products of the early '905. The
philosophy was always to use innovative
technology to bring multitrack within the realms of
the musician. Our current catalog is still the
definitive guide to the subject - comparing all the
current machines. Call us for a copy

Our famous 4 track pack
Includes everything you need to
'start making music. Sennheiser
headphones, microphone with
cable, chrome tapes, cables.

head -cleaning kit and the best book
we've yet seen on multitrack recording,

ale rig you through basic track laying, mixdown
etc... with sections on everything from mic

placement to synchronisation and MIDI. We've
obtained some great 4 track pricing AND fora limited

period we will give you the 4 track pack (normal price
£59.95) absolutely free with the units featured herein
NEW Fostex X28H +4 track pack £395
NEW Fostex 380S +4 track pack £POA
NEW Tascam 424 + 4 track pack £459
NEW Tascam 488 -I- 4 track pack £1099
NEW Yamaha MT8X 4 track pack £POA

[74'1 tr*.PT

INC
1 Ir.

wiaa
park

Yamaha's new double speed four -track features 4 mlo
Inputs a stereo graphic eg

YAMAHA
MT120

Hexes the machine offering bounce -down and sync tacks
which you wouldn't expect at this price. Monmix bus
doubles as effect send on mac -down. Dolby R.R.P. £289

FOSTEX
280

The 280 is the ultimate 4 track for use
with computer sequencers such as cubase.As well as
Dolby C. 8 inputs, 3 band sweepable EQ and 2 auxiliaries,
the 280 sports MIDI machine control Wa the MTC1, so that
your multitrack .n be slaved to the computer rather than
the other way round which is the norm. 2 autolocaton

memories. autoplay and

TASCAM
Porta 07

£349
NEW EC

A fantastic new m chine from the
makers of the Porlastudio Doub e speed. EC) on each
channel, built-in dbx, 4 channel metering system

0

O

Tascam 488 new £1099 Tascam 464
Tascam 688 8115 £1899 Fostex 018
Tascam Porta 03 POA Fostex X28
Tascam Porta07 stock Fostex 028).1
Tascam 424 £449

Ol do 111:1363 1NVISNI

40, OFF  SECOND HAND 8 EX DEMO  END o
£POA

2249
£325
2349

3EIVAALCOS

E E
TASCAM
DENON

KURZWIIIL

D*
JBL

QUAD
GEM

STUDIO ware
STUDIO RESEARCH MIDI SYNCHRONISERS
SmarlSync Excellent value sync box £99
SyncMan - SMPTE box with merge £149
MacSyncMan as above with Mac I / F £249

z UP TO 40% OFF  CASH REBATES  SECOND
o Alesis RA100 E259 JBL Control 5anew £319

xsisn.oMonitor 1 here JBL Control 10 E949
£199 JBL 4206 new £275

ReVox B77 mint £999 JBL 4208 new E325
JLCooper PPS2 POA Shure SM57 lowest
Fostex MTC1 new £199 Shure SM. lowest
JBL Control 1/1a LOW Yam NS1OM new £239 O

0 %Oh ou an  .30NV8 V310 3511 40 01,12  0830

JBL Control 5 175w speakers
Ideal for near -field mOndOring

MIXERS
LetAt0000.jeasets poem e e 

STUDIO RESEARCH NEM24
24 channel Noise eliminating Mine £169

EW BOXED

Imagine a 24 channel mixer that introduces no
additional noise. 20 jack inputs and 4 balanced XLR
mIc inputs. Using your sequencer to control the MIDI
volume and MIDI pan on your MIDI keyboards and
sound -modules, the NEM24 offers unequal value - 4
sends, built-in headphone amp, 19 rack mounting 
Irresistible. Also available is NEM8, a basic 8:1 or 451,2
noise eliminating mixer for E79

7 UP TO 40 OFF  CASH REBATES  SECOND .
Phonic 8X8600

S Phonic PEC0400
beck 242 new £799
Neck 122 new £399

Phonic PEC/3600
Phonic PMX1600

'44 . c   c

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT FOLIO MIXERS from
Almost everyone involved in music production at some

stage dreams of owning a Soundcraft console. The
legendary sound quality, reliability and ease of use,
means a Soundcratt equipped studio must be taken
seriously. A minor miracle has been performed, using
the world's most advanced production technology, and
revolutionary manufacturing techniques, to bring you
Soundcraft quality at a previously unimaginable price.

Tumkey has an unparalleled 10 years experience with
the brand, from advice, finance 8 installation to a quality
of after sales backup that stems from many years
experience with the brand.

io 4
lio SI

£349

PASystems
Huge display, all name brands configure as you like
and compare. 11 ultra -cost-effective packages from
£399 to £3399 ,Bose. JBL, EV, etc Call 071 437 319.

pmas INCLUDE VAT  Ilk mainland carriage £9

*We will beat ary genuine quote
from a UK or European dealer.

We must be able to substantiate
the quote ,and the goods must

be available and in stock.
Interest Free credit (typical APR 0%) is available on selected

,terns only. Both are subject to status. Soho Soundhouse is a
licensed credit broker under the 1974 consumer credit act.

Written details are available on request

 MEM. IN II
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

Our long established mail order department documents
your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
postal orders, Access or Visa orders, Bankers draft,
Building Society cheques, Cash In reg. Envl to
TURNKEY, FREEPOST WD 684/1 LONDON WC2H OBR
(10 day clearance for personal cheques).
All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch.
Telephone Orders Welcome on 071-379 5148

NAME
ADDRESS

GOODS REQ.
AMERICAN EXPRESS

Atrik
1111111
TOTAL £
DAYTIME Tel.

CARD No. expires:

1111111111



Aphex Twin
Selected Ambient Works
Volume II (Warp)
The prolific Richard James returns with a
product of nothing less than epic
proportions. Of course, unlike Ben Hur, you
don't have to experience Selected Ambient
Works Volume II from start to finish in order
to avoid losing the plot. This is a long and
deep pool of sound that you can dip into at
any point and float around in. The title
follows on from the independently
successful compilation on R&S from about a
year ago, and refers to Richard's habit of
choosing from his own extensive and
unreleased back catalogue as opposed to
conceiving and recording a new album
serially. In this respect, listener and artist
are united in a spirit of random access.

Don't expect the pool to be always at
body temperature, though. What singles
out this collection, apart from the final and
inevitable abandonment of beats almost
entirely, is a mood of unmitigating
melancholy, which borders at times on a
kind of horror. There are some heart-
rending timbres which breathe in and out
of this recording, like the last slow gasps of
some stranded alien creature. The idea of
simply relaxing to it is nonsense; the
textures are too demanding. Perhaps its
natural home is on a soundtrack, and sure
enough further Aphex selections will
accompany a film from the Stakker stable in
due course. In the meantime, the release of
six sides (on vinyl and cassette - two on
CD) of such chilling beauty throughout

(that's chilling in the spooky sense as well,
kids) is a measure of the new ambient
school's justifiable confidence. PW

Underworld
dubnobasswithmyheadman
(Junior Recordings)
The trio of Karl Hyde (guitars/vocals), Rick
Smith (keyboards) and Darren Emerson
(DJ/all-round techbrain) has created quite a
stir. As you might predict from the line-up,
here is a meeting of musical minds from
various standpoints on and around the
dancefloor, and the inclusion of guitar as

cP-
unnerwor

Atebnobasswithmyheadman

,Il

I I '

both a live ingredient and loop fodder
(nothing new in itself) has for some reason
prompted Melody Maker to announce - in
the way that only the weekly music press
can 'announce' - that the advent of
Underworld somehow legitimises dance
music.

Stuff and nonsense from the indie/guitar
culture police, of course. But it does
illustrate the progress dance (and therefore
programmed) forms have taken away from
the club ghetto. The best tracks on
dubnobass... combine the urgent four -on -
the -floor thud of house with something of
that heads -down, no-nonsense mindless
boogie that will forever be etched on the
minds of the impressionable young as rock.
As the beats become fully charged, you
enter an adrenalised fast lane with your
foot firmly down, just as riffs and hooks
take you hammer and tongues to the peak

in `proper' guitar music. Much more
integrated than the `Madchester' hybrid of
dance beats and jangly guitar of a few years
back, dubnobass... is a genuinely new
departure. PW

Enigma
Enigma 2: The Cross Of
Changes (Virgin)
Is it really three years since Michael Cretu
cracked the global charts with all that
Gregorian chanting and Rolandian
drumming? Blimey. It was always going to
be a hard act to follow. MCMXC A.D. was
the kind of border -shunning album which -
not unlike Tubular Bells (also on Virgin,
note) - simultaneously became the
acceptable face of popular music in Music
Academies, and easy listening with a lick of
classical 'quality' for everyone else. The
formula is deceptively simple: some lush
pads, even percussion loops and a mixture
of ethnic samples from the National
Geographic Library Of Awe -Inspiring
Sounds (I just made that up, before you ask
for details).

Add one more thing: a breathy female
voice that actually speaks or sings the titles,
right at the appropriate hooky moment, et
voila! - bite -sized epics. Three years on, The
Cross Of Changes changes this hardly at all.
Same chord sequences, same pads, same
breathy voice. Maybe a few extra modules
in the rack, and an unnerving propensity
towards screaming guitar solos, but
otherwise business as usual. Lacking
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Sakamoto's originality of timbre, and even
Jarre's sense of theatre, lapsed concert
pianist Cretu is treading water. In a luxury
pool in Ibiza, mind you... PW

Richard H Kirk
Virtual State (Warp)
It rains more often in Sheffield than in
Ibiza. Consequently, there's less of a
temptation to switch off the sampler,
unplug the Atari and
abandon the day's search
for interesting new sonic
things in favour of a quick
dip outside. Richard Kirk -
one half of Cabaret
Voltaire, indeed - has
clearly been gazing out at a
good deal of drizzle of late,
given that he's come up
with this engaging album
very much in the Pennine -
soaked Cabs tradition.

Since a time when even
Kraftwerk were still dicking
about with flutes, Kirk has been connecting
devices together in exactly opposite
accordance with the instruction manuals,
and having avoided electrocution down the
years has become a legend in his own
junction box.

Even now, with an array of no doubt
quite expensive studio tools, he manages
to convey a spirit of inventiveness -on -the -
cheap, via clunky, potted sounds loaded
with character and charm. There is a dancey
element, but it's a nod from an old master
in the direction of progress rather
than wholesale boogie. In fact, the
appearance of Kirk on Warp (a 5 -year
mission?) underlines the label's com-
mitment to a much broader picture

of electronic music and banishes for-
ever any lingering impression that it's
merely a dance label. Having said that, try
playing 'Freezone' (track four) without
tapping any part of your body at all.
Impossible. PW

Shriekback
Sacred City (Shriek)

The return of Barry Andrews, Dave Allen
and Martyn Barker... but not Carl Marsh.
This album was released in the US in 1992,
and is only now seeing the light of day over
here. A somewhat eclectic work, Sacred City

combines sequenced and sampled sources
with characteristically murmured vocals
and ethnic soundbites. Since 1988's Go
Bang, the Shriekback fraternity have flirted

with experimental theatre,
rock and living in LA, and
have reconvened in time to
continue the time-honoured
tradition of, to use Andrews'
own words, "piratically
plundering whatever dance
genre is available".

Exactly which genres are
being plundered here is
uncertain - and that's
exactly as it should be. The
songs, as ever, are idio-
syncratic to the point of
obscurity, and put through

the mill of studio hardware and software all
concepts and styles seem a long way from
conventional reality by the final mix.
There's still a sort of rock-ish concern with
dynamic structure, though - not unlike
Underworld. PW

MT
Banco De Gaia
Maya (Planet Dog/Ultimate)
Toby Marks plys his trancey trade under the
epithet Banco de Gaia, well known to anyone who
reads Megadog flyers. Club -friendly, car -friendly,
anywhere -friendly listening grooves, topped off
with a nice line in ethnic and ethereal vocal loops.

Biosphere
Patashnik (R&S)
It should come as no surprise that someone from a
place that's pitch black most of the year -
Biosphere's Geir lenssen is from Tromso, 800

kilometres
north of the
Arctic circle -
should come
up with such a
delicious
venture into
imagined
sonic
landscapes.
Pioneering
albums such as
The North Pole

By Submarine and Micro gravity helped to forge the
ambient dance sound in Europe; Patashnik
continues in mesmerising style.

Various artists
Behind The Eye - Eye -Q
Compilation Volume 1 (Eye-
Q/WEA)
Following the Harthouse compilations which
gathered together the rare 12"s of Sven Vath's
ambient/techno label, here's a similar collection
from his label Eye -Q - more mainstream, more
straight -ahead dance, but still pretty hardcore and
well ravey.

Various artists
Ghafran - Music From The
Empty Quarter (TEQ Music?)
Patchy compilation from the darker recesses of
the industrial and ambient underground,

accompanied
by a some -

t () what elitist
book in which
you can read
the interview
whilst
enduring the
track. Veering
from genuine

f k a ti and inspired
(Chris & Cosey)
to arrogant
and pat-

ronising (Blackhouse, Shock Corridor), The Empty
Quarter is indeed only three-quarters full of real
talent.

Black State Choir
Permaculture (PDCD)
Engaging grooves and
spun -in sound bites from
a self-confessed "back
bedroom" outfit with a
German record deal and
several back issues of MT
lying round the room. A
real-time recording
straight from S950s to
DAT via desk, and
available through Real
Vivid, PO Box 422, WAS
2LY. Yes, it can be done.

Chris Hughes
Shift (Fontana)
One-time drummer with Adam & The Ants and
producer of Tears For Fears, Hughes has had a
lifelong fascination with the work of Steve Reich.
Using the liberating techniques of sampling, such
as digital delay and timestretch, he creates a
modern interpretation of the phasing experiments
of Reich's early output. Unsurprisingly, the
textures of percussion dominate, and the result
engages the mind more than the heart.
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Forget about eating better,
smoking less & taking up
jogging - in fact this
resolution means you get
even less exercise! Let the
postman do the walking.

k

-'17
to your favourite
magazine, get 12 issues
delivered to your door & get a
FREE Time & Space sample CD.

Start off '94 as you intend to finish it - by taking out a subscription to
MT and'tget your FREE copy of "Samplemania - Simply The Best" the Time &
Space sapple CD, with a host of samples & demos. The CD is a showcase of what is
currently bvailable from Time & Spate - and gives you the chance to find out "What's
Best" in sampling. These samples cross all musical boundaries & originate from many of
the world's hottest sample libraries - including the UK, USA, Sweden & Germany.

To subcribe simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to: Subscriptions,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF or fax it to 0353 662489.

To subscribe by Access or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Subline on 0353
668850 (9-12 & 1-5pm Mon -Fri) and speak to Rose or Lisa.

Please send me my FREE Time & Space CD
"Samplemania" and the next 12 issues of MT
commencing with the Issue.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATE:
UK £25, Europe and Overseas (surface)C30
Europe (Airmail) £41, Overseas (Airmail) £52
I enclose Cheque/Postal Orders to the value of

made payable to
Music Technology Publications Ltd. Daytime phone number
Overseas payments must be in Pounds Sterling drawn on a British Bank. Please
include a daytime phone number in case of query. Orders are dispatched within 7
to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery.

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

Postcode*

* It is essential that you include your correct postcode.
Offer only available for a limited period.



KEYBOARDS
2U RACK aluminium pipe synth

stand, good condition, £150. Paul.

Tel: 041 774 5659.

AKAI MX1000 Master keyboard 76 -

note, weighted keys, piano board
fitted, £800 ono. Korg 05R/W
halfrack module, excellent sounds,

£460 ono. Both as new, boxed.

Phone Steve 0535 645489 after
8pm.

ANALOGUE SYSTEMS FB03 Filter

bank as reviewed in the Feb issue of

MT. Surplus to requirements.

Brand-new with manual (serial
number 009!), £285. Ben. Tel: 0372
724510 (Surrey).

BOSS MA12V powered mini

monitors, cost, £266. Boxed with

manual, as new, £160. Tel: 081 675
0651.

CASIO CZ5000 all manuals, good

condition, £200. Yamaha CX5M Mk!l

all music software cassette recorder,

no keyboard, £60. Simon. Tel: 0908

223248 (evenings).

CASIO FZ116-bit sampling keyboard,

2Mb, Avalon sample -editing software,

huge disk library, tutorials, Cubase

Owners' Club newletters. Complete

package only £699 ono. Andy. Tel:

0532 430177. Leeds.

CHEETAH MS6 £180. Roland D110

plus analogue card, £250. PC Music

software, Music Printer plus v4

scorewriter, £90. Jammer Music

arranger, £90. MIDI Quest

multi -instrument editor, £90. Carl.
Tel: 0507 606956.

ELKA MK55 MIDI controller
keyboard, 5 octaves, aftertouch, 3

sliders, 4 MIDI Outs, full MIDI spec.
Ideal for rack synths etc. Cost £500,

sell for £250. David. Tel: 0272
412290.

EMU MPS keyboard, boxed with

manuals, mint condition, £700 ono.
Tel: 091 213 1783.

ENSONIQ VFX SB1 music production

synthesiser, complete with Quiklok, 2 -

tier stand, Atari STFM computer and

monitor upgraded with 1Mb and

Cubase, 6 -channel stereo mixer with

graphic EQ, £1500 o.n.o the lot.

Andy. Tel: 0903 722023.

HAMMOND XE2 drawbar single

manual organ, £900 o.n.o. part

exchange considered. Roland MKS20

piano module £350 o.n.o. Tel: 0639

885254.

HOHNER KEYBOARD cartridges

PK250 and similar instruments.

Each cartridge has four backings:
Modern, folk, latin, swingtime, E10
each. £30 the lot. Tel: 0342 713184.

HOHNER PIANETTE very good

condition. Bernard. Tel: 0407 810742.

KAWAI K4, £400. Roland MC50,

£350. ART Multiverb Alpha 2.0,

£220. Cheetah MS6, £250. All mint

condition, boxed, manuals, home
use only. Roland D110 with

manuals, £280. Kevin. Tel: 0536

712886 ansaphone.

KORG 01/W -FD, £1150 ono. Roland

U-110 plus 4 ROM cards, £250.

Alesis Quadraverb, £200. All

immaculate condition, boxed,
manuals, home only. Matthew. Tel:

041 945 5684 or 0382 541629.

KORG O1R/W rackmount, £750 ono.

Yamaha SY22, f300 ono. All in

brilliant condition, home use only.
Matthew. Tel: 0964 612765

(Humberside).

KORG 01W FD Workstation,

reluctant sale, £1150. Steiner. Tel:

0962 868955.

KORG DP80 digital piano, £150.

Yamaha TX81Z sound module, £150.

Korg SQD8 8 -track MIDI recorder plus

box of disks, £80. Alex. Tel: 0483

480562.

KORG DW8000 excellent condition,

£215. Yamaha TX81Z, £105. Dean.

Tel: 0908 235113.

KORG M1 Gold ROM card, cover,

stand, manual etc. Mint condition,
3650. Samick 8:2 desk as new, £165.

PC MIDI card and Cubase V1.8,

£120. Aluminium tubular keyboard
stand, £65. Ivan. Tel: 0458 252086

Somerset.

KORG M1 music workstation, £695

ono. Spirit Folio mixing desk, as
new, used once, £290. Tel: 0736

68253.

KORG M1 ROM cards: Orchestra 1,

PCM and program cards (MSCO4 and

MPC04) also RAM card. All 3 for £55

including post or will split. Stuart. Tel:

0709 853394.

KORG M1 with sound card, never

gigged - mint condition, £600 o.n.o.

Christopher. Tel: 0252 838966.

KORG M1 workstation only 3
months old. Boxed, as new and in

mint condition, £725. Johnathan.
Tel: 0493 858949 (Norfolk) after
6pm.

KORG M1R (rackmount), Synthworks

editing software plus thousands of

pro sounds, orchestral RAM card,

complete package only £650 ono.

Andy. Tel: 0532 430177. Leeds.

KORG M1R, loads of sounds, £800.

TX802, £500. Matrix 1000, £250.

Akai M3OP MIDI patchbay, £100. Elka

5 -octave master keyboard, £200.

David Williams. Tel: 0297 552566.

KORG M1R, mint condition, boxed

plus cards and Atari editor and 1000's

of pro sounds, £650. M1 hardcase

wanted - cash waiting. Andy. Tel:

0532 430177.

KORG M3R expander, excellent

condition, multitimbral
programmable sounds and FXs,

seperate outputs, £375 o.n.o. Tel:

0260 280131.

KORG M3R unboxed, excellent

condition, home use only (very little

use), manuals included, £375. Pete.

Tel: 0438 723192.

KORG MS10 1 oscillator analogue

synth, including manual, excellent

condition. Gary. Tel: 0702 349544.

KORG SG1D sampled grand piano,

home use with unused flightcase,

88 -weighted keys, £750. Boss BX16

mixer, as new, 3300. Tel: 021 354
2889.

KORG WAVESTATION keyboard, one

of the most expressive synths around,

in excellent condition, manuals and

box, only £750. Dave. Tel: 081 982

9784 or 081 964 2211 (work). North-

West London.

KORG WFD keyboard, 2000

additional sounds, under 12 months

old, excellent condition, £1200. Tel:

0484 865786 or 0274 636387.

MOOG ROGUE with built-in power

supply, hence £50. Tel: 0709 876354

(after 6pm).

OPEN TO offers: Ensoniq EPS16R,

Ensoniq SQR, Roland D110, Roland

MT50, Yamaha TG33, Yamaha TX812,

Cheetah MS6, Korg Wavestation EX

expanded, Zoom 9030 FX, Boss 50E

FX and Viscount FX2 FX, Roland

MT50 sequencer. Mark. Tel: 0602

848177.

The Warehouse contains tors readers' ads - the largest

repository of high-tech bargains in the Northern
Hemisphere. Some of the ads are free to place; others are

'priority' ads for which you pay to jump the queue - next

issue guaranteed. Priority ads appear in bold type.

To place a priority ad:

 Dial0891 1007%  (24 hours),

state category, recite your ad and include contact details, Access or Visa

card number and expiry date OR fill out and post the coupon below

 Up to 25 words costs £5.00

 Additional words are 50p each

To place a non -priority ad:

 Dial0891 100767. (24 hours)

 State category, recite your ad and include contact details

 That's it

'Calls cost 36p per minute (cheap rate), 48p per minute at all other times. We regret
we cannot answer queries regarding readers ads.

The Warehouse is for private vendors only. Business
vendors must use the classified ads at the back of MT.

ROLAND D10 multitimbral synth

complete with manuals, box, editor

and extra sounds, £350. Tim. Tel:

0602 531423 or 532421.
ROLAND D10 £350 o.n.o. Ensoniq

EPS 16+ sampler with SCSI interface,

£950. Moog Source, £300. Yamaha

CS5 £80. Tel: 0744 35567.

ROLAND D50 with 2 cards, £400.

Cohn. Tel: 0462 440546.

ROLAND 050 with TG1000

programmer, in perfect condition,
£500 o.n.o. Roland SC155 Sound

Canvas, £350. David. Tel: 0606 77823

(after 6pm).

ROLAND D5LA synth, good

condition, £250 o.n.o. Ensoniq

Mirage sampling keyboard, good

condition with software, £300, no

offers. Buyers must collect. Robin. Tel:

0373 453647 (after 5pm).

ROLAND D70 £850. Evolution EVS1,

£140. Sequential Circuits 6 -track,

£300. All boxed with manuals,

excellent condition. 6 -track pre -

display by Nitzer Ebb, absolute

museum piece. Keith. Tel: 0444

831504.

ROLAND JD800 £900, E -mu Vintage

Keys as new, £650; Juno 106, £300.

Robin. Tel: 0705 553842.

ROLAND JUNO 106 with case and

manual, vgc, £350 or PX for
Cheetah MS6 plus cash. Roland

JV80/880 piano PCM card, £35. Tel:
0752 550119.

ROLAND JUNO I, £240 o.n.o. Roland

D550 (module for Roland D50

module), £450 o.n.o. Yamaha DX21,

£160 o.n.o. E -mu Vintage Keys, £540,

Oberheim Drummer, £50 o.n.o. Mr
W.A. Walsh. Tel: 0533 517165.

ROLAND W880 rackmount module

with expansion board. Hardly used,

excellent condition, £650. Roland

MG100 sound module and sequencer,

with Atari editor, £275. Paul. Tel:

0536 761014.

ROLAND IV880, £500. Roland R8

plus one card, £350. Tascam 22:4 4 -

track and Tascam system 20 mixer,

£300 the pair. AKG C1000 mic,

£170. Shure SM58, never used, £90.

Tel: 081 220 8116 after 7pm.

ROLAND IX -8P, £375 for quick sale.

roland S-10, £275 inc. flightcase

and 20 Roland disks, can deliver.

John. Tel: 0978 842752 and leave

message.

ROLAND 5220 digital sampling

module with manuals and 14 disks -
excellent condition, £399. Tel: 0733
65835.

ROLAND 5330, Korg Wavestation SR,

both mint - offers. Ian. Tel: 0734

580764.

ROLAND SHII classic rare analogue

mono synthesiser, dual oscillator,

cased with original manual,

immaculate condition, £200. Ian. Tel:
0703 268817.

ROLAND SUPER JUNO 60, unique

hybrid synth, powerful programming

incorparated, upgraded filtering,

release key attack, DCB-2

transmittable MIDI, digital sequencer,

chrome surround and much more.

Flightcase, software plus manuals.

Serious offers or exchange for Roland

D50 plus PG100 in mint condition.

Clive. Tel: 0752 674205.

ROLAND U20 multitimbral synth,
manuals, soundcard, hardcase and
stand, £500 ono. Korg M3R

multitimbral expander, RAM card
and manuals, £375 ono. Paul. Tel:

0635 35824 (Newbury).
STUDIO CLEAROUT: Roland IX8P

rare Mkt version, £450. Sequential

Profit 600 with case and pocket filter,

£500. Kawai K4R, £250. Boss rack 16

bit reverb, £80. Moog Rogue, with

MIDI, £200. Jason. Tel: 0525 872287

or 0525 717557.

STUDIO ELECTRONICS MIDIMAN

rack Mini Moog, fat and chunky

bottom, £1850. Sequential Pro 1,

£295. Roland Juno 60 classic synth

vgc, £265. Yamaha CS15 dual osc,

dual filters, dual VCAs, £250. Roland

MC4B analogue sequencer, boxed

with manual, £200. Roland TR606

drums, boxed, £100. Tel: 081 950

5543.

TECHNICS EX70 organ - best offers

around E1295. Tel: 0226 287733.

WALDORF MICROWAVE sound

expander with manuals, £550 ono.
Akai X -E8 drum expander with

manual, £90. Contact Mike on
Brighton 0273 722462.
YAMAHA CS5 £90, will swap for

MC202. Tel: 0744 35567.

YAMAHA DX7 with grey matter E
board and backlit LCD, upgrades,

improved MIDI, 320 memories,
pedals, cartridges, manuals, boxed,

vgc, £450 or offers? Tel: 081 689
8372.

YAMAHA DX72D super condition,

16 -bit quality sound, cartridge,

manual, boxed, could deliver, £450
o.n.o. Mark. Tel: 0536 761787

(evenings). 0483 576680 (weekends).

YAMAHA KX5 remote keyboard,

£150. Chris. Tel: 061 224 7819 or
061 248 8918.

YAMAHA SY85 synthesiser, excellent

sounds and sequencer, can load MIDI

sample dumps, home use only with

extra samples and general MIDI

sounds, £975 o.n.o. can deliver. Tel:

0373 859497.

YAMAHA TX802, £395. Casio

CZ1000, £120. Roland 115202

strings/synth (collectors), £120.
Yamaha QY10, £135. Alesis MMT8

sequencer, £130. Symetrix 501

comp/lim £195. All with manuals.
Tel: 061 442 8616.

YAMAHA V-50 workstation, stand ,
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disks of voices, £550 ono. len

SX1000, 370 ono. Dave. Tel: 051

630 7368.

SAMPLING
AFTER RIDE SAMPLE CD over 800

brilliant analogue sounds from

MC202, £10. Steve. Tel: 0273

776273.

AKAI 501 sampler memory
upgraded to 30 secs sampling time,
boxed, immaculate condition, 12
months home use only. X -Static

Goldmine CD included, £649 o.n.o.

Jamie. Tel: 0434 321727.

AKAI 51100 and S1100EX samplers,

64Mb, 20 outputs, version 2
software for direct -to -disk

recording, 18104 digital in/out,
SCSI, SMPTE, FX. v4.30 operating

system. Cost over £12,000; accept

£7,995 or part -exchange for

Kurzweil K2000R and Lexicon

PCM70. Tel: 0860 482822 or 081

883 4329.

AKAI 5900, £650 o.n.o., Kawai K1

keyboard, £250 o.n.o., MlDlverb II
by Alesis, £120 o.n.o. Jamie. Tel:

0628 526562.
AKAI 501 sampler inc very large
sample library, 12 months old,
£680. Tel: 0484 865786 or 0274

636387.

CASIO FZ-1 16 -bit sampler 2Mb, 60 -

disks extra software, £700. Akai

X7000 12 -bit sampler, £200 Sample

Vision editing software for PC, £50.
Tel: Sheffield 0742 303402 anytime.

CASIO FZ1 2Mb with disk, £700.

Alan. Tel: 0952 267312.

CASIO FZ1 2Mb, flightcase, library,

£725. Kawai K4R, £250 o.n.o. Juno

106, vgc, boxed, £325. ART LTX FX,

£150. Stuart. Tel; 0206 766026.

CASIO FZ1 sampler extended

memory to 2Mb, excellent condition

comes with a library of sounds, 8

outputs on the back, boxed, manuals,

£800. Mr R. Hay. Tel: 0462 484924.

CHEETAH SX16 16 bit sampler fully

expanded 2Mb memory with TV

modular socket for easy editing,
good value sampler for £400 - no
offers. Phone Chester 0244 538645

anytime.
EMAX 1 sampling keybaord,
complete with case and full library,
£800. Ian. Tel: 041 554 2736.

EMAX 1HD keyboard, discs, manual,

£850. Roland 050, boxed, manuals,
£399. Oberheim Matrix 6 rack,
manual, f399. Korg 707, 3199.
Yamaha DX27, £130. Tel: 0274

620004.
EMAX II 16 -bit stereo sampling

keyboard as new boxed, manuals,

library, receipts and guarentee,
£1200 ovno. Also, as new Alesis

compressor, £180. Aphex Aural

Exciter Type C, £180. ART LTX,

£120. Shaun. Tel: 0727 722369.

ENSONIQ EPS16 plus keyboard

sampler, 2Mb extension, SCSI

interface, with SyQuest 44Mb

removeable hard drive containing

library. Paul. Tel: 0203 665062.

Coventry.

ENSONIQ EPS16+ rack with 2Mb,

home use only, £950. Tel: 0744

35567.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE with editing

software, full manuals and flightcase,

also EVS1 synth, Fostex X26

Portastudio, Atari 1040 STFM with

SM144 monitor and Cubase. All items

very good condition and nearest
offers accepted. £750 for the lot - will

split. Nick. Tel: 0532 746752 anytime.

KORG DSS1 Mega sampler, over

200 quality sample disks, manual,

£500. Casio CZ1000, 100$ patches,

boxed, manual, £150 or swap/part
exchange for Akai 5950. John 0782

810611.

ROLAND S50 digital sampling

keyboard with 50 -disk dance library,

flightcase and manual, £600. Nick.

Tel: 0844 354351.

ROLAND 5770 16Mb, immaculate

condition, £2500. Philips colour

monitor, £150. Gerry. Tel: 081 698

7947.

ROLAND W30 sampler and

sequencer workstation, includes
stand and flightcase, £850 ono. Tel:

0476 61212 after 6pm.

RECORDING
6 -TRACK STUDIO. Vestax MR66
cassette recorder with MIDI sync.

Sansui 12:6:2 desk. Aiwa portable

DAT. Mikes and all leads. Excellent

condition. Boxed. £1,500 ono. Phil.

Tel: 0424 444352. Hastings.

16 -TRACK recording system:
studio/mobile configuration, fully
automated, ADD training available;
original cost £23,500, will accept
£14,500 ono. Full details from

Chris. Tel: 0536 744288.
ADAT mint condition, £2700 ono.
Tel: 0628 824973.

AKAI MPC60 v2.0, £995. ARP

Odessey, £395. Juno 6 boxed,

immaculate E250. Linn drum original

loads of soundchips: offers. Any
offers considered on all of the above.

Tel: 0344 891110.
ALESIS COMPRESSOR £200, and

ART Multiverb Alpha, £250. Robin.

Tel: 0705 553842.

ALESIS QUADRAVERB plus stereo

effects processor. As new, boxed with

manuals and latest software, £285.

Mr Clark. Tel: 0923 673955.

ALESIS SQ31 31 -band graphic

equalisers, mint condition, £90 each.

Apex Aural Exciter, Type C, mint

condition, £140. Tel: 0302 832420.

ALLEN & HEATH 16:4:2 mixer
(flightcased), excellent condition,
£425. Sansui 6 -track multitrack

recorder with remote, £375. Roland
R5 drum machine (boxed), £195.
Barry. Tel: 091 262 4007 or 0850

604497.
BOSS MA12V powered mini
monitors. Cost £266. Boxed as new
with manual, £160. Tel: 081 675

0651.

COMPLETE HOME STUDIO and

mobile facilities. Reel-to-reel and
DAT machines, mic stands, effects

units, cable drums, high-speed
cassette copier. Tel: 0203 370496

for full list.
DIGIT ECH Vocalist VHM5, unused,

boxed. f60C. Tel: 0227 742223.

FOSTEX B16, £1,300; Fostex

4030/4035 synchroniser, £500;

Tascam 238 8 -track cassette, £500;

Roland Rhodes MK60 piano, £500;

Lexicon LX25, £310; Yamaha

SVX1000, £499; Soundtracks PC

MIDI 24, £2,500; Roland R70 drum

machine, £375. Tel: 0923 267733.

FOSTEX E16, 250 hours' use only,

superb condition, including some
tapes, £2,000 ono. Mike. Tel: 0473

681031.

FOSTEX G16 plus sync card, £3,695.

Fostex 30L5 16 -channel with Dolby

C, £550. Alesis ADAT, £2,495. Alesis

BRC £1,135. AeH G53 24 -channel,

£2,750. Akai 53000, 10Mb with
SMPTE, £2,900. Tel: 0689 854979

FOSTEX M80, home use only,

excellent condition, and
Studiomaster 16:8:2 plus loom,

£850 ono. Will split. Paul. Tel: 021

712 4592.

FOSTEX R8 boxed as new with

manual, remote extension cable,
immaculate condition, £799. Tel:

0274 620004.

FOSTEX R8 plus rack and flightcase.

4 -metre desk machine loom, £950

ono. Tascam 102 x12, unused, £200

each or £2,500 ono the lot. Drawmer
LA12 distribution amp, unused £255

ono. TEAC DA20 DAT recorder, £650.

Studiomaster Proline Gold, 16:4:8,

plus flightcase, £950 ono. Beyer

DT100 headphones, £25. AKG

Cl 000F x3, £180 each. AKG D112,

£150. Sennheiser MD41 x2, £225

each. Shure SM57 x, £75 each. 8 x 5 -

metre mic leads, £4 each. Mic loom

box, 10 metres, £75. Selection of mic

stands. Victor. Tel: 071 515 0340.

MACKIE 1604 mixer, £625.

DBX16XT compressor, (163)275. 24U

studio rack with flightcase exterior,

£125. Kevin. Tel: 0270 872558.

MACKIE 1604 mixer, still under

guarantee, £725. Fostex M80 8 -track,

virtually unused, utterly perfect,

£695. Ensoniq Mirage rack sampler

with 50kHz expansion filter, £350.

Yamaha TG55, 16 -bit module, £300.

Michael. Tel: 081 558 3504.

NEVE SUITCASE mixing desk, £2000.

Atari, 2Mb computer with 16 bit

sampler,

473702.

REVOX B77 high-speed half-track,

approx. 10 hours' home use.
Pristine condition with dust cover,
pro N.A-B adaptors. tape, etc. Best

offer over £750. Tel: 0533 885133

after 6pm.
REVOX 1377 Mark II professional

tape machine, home use only,

boxed, £375 ono. Tel: 0844 353154.

ROLAND SRV330 Dimensional Space

Reverb, £470. Tascam 238 sync

cassette,£595. LX20 compressor

£165. XRI370 SMPTE unit, £120. All

items are boxed with manuals and in

excellent condition. Alan. Tel: 051

339 1167.

SENNHEISER MKH30, MKH40

microphones, including MS clip,

£995. Neil. Tel: 0422 823361.

SONY DTC670 DAT £375, JBL 42860

monitors, £250 - both items

excellent condition, scarcely used,

under warrenty and boxed. Bass

guitar Aria Pro II, double pick-up,

with flightcase practically new, £230.

Two R'n'B sample CDs, £25. Tel:

Daniel 0708 861475. Andrew. 0708

670409.

SONY JH110 8 -track, £495. Studer

1810, £500. Fostex 2 -track, £495.

Fostex 4030, £250. For full details

tel: 081 688 4430 and ask for

Albert.

SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT FOLIO 12/2

RM only 4 months old, still under
warrenty, 3350. Alesis 5R-16, £150.

CMS401-11 PC MIDI interface, £70.

Tel: 0742 303402 anytime.

SOUNDTRACS MRX 24:8:16, fully

modular, 6 effects/sends /returns,

comprehensive EQ, 40 inputs on

remix (32 on long fader) boxed,
manuals, disk cover, as new with very

limited home use only. £2495 o.n.o.

Dave. Tel: 0274 620004.

STUDIO RESEARCH 16:2 mixer,

flightcased, excellent condition, £250

for a quick sale. Pair of Carlsbro

PA115 cabs, hardly used a bargain at

£200 o.n.o. Mark. Tel: 0524 388856.

STUDIOMASTER Diamond 12/2

mixer, 3 -band EQ, aux/send/return

etc, immaculate, £220. Rack, trolley

12 new Franko, tilting frame, casters,

£55. 201/W ROM cards £25 each,

Tascam Portal 4 -track multitracker,

£190. Ricky, Tel: 0475 630181 (after

6pm).

TASCAM 38 1/2 -inch 8 -track

recorder, mint condition, £830 o.n.o.

Tel: 051 722 6458.

TEAC A -3340S 4 -track reel-to-reel,

good condition comes with NAB

HUBS, 15IPS running and hefty

wooden case! Also matching TEAC

AN -300 dolby. offers £400 ono for

the lot. Matt. Tel: 0483 574678.
YAMAHA FX500 multi -effects unit

(reverb, delay, chorus, distortion etc,)

up to 6 effects at once, MIDI, £1 50.

Paul. Tel: 0933 678608.

DRUMS
ALESIS D4 drum module 500+

excellent 16 -bit samples. Very

powerful unit, boxed E270 o.n.o.

Kevin. Tel: 081 292 5901.

ALESIS HR1613 drum machine for

sale, good condition with psu,

manual and Alesis chip, £150. Paul.

Tel: 041 774 5659.

BOSS DR550 hardly used. Akai 700

sampler frequency 16 disks 909 kit,

Adam. Tel: 0482 645964.

ROLAND R70 drum box, only 1

month old, all the TR909 and 808

sounds and built-in FX, cost over

£600 will sell for £399. Paul. Tel: 0302

538304.
SIMMONS PORTAKIT for sale, good

condition with 12 Octapads onboard,

also with built-in sequencer ans FX,

fully MIDlable, external inputs,

manuals and pad stand. Price: new

£500. Sell price £450. Paul. Tel. 041

774 5659.

YAMAHA RX11 offers around £120.

Mr Roberts. Tel: 0226 287733.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 mint condition, £100.

Micheal. Tel: 0203 416653.

KORG SODS 8 -track sequencer -

real/step time recording, £50.

Micheal. Tel: 0203 416653.

ROLAND MC50 sequencer, 128 MIDI

tracks, extensive editing with manual

and PSU, bargain at £350 o.n.o. Akai

XR10 drum machine, with pattern,

song and sounds editing but no

manual, with PSU, excellent

condition, hence £120 o.n.o. Mark.

Tel: 0256 24020.

ROLAND PR100 sequencer as new,

£150. MTR 6 -channel mixing desk as

new, £150. Yamaha TX7 module,

£100. Tel: 0850 253291 anytime.

ROLAND TB303 Bassline, £300, and

Roland MC202, £200. Robin. Tel:

0705 553842.

COMPUTERS

ATARI 520STFM, £125 o.n.o. Lee.

Tel: 091 416 5631.

ATARI 1040 STE 2Mb, Atari SM124

minitor, music software. Brand-new
condition, £50. Delivery may be
possible. Write to: K Wilson, 17
Wimberley Houses, Glamis Drive,

Dundee, DD2 1UP.

ATARI 1040 STE with 4Mb upgrade,

extra 31/2" external floppy drive,

SM124 High res' monitor mono and

200Mb hard drive, £550 o.n.o. Phil.

Tel: 031 228 2015 (24 hours)

ATARI 1040STE 4Mb RAM, SM124,

high res' monitor, 80Mb HD, plus
MIDI expander and SMPTE v3 and

Synthworks Ml, £600. Tel: 0252

541325.

ATARI 1040STE and SM124 monitor

with mouse, £250. QBeat v2.0 £50.

Dave. Tel: 0260 279057 Cheshire.

ATARI ST 1Mb with Replay 16 CD -

quality sampler - both boxed with

manuals, includes loads of software,

E190. Tim. Tel: 0602 532421.

ATARI STACY 440, mint condition,

3700 ono. Alesis MMT8 sequencer,

mint, £120 ono. Craig. Tel: 0472

879264.

ATARI STACY portable 440 includes

some non -music software WP/DTP,

£600 o.n.o. Atari Mega 1/4 Mb,
high res' monitor, £700 ono. Call
James/David. Tel: 0923 234887.

ATARI STACY, best music laptop,

excellent working order, £675 ono.
Wanted cheap MIDI Oscar MPG80,

MKS50/70, SE50, K3M, Eventide

effects, ID800 accessories, Moog

Source. Tel: 081 692 8129.

ATARI STFM 1Mb, including mouse

and high -resolution black and white

monitor. Loads of software, Cubase

also available, £250. Tel: 0532

680331.

ATARI STFM upgraded to 1Mb.

Internal and external double -sided

disk drives, monitor, mouse,
software etc. Complete package,

see working, £120. Tel: 0442
253933.

BRAND NEW 386SX/33, 2Mb RAM,

120 Mb HDD, 3.5" FDD, colour
VGA, unused £699 (still under

warranty). Please phone 0494

716694.

CUBASE V3 for the Atari ST,

complete with manual and dongle,

E200. Adrian. Tel: 0533 375603

(after 7pm).

CUBASE V3.0 with manual and

dongle for Atari also high-res'

Emmulation disk; allows you to run

Cubase on television. Must sell, £150.

Steve. Tel: 0273 776273.

DR Ts KCS Level two for Amiga £75

o.n.o. Christopher. Tel: 0252 838966.

EMAGIC NOTATOR Logic, for ST or

Falcon (latest version) unused £250.

Breakthru sequencer for ST, £30.

Concerto for ST, £19 plus MIDI -file

swaps (recent chart music). Paul. Tel:

0933 678608.

NOTATOR v3.1, £200. Improviser

software, £45. Roland JD880 RAM

card and 6 source banks of sounds

on Atari disks, £100. Pete. Tel: 0392

461860/ 427269.

PC MUSIC software Music Printer

Plus v4, £95. Jammer £90. MIDIQuest

editor, £90. Band -in -a -Box, v5, £35.

MQX 16s MIDI interface with

timecode, £90. Korg M3R, £380.

Roland D110, plus analogue

soundcard, £250. Carl. Tel: 0507

86T
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606956.

PIANOWORKS SOFTWARE for IBM

compatible PCs - excellent piano

tuition program brand new, boxed

with manual, only £50. Phil. Tel: 061

773 9003.

WYSE 286 16MHz. 120Mb hard

drive. 3Mb RAM. Vega VGA.

Tandon monitor (colour). Video
Digitiser. 2400 modem MIDI sound

card optical mouse, excellent
condition, £400 ono. Andy. Tel:

0582 22502 (Luton).

MISC
AMPEX professional 641 quarter -inch

tape, 1,800 feet, 7 -inch reels, new,

unused, shrink-wrapped, eight for

£25 or will split. Jeff. Tel: 081 558

8944.

ENSONIQ VFX SDI voices, huge

library in Atari or Ensoniq or PC

format. Five disks with 1,000 voices

each only fl 2 per disk or £50 for all

five. Richard. Tel: 0736 67531.

EPSON LQ1500 Dot Matrix printer,

£50. Various software (disks only)

all under £25 each. Blank disks, for
example 720K 10pcs £3.50 plus

postage. Tel: 0494 716694 (High

Wycombe, Bucks).

HH PA SYSTEM 150W per channel

mixer amp with reverb and
graphic. Pair Pro 150 CABs and

stands, cables etc. £450. Dave. Tel:

0480 476067.
HOME & STUDIO RECORDING back

issues, every issue from number 1 to

present, over 120 in all; £40 or any

offer considered. Tel: 081 689 8372.

IBANEZ SDR1000+ reverb FX, £325.

Roland R70 new, £325. Akai MIDI

appegiator, £50. Aluminum flightcase

with keys, suits Korg etc, £50. MMT

PCM card for 01W £50. SECK mixer

psu, £60. Tel: 0532 680331.

MIDI PEDALS 6 octaves,

transposition, 2 MIDI Outs,

poly/mono, 16 -channel £100 o.n.o.

Christopher. Tel: 0252 838966.

r

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, mint

condition, 36 issues, £20. Gordon.

Tel: 0473 719394.

PREMIER ANALOGUE electronic

drum kit, 4 pads plus kick, £150. Akai

audio -to -MIDI trigger, £100 or £200

for both. Tel: 0933 50491.

ROLAND D SERIES ROM cards for

D1-10, D10, D20. Great Roland

sounds - box set of 3, £60. RAM

loaded with pro sounds £40. All mint.

Andy. Tel: 081 647 4415.

ROLAND JV80 synth, cost £12,000,

sell for £895. Roland R70 drum

machine, cost £600, sell for £399.

Boss GE215 graphic, cost £250, sell

for £125. Shure SM58 mic, sell for

£59. All in excellent condition. Paul.

Tel: 0302 538304.

ROLAND MC202, £100. Citronic

SM650 DI mixer, £700. Canon Bj10E

Bubblejet printer foffer. Roland PG10

programmer for DSO £offer.Aakai

PM76 piano board for Akai MX1000

£offer. Roland E660 EQ with digital

1/0, £500. All gear perfect. Call 0420

84020.

ROLAND TB303 for sale, £400, in

extremely good condition. Tel: 0703

225823.

ROLAND U220 as new, home use

only. 2PCN cards. Percussion and

saxophones, boxed with manual,

cost £625, accept £350. Tel: 0252

304491 or 595247.
SOUND PATCHES. Breathe new life

into your trusted synth with some pro

sounds in Atari format. All major

keyboards and modules supported.

Ring for details. Andy. Tel: 0532

430177. Leeds.

SYMETRICS 511A noise reduction

system, £350 o.n.o. Paul. Tel: 0224

715518.

TAPE TAPE TAPE: large quantity of

BASF Pro quarter -inch, Ampex 456

1 -inch and 2 -inch. No edits, mostly
used once. Cheap 'cos I need the

space! John. Tel: 0292 442649.

TRANTEC GUITAR 51000 guitar

transmitter, £100. Mike. Tel: 0440

703907.

ULTIMATE 2 -TIER A -frame keyboard

stand, mint condition, boxed. Cost
£200 accept £100 or swap for 3 -tier

X -stand. Also wanted Juno 106,

Mackie 1604 and 5950 upgrade

boards. Paul. Tel: 0532 665568

after 6pm.
YAMAHA CX-5M computer plus

sequencing and voicing software,

£125. Korg Gr-1 reverb, £125. Boss

KM -600 mixer, 375. TEAC 2A mixer,

3150. John. Tel: 0978 842752.

YAMAHA TG100 General MIDI AWM

sound module, 192 great sounding

voices and 10 drum kits, very good

condition, only £280 o.n.o. Matt. Tel:

0256 780114.

YAMAHA TG500 owners interested

in swapping voices, also MIDI song

files. Band -In -A -Box V5 for Atari,

boxed with manuals, £35. Tel: 071

278 5266.

WANTED
8 BUS desk, sub £1400. Preferably

EQ auxs, monitors, MIDI muting,

expandable EG A&H F2/GS3

Studiomaster series 2, mix band etc.

Alan. Tel: 0242 579185 (evenings).

AKAI PE26, must be in excellent

condition and include manuals, will

pay up to £90 cash. Dave. Tel: 081

982 9784 or 081 964 2211 (work).

North-West London.

ALESIS 16:22 mixer, E -mu Emax II

keyboard. For sale: Cheetah SX16,

£375. Unused Laney 200P theatre

monitor, £200. Casio PT80 keyboard,

£15. James. Tel: 0484 865137.

ALESIS MMT8 good condition please

phone 0379 890065 after 7pm ask for

Herman.

ANY GEM WX2 owners please

contact Kevin on 061 620 0058.

CASIO PT30. Mike. Tel: 0297 553803

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS for Mini Korg

700. Phil. Tel: 031 228 2015 (24

hours).

EMS BCSIII or EMS SMPTE AKS your

price paid. Tel: 0726 67836 anytime.

FACTORY PRESETS cards for Roland

PRIORITY AD ORDER FORM
Please fill in your ad opposite. Ads for the April issue should reach us
no later than Wednesday 16th March.

Please place my ad in the section
I enclose a cheque for £5 made payable to Music Technology
(Publications) Ltd.

Name

Address

Postcode

L

U220 unit and Kawai K4R unit. Also

any sound cards for either unit.
Cash waiting. Mike. Tel: 0532

669189 after 5.30pm.

FOSTEX B16 or E16, any condition,

please Tel: 0344 891110.

KEYBOARD CASE/gig bag for Korg

M1 and 19" rack bag for Akai 51100.

Cash waiting. Andy. Tel: 0532

430177. Leeds.

OUTPUT EXPANDER OEX-6 for

ensoniq EPS16+. Also wanted Casio

MIDI guitar MG510. Tel: 0223

276311.

POLYMOOG SYNTHESISER also

Roland Vocoder. Tel: 0744 35567.

ROLAND G77 bass guitar synth and

Roland GR33B floor unit. Tel:

Blackpool 0253 500145.

ROLAND JUNO 106, will pay £300.

Needed urgently, will collect. Also

wanted, Yamaha TG55 expander -

offers. Robin. Tel: 0373 453647 (after

5pm).

ROLAND IV800 or 990, Cheetah MS6

module, Akai ME3OP MIDI patchbay

with 15U or more flightcase,

preferably shock -mounted. Sensible

money only. Keith. Tel: 0444 831504.

ROLAND MC500 Midi , Boss SE50,

Roland RE3, MKS80 plus programmer,

A110, A880, A220. Ian. Tel: (0734)

580764.

ROLAND PAD 80, must be in

excellent condition, will pay up to

£40 cash. Dave. Tel: 081 982 9784 or

081 964 2211 (work). North-West

London.

ROLAND SH101 with or without

modulation grip, must be in good

condition, can collect within reason.

Also, MIDI -to -CV converter needed,

cash waiting. Call Ian, 0703 268817.

ROLAND TB303 Bassline must be in

good condition. will pay £300.
James. Tel: 041 228 3068 9-5pm

excluding lunch hour.
ROLAND TB303 Bassline, must be in

good condition with manual. Will pay

£300. Andy. Tel: 061 429 9376.

SMALL STEREO MIXER, Boss BX8,

KM04, any 6:2, 4:2, 8:2 small mixer.

Tel: 061 799 6154

VOCODER WANTED Roland or EMS

makes. Tel: 0744 35567.

WANTED WANTED wanted - Roland

Jupiter 6 and Jupiter 8 cash

waiting. Tel: 081 665 1840 eves

only.

PERSONNEL
ATTRACTIVE female singer required

for well-known ugly working

Birmingham pop/rock cover band.

Must be vocally versatile with

charisma. Tel: 0543 673743.

CALLING ALL garage and house

producers and vocalists for

established London dance label -

demo tapes and biographies required

for future projects, please telephone

Tim 071 704 1693 for futher details.

ENGINEER PROGRAMMER

experienced with SSL/Kneves etc,

looking for profesional remixers,

producers, musicians with studio work

waiting who need a vibe engineer

into techno progressive industrial

sound scapes. Tony. Tel: 071 252

7698.

HAVE YOUR DEMO critiqued by a

professional A&R rep/music

producer. Send your complete

demo package and £3.95 PO to:

Incognito Musique, Box 34016M,

Halifax, NS Canada B3J 151.

KEYBOARD PLAYER would like to join

band, influences include: Frankie Goes

To Hollywood, other influences

include: production groups such as

Jam & Spoon, Sheriff Pure, please

phone Duncan White. Tel: 021 444

2681.

SIGNED TECHNO outfit require

vocalist for vocal snatches. Contact

Tony on 0472 812760.

SYNTH/DRUM PROGRAMMER

required for Depeche Mode Tribute

group - Birmingham area only. Write

to : Steve Hazard, 2 School street,

Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1 UP.

1

Send your form to: Priority Readers' Ads, MT, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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To book your advertisement

Telephone

0353
665577

COURSES

AUDIO VISUAL TRAINING
Bon Marche, Ferndale Road, London SW9 8EJ
Tel 071-737 7152 or 071-274 4000 ext 338

We offer full-time, weekend , three month and one year
courses in association with the Audio Visual Industry
providing access to the latest production technology.

Advanced Sound Recording and Production.
1 week full-time intro to Recording and Mixing.
TV Video Pre / Post Production Techniques.
Computer Graphics / Animation.
10 Day Courses: Music Video / 16mm Film Production.
Courses commence on 24th January and 3rd May 1994.

SOUND CAREER
SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING

LONDON
PARIS
SY,DNEY
SINGAPORE
VIENNA,
"BERL* .
AUCKLANI3
MUNICH
AMSTERDAM

4 s

o  or*** :**
04 n 10.0.4B

4

Sin MM

A RIFT alkirt TO START YOUR CAREER
IN 1:  BROADCAST INDUSTRIES

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION - SINCE 1977- PRACTICAL
TRAINING - JOB PLACEMENT SCHEME - 16 COLLEGES

IIPIMMII=11111=111

-L=

School of Audio Engineering

LONDON
071-609 2653
SCOTLAND
0236-436561

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to EQ, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

SERVICES

PM S
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEAC/TASCAM, YAMAHA & AKAI

0954 231348 or 0860 782541

MIDI SOFTWARE
for the ST

Phone Sam on

0522 533461

CD/CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

Thinking 01 producing....

COMPACT DISC * CASSETTE
VINYL * PRINT * VIDEO

or MERCHANDISE???
Then you only need one number, ours!

ON -Q PRODUCTIONS
081 671 4431
(well OK. perhaps the fax too.)

USER'S CLUB

"CALLING"
All home musicians be heard by and hear

1000's of others. Latest HomeTech

Newsletter & FREE tape out now £3.00.

For a copy and membership details contact:

HomeTech Music Club
2a White Conduit St.,

Islington,
London N1 9EL
071 354 8870

FOR SALE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Mixer Hill Multi -Mix 16-4-2 19" rack -mount

16 direct outs, brilliant! £450

also Studiomaster mixer 8-419' rack -mount

Ideal home recording £250

Call 0425 638860

 Compact Discs from 80p
 Blank Tape wound to length
 DAT Blanks & Copies from £2.88
 Realtime & Loop Bin Duplication
 AMPEX & ZONAL Studio Tapes

SELECTA SOUND 0708 453424

GEAR TO CI_E.41=1
Akai S950 ( 2.25 Meg). 3800 samples .. £949
Korg MI +3000 sounds C749

Atari STe (4 Meg) + 30 Meg kUDrive + monitor..............C449

Yamaha TG33 synth module C279

Roland SE50 Ix unit C279

Cheetah MS6 synth module C249

Korg DW8000 keyboard synth C249

Akai ME8OP MIDI patchbay .1229
Studiomaster Diamond 82 mixing desk 0229
Behringer Noisegate CI89
Tascam Porta 05HS 4- track C179

Kawai K1 synth module CI69
Steinberg Avalon universal STre sample editor..........1149
Roland MT32 synth module. C149
Korg Poly 61 keyboard synth C149
Yamaha RXI7 drum machine. £79
MIDI Convertor (SH101, MC202, TB303, TR808 etc) C69

DJ Mixer C49

Microdeal Stereo Replay STre sampler............... C49

Yamaha DDIO drum machine. C49

Steinberg Pro24mk3 ST/e sequencer £39
Casio SK5 keyboard sampler £39

Microdeal Quartet STM sample sequencer £29

Part Exchange Considered
0745 332535



SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SAMPLES
We use sell Yoke - Gr ter Wt

Sample Libraries
F731/1 0041/201M110138101

EPS/EPS16+/ASR10ITS10
Korg DSS1/DSM1
YAMAHA SY-85/SY99/
TX16W, Atari ST
Avalo,VGenwave/Sound Designer
100's of disks available.
Prices from £2.50 per disk.

Sampling

 Percussion, Piano's,
G

Strings, Brass,
 Metal uitar, Bass, L747

Soundse.Sciunds,

The list goes on and on

BIG TIME
PRODUCTIONS

t.00hssi si eUNO
Th Clock U Sync:
MIN

e
I° unn Enway MIDI thni

only £89.99
MIDI "Y" Swich

Allows we MIDI IN/OUTIo switch
2-ww:n several MIDI ClITANS

veralen: L13.00
,way venial: 1..00
synth Patches 

CZ pale. ailable on data
sheen Si Psi, patu per rolurnel SIMPLE CDS: ASTRO GUDE 202 ----CIS

per en*
Aka ,O,K.S0 p.m, ...mane
mooicApatoml

tint Si or PC disk
[100,4 PalOes,
Kong .130119£10. Si fisk r100,
164.11es,

ECSTATIC WOMBED.%
SAMPLE OATS E1500ea,
SAMPLETAPES.

£6.50 CHROME £7.50 METAL
FREE P&P ON ALL ORDERS a

Write or call for free catalogue for any of the above.

Pro Music
The MIDI Specialists

See our full page ad in this issue for

further details or call 0284 765765

Only

£6.95
Inc.
P&P

100 + Samples Digitally Mastered
onto Chrome Tape
Send Cheques/PO 's
payable to.

POWERAGE STUDIOS
12 St. Peters Footpath
Margate, Kent, CT9 1TL

2:++ Fax your e:a.:>::.
Classified Advertisement

to
Alex Lambert

on +++4-.1-
0353 662489

SEQUENTIAL Prophet
Product Specialists

sales - service - software
original parts - since 1987

call or write for free catalogue
Wine Country Productions
1572 Park Crest Court #505
San Jose, California 95118
USA Phone 408 265 2008

FAX 408 266 6591

international
Telephone oe write to FREE Catalogue

MIDI SONG FILES
6, Linden Close, Westgate -on -See, Kent CT8 8EH

Tel: 0843 836150
ax: 0843 83615

r
gfflfillk
C.I.S. International Limited are proud to announce the exclusive collection of Roland 'D' series sounds.

The sounds are out of this world and Include the legendary Hammond '85', and ultra realistic sounds of
the Harmonica, Strings, Piano, Fender Bass, 'Equinox' synths, and Numerous other Dance & Rave Sounds.
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Do you own a sampler? If so. Read on
New Sample CD's from Pure Technology

ECSTATIC ACID BYTES is the FIRST sample CD to have separate samples on the left 8 right channels of the CD, effectively
making it a double CD (over 2 hours long). With almost Three Thousand killer samples to create those grinding basslines and

squealing leads essential for all Techno, Rave, Have. Acid 8. Ambient tracks this CD is Massive ONLY £22.95

MEGA BEATS is the only CD which offers the comprehensive range of 30 of the best drum machines sampled in
their original formats. Includes the legendary Rap 8 Rave machines, the TR-808 & TR-909, Has already been used

on top selling records. Only £19.95

ASTRO GUDE 202 - Another jam packed CD for all you manic Ravers. Only a few left, so hurry!
AMAZING LAST STOCK PRICE £14.95

Coming Soon!! Atomix bite-sIze Beets'n'Samples. produced by Simon Power remixer for the Music Factory
and producer of the hit single I want your love. Phone for further info.

PURE
TECHNOLOGY

VISA

The sounds on our CDs are 100% ORIGINAL and are NOT available on any other CDs.
Call our credit card hotline NOW! or send a cheque or p/o made payable to

Pure Technology.

Enquiries & credit card orders : 0745 332535
Office hours: Mon-Thurs Clam-1.30pm, 2pm-6pm - FA 8 Sat 11 am-3.30pm

Answering machine outside office hours

Pure Technology, Dept MT, PO Box 997, Rhyl, Ciwyd LL18 4WA

VISA

CUSTOM MADE COVERS
Made from nylon, padded and PVC materials

Top quality hand -made covers and cases for all

equipment, keyboards, amps etc

We are official manufacturers and suppliers to:

stainbarg KONG JBL Fostex VOX
YAMAHA Pro Music II&

For free brochure/samples please write or phone

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON, GUILDFORD, SURREY GU2 6YH

0483 236449
lck***** Guitar/Bass hags...padded with side pocket and shoulder straps. £30.00 normally £46.00

JBL M -Series covers... to fit M830/M350/M355/M360

SPECIALS! Made from ultra thick M330 size £55.00 inc. normally £80.00******* black PVC with JBL logo M360 size £60.00 inc. normally £89.00

FOR HIRE

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Part Ex / Delivery / Collection
0150 + ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

081 462 6261 or 8621

STUDIOHIRE
11111110 071 431

- 0212
- 0212

IN STOCK NOW  FOSTEX PORTASTUDIOS,

MULTITRACKS & PA. FOR SALE OR HIRE

WE ALSOSECK ACOMPREHENSIVE RANGE. OF ANALOQUE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT, KEYBOARDS, BACKLJNE AND ERECTS FOR HIRE OR SALE

YOU NAME IT - WE'VE GOT IT RING FOR DETAII,S

CRYSTAU
WHY PAY MORE FOR DAIS?

DAT R48 - RCN £2,690000
DAT R62 - FROM E2.9041, -
DAT R92 - FROM E3.39+Vti-

DATR122  mos E3.81,41
KNOELL TAPE.RATED RRST IN A

TOP SURVEY (COPIES AVAILABLE)

1U PATCHBAYS-

ONLY 05.994AT!
TVOGREATDESIGNS

V.WAY JACK
NWAY JACK SWAYED

RUMBLE NORMALLSAG
OMPAC. ease

DAT STORAGE RACK S350- DAP
 HOLOSIO OATS* LOCKS TOGEDER *

*FREE STANONG OR WALL MOUNTED*

CALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST

PLASMA GLOBES
FROM

£29.99,VAT

ACTIVE D I BOX -En gq.iVAT
a PROFESSIONAL DUALITY a

*PHANTOM/BATTERY POWERED *
AND LOW OUTPUTS .a

aHIGH FULLY BALANCED*TEL/FAX 0223 208937

NORTH ROAD WENDY ROYSTON HERTS SG8 OAB

NEWTRONIC
SOUND SERVICE

SAMPLE CDs & CD-ROMS

State Of The Art
CD-ROM for EIII/XR (500 Mbyte)

by Grammy Award Winner

ARNOLD ZIELINSKY

Lenny Bemstein's Engineer ....CALL!

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 1

DRUMS 8 PERCUSSION

AN OLD FAVOURITE!

SPECIAL OFFER £2995 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 2

STRING ORCHESTRA!

THE ESSENTIAL LIBRARY

SPECIAL OFFER E29.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 3

SHORT SOUND EFFECTS!

TOP QUALITY SFX LIBRARY!

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 4

WIND INSTRUMENTS

ANOTHER ESSENTIAL

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

ECSTATIC ACID BYTES

3000 TECHNO/TRANCE SAMPLES

THE PRODUCTION POWER PACK

SPECIAL OFFER 02.95 only

ASTROGLIDE

800 MC 202 SAMPLES

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY CD

ORDER NOW.............. £14.95 only

SAMPLE POOL (was Sample Mania)

THE TECHNO/DANCE CD!

MADE IN GERMANY -EXCELLENT

Loops/SoundsNocals/SFX

ORDER NOW £79.00 only

NEWTRONIC SYNTH SOUNDS
SC55 MEGA SOUNDS per set ............£19 only
JD990 MEGA SOUNDS... ...per set .E29 only

4ID800 MEGA SOUNDS per set ..................£29 only
JV80 MEGA SOUNDS ...per set .£29 only

U220 MEGA SOUNDS .........2 sets. .E29 only

050 WORLD SET.. 3000 sets. £29 only
01/W MAGIC PATCHES. per set .. £29 only
03RM MAGIC PATCHES. per set £29 only
X3 MAGIC PATCHES......, per set ...................£29 only

12/3 MAGIC PATCHES.,,..., per set £29 only
Tseries MAGIC PATCHES.,,..., per set.. £29 only
WS MAGIC PATCHES.......pet set ..................129 only

DW8000 PD EDITOR 6 banks. £39 only

SY99 MEGA SOUNDS.........per set ..................£29 only

SY85 MEGA SOUNDS per set .. £29 only
SY77 MEGA SOUNDS.........per set ...................£19 only

SY22 MEGA SOUNDS per set £19 only

TXS1z BEST OF Sounds .......512 Sounds. £19 only
DX7 Best Of Sounds 1000 Sounds....£14.95 only

EMU VINTAGE KEYS per set £29 only

EMU PROTEUS III. per set ...................£39 only

PROPHET VS MANAGER (ST)...+ Sounds.. £69 only

WALDORF MICROWAVE per set £29 only

NEWTRONIC SONGWARE
3000 MIDI SONGFILES IN TOP STUDIO QUALITY!

INCLUDING LATEST CHARTS, POP/ROCK, 60's/70's
DANCE, GUITAR CLASSICS, JAZZ, CLASSIC,

BALLROOM. WIDE RANGE OF DRUM PATTERNS!
Send £2 in stamps for latest catalogue 8 demo disk.

NEWTRONIC VISA
MEM

SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE LTD
62b MANOR AVENUE SE4 1TE

TEUFAX +44 (0) 81 691 1087
INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SERVIVE

P&P £2 (UK) £5 (EC) £12 (OVERSEAS)
NEXT DAY UK/EUROPE ON REQUEST



FOR SALE ADVERTISERS INDEX

Buy with confidence:
Patchworks are long established in the
business of software & sample CDs, so
for the best service and keenest prices
call 0424 436674 to place your order.=
For further informationsee our full page

advertisement in this magazine
Overseas: please add £5.00 for express

despatch and carriage.
&I trader.. ace rade names are the popelty aster tesne en

MEGA BEATS
SAVE E25.00 ON RRP

VOCAL BYTES
1070 ORIGINAL VOCAL SAMPLES

ring b see nonce sous. Ire woos tee ev,ces mcry m OAT cm ea r are
Took AV edged as Vocce HOrrItl^q' End Corrae, Gemiged v.'s This college, is rename

Gei yam noel

DANCE CONSTRUCTION SET
Kikin' & Livin' HOT from the USA
THE ULTIMATE IN DANCE COMPOSITION
Feaiu rc the pinent, yy read, simded

roves, vocal dance phrases, Nor moving hassles, lend acid leaps, urban she Ft d v

special bonus sechon compiled by EKOPicduchons feed The We ime machines including
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Fax your Classified Ad to
ALEX LAMBERT on

0353 662489

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY RATES

The following are just a few examples of the shapes and sizes available. The
prices shown in the boxes represent the cost per month

1 column (4.4 cm)

1 column (4.4 cm)

6 cm. £90
(+VAT)

1 column (4.4 cm)

2 column (9 cm)

Please note to qualify for these introductory rates i.e. El 5 (plus VAT) per
column cm your initial booking must be for three months.

To advertise please send your copy & cheque (including VAT) for the first
advertisement to:

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (Classified Department), Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF

or telephone:

Alex Lambert
on

0353 665577

ABC Music 36

AMG 37

Akai 23

Analogue Systems 46

62Andertons
BEM 79

Babel 64

Blue Point 29

Carlsbro Retail 47

Digital Village 31

Eddie Moors 68, 69

Gigsounds IFC
54Intasound

Kenton 30

Korg UK 27, 67, OBC
Lowrie Woolf 50

Metra Sound 60

Millenium 12

Music Control 20

Music Inn 57

Optikinetics 61

Peavey UK 19

Pro Music 40

Pulsar 11

Roland UK 3

Soho Soundhouse 80, 81

Sound Technology 6, 7, 32, 33
Sutekina 74, 75

Techmate 51

Time & Space 14, 15

Classifieds
Advanced Sounds Hire
Big Time Productions
Capital Mamba
CIS International
Crystal
Sam Griffiths
HomeTech Music Club
Media Production
Newtronic
On -Q Productions
PMS

Patchworks

Powerage Studios

Pro Music

Pure Technology

Recording Workshop

SAE

Selecta Sound

Stage One Music

Studio Hire

Wine County Productions



Cilubase Score for Windows combines first
class MIDI recording with Professional Score
Printing - all performed with a transparency and
user friendliness never before seen on
an IBM-PC.

Features alone don't make a good program - the
integration into the user interface is vital, and
Cubase Score's interface is leading edge
technology.

Cubase Score includes both PostScript support
and a dedicated notation -font for high quality
printing. Add to this, true ease of use, and with
Cubase you get maximum flexibility ... with
minimum fuss!

Music Publishing midi
Cubase Scorer"

It doesn't matter if you are working on an IBM-
PC, Apple or Atari, there is a Cubase package for
your needs*.
You can upgrade to your Cubase, on any
computer, at any time!

By incorporating important new technologies
such as MIDI Machine Control**, Cubase for
Windows becomes a production environment
without parallel.

Reason enough for Cubase to be successful
worldwide!

Cubase - The Right Choice - Obviously!

Stambarg
Audio

Harman International Industries Limited
Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Herts WD6 5PZ
Tel: 081 207 5050 Fax 081 207 4572

Cubase Lite, Cubase, Cubase Score or Cubase Audio
.* e.g. to remote control an Alesis ADAT. Steinberg ACI hardware required

All product and company names are or ® trademarks
of their respective holders.
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"It can happen without warning. Something triggers an idea in your head and you want to turn it into music. You need access

to sounds, rhythms and styles which can help you shape it quickly before you lose it. That's when you want to try it all. And let

one idea kickstart another. Workstations are the way to do this. And now Korg have a programmed library of styles you can

really get into. It's the closest you can get to the ideas in your head." To hear Paul 'Wix' Wickens play, listen to the recently

released "Paul is Live" album recorded during the Paul McCartney World Tour.

To hear the remarkable i3, visit your local dealer for a full demo, or contact; RE
KORG UK Ltd. 8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Rd., Harrow, Middx. HAI 2YR Tr 081-427 5377 BREAKING 5OUND BARRIERS


